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S u m m a r y
An oscillating baffle column (0.B.C.) is described for 
the extraction of acetic acid. Mass transfer of this solute has been 
examined in both cases, from carbon tetrachloride to water, and vice- 
versa. The studies were carried out in a pilot plant incorporating 
two sizes of 0.B.C.
The use of this liquid system was partly dictated by the 
need for safety within the existing laboratory. A limited number 
of experiments are available for the small column from previous 
studies in 0.B.C. with methyl-isobuty1-Ketone which can be used 
for comparison purposes. Equilibrium data were obtained for the 
liquid systems.
Sampling of the continuous phase, and titration, gave 
the acetic acid concentration (y) along the column length. The 
disperse phase was not sampled and titrated with sufficient 
confidence for the results to be meaningful. The concentration 
of the disperse phase (x) was obtained therefore from a mass balance 
at each sampling level using the measured values of(y) and the flow 
conditions. The latter were varied, to assess the effect of liquid 
loading on the column performance up to the point of flooding. 
Concentration profiles were established along the column for dif­
ferent flow conditions.
The longitudinal dispersion (axial mixing) which occurs 
in both phases was studied using a dye injection technique. Values
of the variance (a2) and the Peclet numbers (Pe) were obtained 
and their significance discussed. An equation for predicting axial 
mixing coefficient (E) from the speed of oscillation (N) and the 
rate of liquid flow (V) is proposed.
The relationship between piston flow, measured and the 
values of NTU and HTU have been established. Equations based on a 
modification of Rod's method give values for true concentration 
profiles of the disperse phase corresponding to the measured con­
tinuous phase (y) values.
Drop size studies are reported based on photographic 
techniques. From the photographs, by the tedious process of observa­
tion and counting, values for the drop interfacial area and Sauter 
mean drop sizes were obtained. While no claim can be made for great 
accuracy, the magnitude of the interfacial areas are meaningful and 
enable the effect of flow conditions as the drop size and distribu­
tion to be demonstrated.
An important contribution of the present studies was the 
successful measurement of the power requirements of the system. The 
power actually consumed to produce the stirring effect has been 
shown to be a small part of the total power by virtue of power losses 
due to mechanical friction and lost movement. An even smaller amount 
of power is actually taken from the stirring power which applies to 
the bulk fluid, in order to produce dispersion. This power is related 
to the HTU and extraction performance. Dimensional equations are 
derived for HTU and Power relative to the operating parameters.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 OPERATION AND DESIGN CONSIDERATION OF EXTRACTORS
In mechanically agitated systems, the extractor is a 
tower with the light phase entering at the bottom and flowing 
upward and the heavy phase entering at the top and flowing downward. 
Either the light or the heavy phase may be the continuous phase.
They occupy smaller floor space and usually require no interstage 
pumps. There is usually need for only one motor drive and speed 
reducer, irrespective of the number of stages to which the column 
is equivalent. Typical agitated extractors contain three sections.
The top and bottom sections are small settling compartments. The 
middle section is the counter-current extraction zone. The inter­
face may be maintained in either of the settling compartments, 
depending on the particular liquid-liquid system.
The objective, for a counter-current agitated extractor, 
is to create sufficiently small drops in a turbulence to ensure 
good mas£ transfer, while avoiding extreme mixing conditions that 
would significantly reduce counter-current capacity. The knowledge 
as to the effect of rotor speed on dispersion is needed. The 
continuous breakup and coalescence of drops of the dispersed phase 
occur in the agitation of two immiscible liquids. A dynamic 
equilibrium is reached between breakup and coalescence after 
sometime and a spectrum of drop size results. The average drop 
size and the size distribution will depend upon conditions of 
agitation as well as physical properties of the two liquids. Drops 
are believed (Hinze (1955)) to be'broken up by turbulent pressure 
fluctuations in the neighbourhood of the drop surface, and coalescence 
may occur when drops collide.
In a counter-current agitated extractor, for each velocity 
of flow for one of the liquids there is a maximum possible velocity
for the other, governed by the driving force, the liquid properties 
and the design of the device. If the maximum velocity for the second 
liquid is exceeded, one of the liquids will be rejected by the 
equipment, which is then said to be flooded. Therefore, as may 
be fixed by process requirements, the cross-sectional area for flow 
must be sufficiently large to avoid velocities that result in flooding, 
for a given volumetric rate of flow of the two liquids.
The ideal liquid-liquid extractor is one which has high 
efficiency and a high capacity. It should also be easy to construct 
and capable of being scaled up from small test sizes to commercial 
columns in a simple, reliable manner. Liquid-liquid systems are 
subject to large changes because of differences in solubility at 
different concentrations. The driving force for phase separation 
is the density difference while the interfacial tension determines 
the ease of dispersion. The purpose of the present study is to 
investigate an oscillating baffle contactor (O.B.C.) which 
approaches these ideal requirements. The contactor has been 
described by Thomas (BP No. 52556/66).
1.2 AXIAL MIXING
Axial mixing concept has been clearly defined by many 
workers (Strand et al (1962), and Klinkenberg (1965 and 1968)).
It is associated with, and occurs in, the direction of flow. It 
is determined by molecular diffusion, the overtaking of fluid 
elements due to the velocity profile (that is Taylor diffusion) by 
turbulent eddy diffusion, channelling, and the movement of material 
in and out of stagnant pockets. The overall mixing effect has one 
component which infers the movement of a phase against its own 
flow and this has been referred to by Klinkenberg (1968) as "back 
mixing". The total mixing effect is then quite simply referred to
as axial mixing. Back-mixing in this sense is determined by the 
injection of a tracer downstream and measuring its concentration 
upstream. Axial mixing is determined by injection of a tracer 
upstream and measuring its concentration downstream.
Since the effect of axial mixing is to increase the 
column length needed to achieve a given extraction yield, it is 
imperative to know how this property changes with the scale of 
the contactor and with extraction conditions. This requires on 
one hand a correlation of axial mixing in terms of flow rates, 
apparatus dimensions and the like, and on the other hand a 
mathematical model for the mass-transfer-axial diffusion process.
Back mixing of either phase tends to reduce the 
concentration driving force between the phases, thereby making the 
overall column efficiency poorer than if no back diffusion occurred. 
Back mixing of the continuous phase may result from eddy motions 
due to convective flow of that phase or as induced by turbulence 
imparted by the falling drops, or it may result from entrainment 
of field liquid in the boundary layer surrounding the drops. It 
is clear, therefore that continuous phase eddy diffusivities should 
be determined in the presence of the counter-currently flowing 
drop phase. In addition to the random eddy diffusion effect, 
there may exist longitudinal diffusional effects specific in the 
forward direction of flow. Such effects may result from a velocity 
distribution in the continuous phase flow, from channelling flow 
due to the particular column geometry, or from other causes. Axial 
diffusion may be caused by a distribution of residence times for 
the dispersed phase flow because of a wide distribution of drop 
sizes and, therefore, of fall velocities.
1..3 MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AND TOO FILM THEORY
The mechanism of the flow process involving the movements 
of the eddies in the turbulent region is not thoroughly understood.
On the other hand, the mechanism of molecular diffusion, at least 
for gases, is fairly well known, since it can be described in terms 
of a kinetic theory to give results which agree well with experience. 
It is natural therefore to attempt to describe the rate of mass 
transfer through a combination of laminar film and turbulent zone, 
including the intervening buffer zone, in the same manner found 
useful for laminar flow. In extraction operations, mass transfer 
of the solute can take place either from the dispersed phase to 
the continuous phase or vice versa. It is convenient to consider 
the resistance to mass transfer within a phase to be concentrated 
in a thin film at the phase boundary. It is assumed also that 
the solute concentrations in each phase at the interface are in 
equilibrium with each other. These assumptions are the basis of 
the Whitman (1923) two film theory. The two film theory is by no 
means strictly true and alternative theories have subsequently 
been put forward to explain interface mass transfer. The best 
known is the Higbie (1935) unsteady state penetration theory which 
has been modified by Danckwerts (1951). Recently Harriott (1962) 
proposed his random eddy modification of the penetration theory, 
for mass transfer from a turbulent fluid to an interface. This 
theory appears to be closer to reality than previous surface 
renewal theories. Nevertheless, -the Whitman two film theory has 
been remarkably successful in interpreting the result of most 
two phase mass transfer operations of industrial importance. It 
probably still provides the design chemical engineer with the 
best overall picture of the process.
. . . Let us consider the mass transfer of a solute from the 
dispersed phase to the continuous phase in a liquid-liquid extraction 
process. If the mass transfer rate is N, the interfacial area 'aT, 
and the solute concentrations in the continuous and dispersed phases 
are given by y and x respectively. Also if the individual mass 
transfer film coefficients in the continuous and dispersed phases 
are Kc and Kd respectively, then a reasonable calculation of an 
extraction column can be based on a description of the elementary 
process of the mass transfer between the phases, this can be 
represented mathematically by
N = Ka, (x - x.) ... 1.1
d 1
or
N = - Ka (y - y.) .... 1.2
c J Ji
where x^, y^ are concentrations at the interface. On the generally 
accepted assumption that x^ and y^ are in equilibrium, and that 
the distribution coefficient
m = (yi/xi) ... 1.3
is constant. It is possible to formulate equations 1.1 amd 1.2 as
N = Ka. (x - x ) * ... 1.4d.
where the overall coefficient Ka, isd
and 1.6
Equation 1.4 is usually considered valid even under conditions when 
m is not constant and when equation 1.5 - the resistance additivity 
is not exactly satisfied.
1.4 DROP SIZE
A distribution of drop size is formed at the inlet
distributor, and this spread of sizes results in a distribution
of surface areas per unit volumei and a distribution fall velocities 
and contact times for the drop population, as the drops fall through 
the continuous phase. Since all these drop properties - area, fall 
velocity and contact time - affect the mass transfer process for the 
population, and since the latter two are non linear functions of the 
drop diameter, then it follows that a knowledge of the distribution
of these properties about their means is needed in the design of flow
contactors. Basic to these effects is the manner in which a drop
phase breaks up in a turbulent field or in shear flow.
Another major factor is that of drop interaction, i.e. 
the repeated collision, coalescence and redispersion of drops in the 
flow field. If no drop coalescences occur during the fall period, the
distribution of drop properties mentioned above depends primarily 
upon the drop breakup process occurring at the inlet. If however, 
the drops coalescence and redisperse repeatedly during their fall, 
then it is necessary to know something about the probabilities 
of coalescence and breakup for the different size fractions present 
in order to determine the distributions of areas, velocities and 
times for the swarm of drops.
Another significant factor is that of turbulent eddy 
motions in the continuous phase; if these motions result in appreciable 
back mixing, column efficiency is impaired as a result of a reduction 
in concentration driving force between the two phases. Even if the 
axial and radial components of the eddy motions in the continuous 
phase can be represented adequately by an effective diffusion coefficient, 
there remains the effect of such motions on the drop population. Presum­
ably the smallest drops present are carried freely by such motions and 
therefore may be highly back mixed, while the large inertia and rapid 
fall of the biggest drops cause them to "bypass" so that they are not 
much effected by continuous phase eddy motions.
The transfer process for an isolated, moving drop is now 
known to be a very complex phenomenon, with an inside coefficient 
ranging between the limits corresponding to a stagnant drop or Hadamand- 
type circulation to a fully developed circulation, and an outside 
coefficient corresponding to varying degrees of film penetration or 
surface renewal. In addition, various interfacial turbulence effects 
complicate and abet the individual processes. To arrive at an effective 
transfer rate for the total column length, one must integrate these 
single drop relations over the concentration gradient, eddy diffusion 
flux, and drop size distribution function appropriate to that length.
The selection of the height of a column calls for knowledge 
concerning the inside and outside transfer coefficients Kd and Kc, 
the amount of axial mixing of both phases, the drop breakup mechanism 
and size distribution, and the droplet coalescence-redispersion rates.
A size estimate based on the required flow rates, measured drop 
hold-up and slip velocity relation assuming average drop conditions 
usually is adequate, although differences in drop size distribution 
axial mixing or drop interaction rate on the two scales may introduce 
secondary correction.
1.5 DROP DYNAMICS, BREAKUP MECHANISMS AND'INTERACTION
The movement of a drop population through a continuous phas 
is an important aspect of liquid extraction. The velocities of the 
drop phase determine the contactor capacity, and the relative motion 
between drop and bulk fluid affects the convective mass transfer 
between phases. The movements of drop swarm are effected by the 
characteristics of the drops and the fluid immediately surround them 
and by the distribution of the drop sizes, hindered settling and 
coalescence effects caused hy close spacing between neighbours, and 
the average velocity and the local eddy motions of the continuous 
phase.
In the analysis of extraction equipment it is usually 
assumed that the drops are spherical, and various photographic 
studies indicate that this is a reasonable assumption for most 
of the drops in an apparatus operating at an acceptable extraction 
efficiency. Specification of the size characteristics of a drop 
population is a matter of great difficulty. In a turbulent field, 
drops presumably rupture by localized shearing action (Taylor 1953) 
or because of dynamic pressure fluctuations (Hinze 1955). In either 
case it is intuitively reasonable that a distribution of sizes 
should result, in view of the spectra of energies, fluctuating 
velocities and eddy sizes present in the turbulence. Current 
knowledge does not permit the prediction of these distributions, 
instead investigations have on one hand studied the problem of 
the critical or maximum stable drop size present, based on average 
conditions, while others have determined experimentally the mean 
drop size present in the dispersion.
Drop interaction is the combined process of collision, 
coalescence, internal mixing and redispersion of drops in a dynamic
environment. The drops may pass immediately from a formation zone 
into a milder turbulence such that coalescence predominates and little 
redispersion occurs; this situation is found in some pipelines, 
counter-current extractors and spray columns where the drop size 
is seen to increase with distance downstream from the dispersion 
device. In describing and in discussing the effects of drop 
interaction on drop dynamics and mass transfer, it is assumed that the 
rates of the three processes - collision, coalescence, and redispersion 
- can be lumped together as one rate. This is necessary since at present 
there is no information which would permit one to estimate coalescence 
and redispersion rate independently.
1.6 EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION
The equilibrium distribution of acetic acid between water 
and carbontetrachloride has been treated by Chaikhorski (1965) . An 
attempt will be made to correlate equilibrium results for the distribution 
of acetic acid between carbontetrachloride and water by a simple equation. 
This will then be compared with the results of Chaikhorski. If a simple 
equation can be established it would greatly facilitate computerisation 
of equations for the number of transfer units.
1.7 POWER STUDIES _
One of the problems confronting the designer of agitating 
equipment is that of deducing from experimental work with small 
units what will be the most satisfactory arrangement for a larger 
unit. In order to achieve the same kind of flow pattern in two units, 
we must maintain geometrical, kinematic, and dynamic similarity, as 
well as maintain similar boundary conditions. This problem has been 
discussed by a number of workers, including Rushton et al (1950) and 
White (1934). Both the effective diffusivity and case of dispersion
(interfacial tension) affect tlie power input in liquid mixing 
equipment.
It is recognised that the study of scale-up is most 
important in accessing the potential of an extractor for industrial 
use. Studies should be carried out with two or more different sizes 
of the same equipment to establish scale up properties. This is 
not always possible, especially on industrial equipment where 
manufacture of the products may be interrupted. One of the virtues 
of the O.B.C. will be seen to be a more uniform radial distribution 
of phases in the column, and their dependence on operating parameters 
is more easily interpreted than in some other cases such as R.D.C.
This will be further discussed in details later.
1.8 MODE OF OPERATION OF O.B.C.
The idea for the O.B.C. arose from a recognition of the 
need for a means of dispersion which avoided (i) applying force to 
the column liquid, (ii) an excess of power requirement, (iii) rotating 
the column liquids either radially or axially, and yet supplied 
energy for the dispersion of one liquid phase in another. If these 
criteria could be even partially established then there would be a 
minimum deviation from truly counter-current flow and longitudinal 
dispersion in both phases could be greatly reduced. A "hole" in a 
vertical plane which moves through the liquid would leave turbulent 
eddies in its wake which could supply sufficient energy to cause the 
dispersion without actually rotating the body of the liquid. A series 
of such holes square or round supported by a net such as a gauze or even 
well perforated plate should serve such a purpose.
Figure 1.1 shows a vertical plate or baffle which is well 
perforated. If this baffle is oscillated
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about a vertical axis as shown, then liquid streams through holes both 
on the clock-wise and anticlockwise movement of the baffle. Provided 
that the plate offers a minimum surface to the body of the liquid, 
it will not be greatly disturbed and counter-current flow should be 
retained. The turbulent eddies resulting from the moving orifices 
produce the necessary turbulence which is highly localised. The 
reversal of the baffle will in itself produce some turbulence but 
it should be minimised and will not contribute greatly to the dispersion 
process. Such an arrangement should produce a minimum longitudinal 
dispersion and interference with counter-current flow.
There are many parameters which can be varied such as 
(i) amplitude of oscillation, (ii) speed of oscillation, (iii) number 
of interlocking vertical baffles, (iv) number and size of perforations,
(v) gauzes instead of plates, and (vi) use of stator rings.
1.9 RESEARCH PROGRAMME
The main variables which affect the oscillating baffle 
column are the oscillating baffle speeds, flowrates of both phases, 
size and perforations of the baffles.
The experimental data are analysed as follows:
Establish the experimental values and derive theory 
to enable computation to be made on:
(a) measured extraction efficiency based on solute content
in the inlet and outlet phases of water and carbontetrachloride.
(b) the longitudinal (axial) dispersion coefficients for both 
phases, according to the response curve one time-concen- 
tration curve, obtained by impulse dye-injection experiments.
(c) real concentration profile of the dispersed phase based on 
the operating line equation taking longitudinal dispersion 
coefficients into account, with the aid of local solute 
concentrations, in aqueous phase, obtained by sampling 
the continuous phase along the column height.
(d) true extraction efficiency based on the differential
equations of a one-dimensional diffusion model and the 
values of the real concentration profiles of both phases.
(e) compare these extraction efficiences and thus determine
the extent of the effect of axial mixing on the rate of
- mass transfer in the O.B.C.
(f) examine the geometry end effects on O.B.C.
analyse photographs obtained during operation of the 
column and compute the Sauter mean drop sizes based on 
the statistical analysis of the drop sizes measured from 
the pictures obtained by high speed photographic technique, 
find the effect of interfacial tension, hence contact 
area between phases on column operating condition, 
determine the power characteristics of the O.B.C. by 
electrical method, using a torque transducer, 
examine the effect of changing direction of mass transfer 
on the performance of the column, 
establish equilibrium data.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 LIQUID-LIQUID CONTACTORS
There are different types of liquid-liquid contactors but 
many of these extractors have low throughputs if reasonable efficiency is 
be attained, and many of them have axial mixing problems which reduces 
efficiency of extraction. For example packed towers are limited in 
loading and have distribution problems, and the redispersion is not 
good. Far better to machanically disperse to obtain large interfacial 
area. RDC is really a series of perfect mixers and is not truly counter- 
current in its action. The backmixing referred to is not axial mixing 
of a diffusional type but involves hydraulic interference from state 
to stage reducing the concentration gradient. A good deal of power is 
expended in producing rotation that is not usefully used.
The aim should be for a truly counter-current action with a 
minimum of power consumption and a minimum of back mixing. This is 
what led Thomas (1966) to propose a new column which he called an 
oxcillating baffle column and he (Thomas 1969) demonstrated it to have 
high efficiency at high throughput with low axial diffusion properties. 
Thomas (1969), Thomas and Chiu (1969), and Thomas and Weng_ (1970), 
all investigated a relatively small column using the principle of OBC 
and did not investigate power consumption. Thomas (1969) stated that 
the action of the OBC much more closely approaches a "truly counter- 
current system". This was clearly demonstrated by cine film for 
different phase flow rates inasmuch as longitudinal convection of 
drops was avoided, radial movement of drops was a minimum and low 
backmixing based on experimental dye studies was shown to be 
established. These facts all led to the achievement of greater 
efficiency at a given throughput.
2.1.1 Rotating Disc Contactors
A detailed analysis of the performance of rotating disc 
contactors has been given by Strand, Olney and Ackerman (1959). They
showed how drop size and the amount of the drop phase hold-up 
are affected by rotor speed. Low rotor speeds allow high throughputs, 
large drop sizes with low residence times, but these beneficial effects 
are offset by small aggregative interfacial areas and low overall mass 
transfer. High rotor speeds have the opposite effects with an 
increase in the importance of axial mixing. They demonstrated that 
both radial and axial variation in holdup occur in a rotating disc 
contactor.
Westerterp and Landsman (1962) used a model previously 
discussed by Nagata et al. (1957) of piston flow with superimposed 
axial diffusion. They postulated from their experimental results, and 
previous work of Stermerding et al. (1961), that the axial mixing 
coefficient consists of two contributions, (a) contribution 
independent of V and approximately proportional to N, (b) a contribution 
independent of N and proportional to V.
Gel'Perin (1963) has studied the mass transfer rate in RDC 
for three systems with different physical-chemical properties.
Local concentrations have been examined and a smooth change in concentration 
along the column height was found.
Shtrobel et al. (1963) has reported on the kinetics of 
extraction in RDC with different systems of different physical 
properties. A critical equation for determining the efficiency of mass 
transfer under various hydrodynamic conditions for different 
extractable substances has been obtained.
A series of interesting papers have appeared from the Russian 
School of Aerov et al. (1963) and Kagan et al. (1961). These papers 
and those of Gel’Perin (1963) and Shtrobel (1963) have been referred 
to by Thomas (1970) and used to interpret the experimental results 
from a RDC comparison was made by Thomas (1970) of the measured and 
true heights of transfer units with those predicted by the semi- 
empirical equation of the Russian workers.
2.1.2 Spray Towers
- A summary is given by Jeffreys (1968) of the position with 
regard to hold-up in spray-type columns. He mentioned particularly the 
equation obtained by Lapidus and Elgin (1957). The sampling 
technique for the organic and acqueous phases has been developed by 
Gier and Hougen (1953) to measure the concentration profile of both 
phases flowing counter-currently in a spray tower, and a method of 
correcting for impure samples has been presented.
Many papers have been referred to in the work of Letan and 
Kehat (1967), Laddha (1950), Ruby et al. (1955) and Geankoplis et al. 
(1950, 1951).
Geankoplis et al. (1950, 1951) showed how to determine the 
concentration gradient throughout the column and to locate any end 
effects. They reported performance data of a spray tower and 
extraction coefficient.
2.1.3 Packed Column and Rotary Annular Extractor
Packed tower studies have been reported by Pratt (1951) and 
co-workers. A theoretical analysis of the mechanism of distribution of 
liquid over a random packing, for the case of a uniform initial 
distribution of the liquid at the top of the packing has also7been 
reported by Kolar (1965). Degaleasan (1966) presented a generalised 
correlation for extraction of acetone by water in a packed column 
using hold-up of dispersed phase as correlating factor.
Several papers have been reported on rotary annular columns 
by Thornton (1953), Davis (1960), and Spence (1963). Spence (1963) 
has reported the rate of mass transfer in the case of a single drop in 
the rotary annulus column. The transfer rate was found to be about 
twice that of a drop falling freely through a static continuous phase.
2.1.4 Differential Contact Equipment
The performance of these extractors has been studied by many 
workers. Treybal (1963) has published a review which includes the work
of Oldshue and Rushton (1952) and their column, the work of McWhirter 
and Lloyd (1963), Darsi and Feick (1961) in controlled cycling 
extractors, and of Scheibel (1948) and his column, finally sloping 
pulsating extractors reported by Shotrobel et al. (1964).
Two recent extractors claiming low axial mixing proporties 
are referred to by Hanson and Ingham (1971). They are that of Treybal 
(U.S. Patent number 3.325.255. and Thomas (B.P. 52556). The 
performance of the oscillating baffle column of Thomas (B.P. 52556) 
has been reported by Thomas (1969), Thomas and Chiu (1969) and Thomas 
and Weng (1970). The present studies are an extension of this work 
to include power and the use of small and large diameter columns for 
comparative purposes.
2.2 AXIAL MIXING
It will be apparent from the previous discussions on 
extractors that in all industrial cases of continuous counter-current 
extraction, the problem of axial mixing or backmixing in the direction 
of flow is very important. It reduces the concentration driving force 
and consume power unproductively. A great deal has been written on 
this subject and a summary is given by Hanson (1971), and in the 
particular chapter in this book written by Hanson (1971), of particular 
interest in the present studies are the work of Klinkenberg (1965, 1968), 
Strand and Ackerman (1962), Nagata (1957), Westerterp and Landsman (1963), 
Rod (1965) and Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1957).
Klinkenberg (1965) discussed in detail the concept of back 
mixing and the general characteristic phenomenon of fluid mixing in 
extraction towers. Strand and Ackerman (1962) defined the axial 
mixing effect as containing eddy diffusion or back mixing and a 
spreading effect specific in the forward direction caused by 
channelling and Taylor type diffusion. They criticise the validity 
of applying a simplified dispersion coefficient such as (E ) to dropSL
populations. In 1962 a quite independent paper appeared due to
Westerterp and Landsman (1963) on the subject of axial mixing in a 
rotating disc contactor. They used a model previously discussed by 
Nagata et al. (1957) of piston flow with superimposed axial diffusion. 
Nagata et al. (1957) used dimensionless groups and proposed the following 
equation:
where L = height of column and H = height of each compartment.
Instead Westerterp and Landsmann (1963) state from the 
previous work of Stermerding et al. (1961) and direct observation of 
their own results that the axial mixing coefficient is made up of two 
contributions - (i) a contribution independent of V (phase velocity) 
and approximately proportional to N (rotational speed) (ii) and a 
contribution independent of N and proportional to V.
Logsdail and Thornton (1957) showed that HTU increased with 
column diameter for RDC, probably due to back mixing effects. For 
RDC Vermijs and Kramers (1954) show that back mixing adversely 
affects effeciency above a certain rotor speed. Wilburn (1964) 
discussed the mathematical determination of the concentration 
profiles in counter current extractors.
Rod (1965) proposed the diffusion model of back mixing be 
approximated by a finite difference model and the resulting difference 
equations he solved graphically on a distribution diagram. The 
behaviour of continuous flow systems has been discussed by 
Danckwerts (1953) who considered that longitudinal mixing can be 
described as a diffusional process. Levenspiel and Smith (1963),
Van der Laan (1958) and Aris (1964) have indicated methods for the 
determination of the axial-dispersion coefficient from the residence 
time distribution for systems that move in plug flow with axial
d 'h
TABLE 2.1
Literature Reported on the Measurement of Axial Dispersion 
_________Coefficient____________
% '
Continuous or Dispersed 
Phase being Studied
Type of Column or 
Method of Operation Authors and Year
Both Phases RDC Vermijs (1954)
Both Phases Packed Columns Jacques & Vermulen (1957)
Continuous Circular Pipe Levenspiel (1958)
Gas & Liquid Phases Packed Columns Jacques & Vermulen (1959)
Both Phases RDC Strand, Olney & Ackerman 
(1962)
Continuous Phase RDC Westerterp & Landsman (1962)
Continuous Phase RDC Westerterp & Landsman (1962)
Continuous Phase Spray Type Extractor Geankoplis (1963)
Continuous Phase Reciprocating Plate Column Gel’Perin & Neustroyey (1964)
Continuous Phase Pulsed Extraction Column Smoot & Babb (1964)
Both Phases RDC Olney (1964)
Both Phases RDC Stainthorp (1964)
Both Phases A small pulsed Extractor Miyauchi & Oya (1965)
Both Phases Stagewise Extractor Souhrada (1966)
Both Phases Vibrating-plate Extractor Landan & Prochazka (1966)
Continuous Phase 
(using backflow model)
Rotating Impeller 
Contactor
Miyauchi & Harase (1966)
Gas & Liquid Phases Packed Beds Levenspiel (1966)
Both Phases Oldshue and Rushton 
Column
Treybal and Bibaud (1966)
Both Phases Packed Column Klinkenberg (1965)
Both Phases Differential Counter- 
Current Extractor
Hartland & Mecklenburgh (1966)
Both Phases Rotary-Plate Extractor Stemerding, Lumb & Lips (1963)
Both Phases Open & Packed Tubes Danckwerts (1953)
mixing. Sleicher (1960) and Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1963) in turn 
have described the influence of axial mixing on the effeciency of 
transfer processes.
2.3 _ DROP STUDIES
2.3.1 Drop Size and Velocity Distribution
The motion of liquid drops in a fluid medium has been 
studied extensively both experimentally and theoretically by 
Levich (1962). The study of this process yields important conclusion 
concerning the properties of the interface between two liquids, and 
between a liquid and a gas when the medium in which the drop moves 
is a gas.
The study of the laws governing drop motion in a fluid
medium is essential to the solution of experimental liquid-liquid
extraction. Computations by Rybczynski (1911) and those undertaken 
independently by Hadamard (1911) have shown that a change in the 
boundary conditions on the surface of a drop leads to a significant 
change in the velocity of the falling drop.
The movement of a drop population through a continuous
phase is an important aspect of liquid extraction. The velocities of 
the drop phase determine the contactor capacity and the relative 
motion between drop and bulk fluid affects the convective mass 
transfer between phases. The movements of drop swarm are affected 
by the characteristics of the drops and the fluid immediately 
surrounding them, and by the distribution of the drop sizes.
Hindered settling and coalescence effects caused by close spacing 
between neighbouring drops influence the average drop velocity and 
the local eddy motions of the continuous phase. Hughes and 
Gilliland (1952) proposed a correlation of velocities based on the
groups:
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and this correlation lends itself to numerical computation easy to use
for numerical calculation. Kinter (1955) et al, correlate their data
in terms of C^, and P 2a3/gy **Ap , and Treybal (1956)
e c
correlate the data from several studies in terms of C~, N_ , ND * Re’ we
using separate equations to represent the regions on the two sides of 
the drop peak velocity.
in recent years by Ingebo (1956). Many workers have attempted to handle 
the problem in terms of a characteristic velocity for the drop 
population
where the factor K is greater than or less than unity depending upon 
whether hindering effects or coalescence effects predominate in the 
contact zone. The velocity V should be equal to the terminal 
velocity of the volume-surface mean diameter of the distribution if 
the assumptions which support equation 2.5 are valid. With this infor­
mation and the measured hold up at flooding, h^, one can in principle
determine the maximum column capacity (V,) or (V ) at any flowd max c max
ratio V./V . d c
A few experimental studies have dealt with distribution of 
sizes present but there are no theoretical studies which adequately 
explain the mechanism of formation of a size distribution. Sleicher (1962),
Drop motion during the acceleration period has been studied
in studying maximum stable drop sizes in a pipe turbulence, concludes 
that breakup occurs predominantly by shear in the bubble wall region 
and correlates his data with the relation,
£ D V2 "c max 38 2.o -C
It is seen that one of the important consequences of Equation 2.6,
neglecting the term involving the drop viscosity group, is that Dm
- 5/2 _  '
varies as V . The average drop size D is perhaps a more meaningful
quantity for the correlation of extraction data if only a single 
parameter of the size distribution is to be measured, and this property 
or the average interfacial area per unit volume a has been determined 
in several investigations. For stirred equipments the studies and 
correlations from five investigations, Calderbank (1958),
Vermeulen (1955), Kafarov (1959), Pavlushenko (1958), Scoll (1958), 
should be mentioned. The work of Rushton (1971) et al. for more 
concentrated dispersions shows a smaller effect of impeller speed on 
d and Shinnan et al. (1960) proposed a rationalization of this in 
terms of a drop coalescence probability.
size distribution have been reported in spray towers by Keith (1955), 
in rotating cylinder apparatus by Hinze (1955), and in stirred vessels 
by Nagata (1960), and Hulting (1957). Mugele et al. (1951) propose 
a modification of the log-probability equation, bounded in the upper 
limit by the maximum stable drop size, to represent the size distribution 
of liquid-liquid dispersions. The drop populations formed in most 
dispersion devices contain a rather wide distribution of sizes. High 
speed photographic studies of the distortion, oscillation and 
breakup of individual drops in a population should prove helpful.
Such studies might show, for example, the fraction of drops undergoing
Information concerning drop formation and the resulting
distortion or oscillation at any instant of time under turbulent 
conditions and whether breakup is predominantly due to filament 
rupture or to oscillation; also they might explain the origin of the 
many small drops observed in a distribution.
basis average condition has no certainty of being the correct one when
the local coefficients K and K,, area ’a' and contact time t varyc a
with the distribution of sizes in a continuous column.
2.3.2, Internal Circulation and Interaction of Drops
Distorted droplets retards movement through the continuous 
medium and can lead to lower rates of mass transfer.
Droplets may also undergo internal circulation. Circulation 
within the droplet, on the other hand, enhances mass transfer 
considerably, since it results in a thinning of the boundary layer. 
However, Garner (1954) et al. showed that if the droplets are large 
or if the distorting forces are great, the droplets may undergo an 
oblate-to-prolate oscillation which can itself increase the transfer 
rate by as much as 100 per cent.
liquid depends largely on the viscosities of the two phases, although 
it is influenced by density differences and the interfacial tension.
As shown experimentally with water-isobutanol and isobutanol-water 
systems, Hartmann (1949), the function y /y + y T), where y and
ULi Cl Li L L  Li Li
ydL are the continuous phase and dispersed phase viscosities respectively, 
describes this circulation reasonably well. More complete analysis 
of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations lead to essentially the same 
result by Ward (1962). It is not surprising then that mass-transfer 
coefficients may be correlated (Ward (1962, 1963), by the equation
The significant point is that a transfer rate calculation
The circulation within a droplet moving relative to another
-> ( V  (s c) l 5 2.4
which below droplet Reynolds numbers of 10 gives acceptable results.
The effect of drop interaction on the behaviour of a swarm 
of drops in a flow contactor can best be visualized by considering 
the two extremes of no interaction and of infinite interaction among 
the drop population. If no drop interactions occur in a continuous 
flow stirred vessel, the age distribution of the drops covers a wide 
spectrum, just as does the residence time distribution of the continuous 
phase. In the same environment complete interaction causes all the 
drops to have the same age. Primary dispersion has only a minor effect 
on the ultimate drop size distribution when interaction rates are high. 
The likely result is that the ultimate size distribution is attained 
rather slowly when interaction rates are low, whereas the equilibrium 
dispersion is coarser but is attained more rapidly when interaction 
rates are high.
The probability of coalescence per collision, the collision 
frequency, and the drop lifetime before redispersion are events that 
may be affected quite differently by the number of drops per unit 
volume, the turbulence scale, the intensity and homogeneity, and the 
short range surface forces. The rate of coalescence of drops has been 
shown to increase in some cases, when solute transfer occurs from the 
drop phase into the continuous phase, (Fleming, 1953), Mackay (1962). 
Groothuis (1960) reported striking photographs showing the influence 
of direction of solute transfer on the coalescence of drop pairs; and 
mention must also be made of Hartland’s (1967) study of the shape of 
a liquid drop at a liquid-liquid interface in cells of different sizes 
using pairs of liquids having close refractive indices to minimise the 
optical distortion.
2.3.3 Droplets Measurement Methods
r~- ■
Several methods of interfacial area measurement have been 
used by different workers Fraser (1956) and Gucker (1954). Samples 
of the dispersion may be taken from the column and photographed
immediately after sampling, Fraser (1956), or they are sized under 
a microscope or the pictures of the dispersed droplets are taken 
by means of a special designed photographic probe * Thornton (1968) 
and Gucker(1954). A method which has been adopted in the present work 
is to photograph the dispersed droplets directly through the column.
This method has also been used by Miyauchi (1965), and Nagata (1960) 
and by Thomas and Weng (1970).
Light transmittance techniques for estimating the interfacial 
area directly has been used (Gucker 1954, and Bailey 1961) to minimise 
the problems associated with counting and sizing a large number of 
droplets obtained by photographic methods. The light transmittance 
technique yields an average size of drop for a given population but 
counting yields a drop size distribution as well.
Other methods like frozen drops Turner (1953) and Taylor (1954), 
and Optical and Electronic methods (Sinclair 1950) have been adopted 
by different workers. Optical methods involve measuring intensity, the 
colour, or the polarization of light scattered by a spray and also 
light transmission and diffraction by sprays, Turner (1953) and 
Taylor (1954). Electronic size analysers, on the other hand, are 
based on electronic charging, light scattering and electrical 
resistivity. Chemical reaction method may also be used to measure 
interfacial area, Nanda and Sharma (1966-1968). Completely automatic 
scanning instruments are available, (Sinclair (1950) and Sprow (1967)), 
that make it possible to measure rapidly great numbers of droplets on 
slides or represented on photographic negatives, but they are ruled 
out by their excessive capital cost and sophistication.
TABLE 2.2
Literature Reported on Drop Size and the Distribution of Drop 
_____  Sizes in Liquid Extractors_________ _______
Extractors Authors & Date
Pulsed Perforated 
Columns
Packed Columns
Miyauchi & Oya (1965)
Pratt, Lewis & Jones (1951) 
Ramshaw & Thornton (1966) 
Thornton (1963, 1964)
RDC Strand, Olney and 
Ackerman (1962) 
Olney (1964)
Kagan (1961, 1964)
Mixer-Settler Vermeulen, Williams and 
Langlois (1955)
Misek (1963)
Coughlin and Von Berg (1966) 
Jeffreys, Smith and Pitt 
(1966)
Bouyatiotis, Thornton (1967)
2.4 POWER MEASUREMENT....................
Olney and co-worker (1947) considered the effect of impeller 
speed, liquid properties and proportions of the liquids on power cons- 
sumption, while maintaining equipment size and shape dimensions constant. 
Power data are presented for disperser and spiral turbine impellers 
operating in several liquids and two-phase immiscible liquid systems.
White (1934) and his co-workers pointed out the possibility 
and advantage of correlating the performance of mixing impellers by 
the use of dimensional analysis and a study of models. They obtained 
an approximate correlation of their data and the group
P _______
L3N3pD1,1W0,3H0*6
is plotted against a modified Reynolds number,
■ . I
jA a
z
where P = horsepower; L = paddle length (ft.); W = paddle width (ft.);
N = agitator speed (rps); Z = liquid viscosity (16/sec.ft.);
D = tank diameter (ft.); H = liquid depth.
When the extractors were full of liquid, i.e. in the absence 
of an air-liquid interface, Treybal (1955) found that the power required 
for a given impeller speed was independent of the rate of liquid flow.
The power consumption of agitators operating in a single liquid phase 
has been investigated by Rushton et al. (1950-1953) and Mack (1948-1950) 
and co-workers. They presented'methods of predicting the power con­
sumption of an agitator based on size, speed, and liquid properties. 
Correlations of the most important'variables are presented in the form 
of dimensionless groups, characteristic plots and general equations. 
Baffle arrangements to give the "fully-baffled'1 condition are described 
by Mack (1948) and he found that for "fully baffled" conditions there is
a maximum power which the impeller will draw at a given speed, and that 
for this condition the impeller may be characterised by a power 
constant Pgc/N3L5p.
Johnson et al. (1955) presented the power input data 
obtained on a 50-foot pulse column 24 inches in diameter, as well as 
information on development of the power formula and the means of 
experimentally evaluating the formula. The power consumed by certain 
propeller-type agitators under varying conditions has been studied by 
Lovell et al. (1943). They correlated their data by dimensional 
analysis and called attention to the fact that no critical value is 
found for the modified. Reynolds number pNL2/y, where N = rotational 
speed and L = length of agitator. Van De.Vusse (1955) obtained an 
empirical equation for the power consumption of paddle stirrers when 
103 < R < 101*
nd2 ;0’15 .df1'3 J L 0'6 ,0). °’I+
= ( — - )  O  (p Q)
PN3D5 V d
where P = power consumption, n = stirrer rotation/unit time, 
d = stirrer diameter, D - vessel diameter, H = height of liquid in 
vessel, 0) = width of stirrer blade, p = density of fluid.
Rieger et al. (1973) measured the power consumption for the 
mixing of highly viscous non-Newtonian fluids for screw, helical ribbon 
and anchor agitators; while for disc turbines, Miles (1971) found 
that power numbers for closed vessels are greater than for open ones 
of otherwise identical geometries. He presented power numbers for 
6-blade disc turbines, 2-blade flat paddles, and 4-blade, 45°-pitch 
turbines in 6-in. and 12-in. diameter closed vessels for Reynolds
numbers > 2 x 10 . Ulbrecht (1971) presented some theoretical arguments 
based upon the simulation with rotating spheres and discs on the 
power requirements for agitation of polymer solutions in the viscous 
regime (R0 < 10).
TABLE 2.3
Literature Reported on the Measurement of Power Dissipated in Liquid 
 ____________________Contactors
Single or Two-Phase 
being studied Type of Column Authors & Date
2-phase Agitated Extractor Treybal & Flynn (1955)
Single Phase Agitated Extractor McLaren et al. (1936)
Single Phase Agitated Extractor Stoops & Lovell (1943)
Single & 2-Phases Agitated Extractor Van De Vusse (1954)
Single & 2-Phases RDC Olney (1947)
2-Phase Pulsed Column Johnson & Jealous (1955)
Single & 2-Phases Rotating Impeller 
Contactor
Rushton, Costich & 
Everett (1950)
Single Phase Rotating Turbine 
Contactor
0fConnell & Mack (1950)
Single Phase Rotating Impeller 
Contactor
Mack & Kroll (1948)
Single Phase Agitated Column Rieger & Novak (1973)
Single Phase Agitated Column Nienow & Miles (1971)
CHAPTER 3
FUNDAMENTAL THEORY NECESSARY FOR THE 
DETERMINATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
O.B.C. IN THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION
3.1 MEAN RESIDENCE TIME STUDY
3.1.1 Distribution of Residence Time
In any real situation the flow patterns in a container 
or vessel are generally non-ideal. It is convenient when considering 
stirred reactors to assume a model that is perfectly mixed so that 
its properties are uniform and identical with those of the outgoing 
stream. Modification to this idealised model can then be adopted to 
take care of non-ideality.
The theory of residence time has been presented in a logical 
manner by Danckwerts (1953) and Levelspiel and Smith (1957). It is 
intended to present a summary of this theory only. Elements of fluid 
which enter the vessel at the same moment move through it with constant 
and equal velocity on parallel paths, and leave at the same moment, 
are said to be in piston flow. There are many cases in practice 
where neither a perfectly mixed state or piston flow apply. It is 
important to examine the discrepancies between the assumed and 
actual behaviour of such systems, and where necessary to allow for 
them in calculations. A part of the inlet fluid may be caused 
to move faster than another part because of diffusion (molecular or 
turbulent), velocity profile due to skin friction, or forced convection 
due to agitation. As a result, the exit stream will consist of a mass' 
of molecules some of which have been in the system for a longer time 
than others. There is a distribution of residence times which is 
characteristic of the system. This variation in residence times is a 
property of all continuous-flow apparatus and can have a significant 
effect on the behaviour of the system and the composition of the 
exit stream. This can be expressed' as a frequency distribution 
function I and E.I is such that Id0 represents the fraction of 
material with age between 0 and 0+d0 in the vessel. E is defined
in such a way that Ed0 is the fraction of material in the exit 
stream with age between 0 and 0+d0. Here 0 refers to dimensionless 
time.
3.1.2 C-Curve and F-Curve
If a quantity of dye Q is injected instantaneously (pulse 
tracer injection) into the entering stream of a vessel which has 
active volume V of fluid in the vessel and volumetric flow rate v.
The fraction of concentration of tracer in the exit stream at any 
instant time is C. The total fraction of tracer in the total out­
flow at any time t after the injection is F. F can also be defined as 
the fraction of the exit fluid concentration when a step tracer input 
having concentration Co is imposed on the fluid stream entering the 
vessel.
The C and F curves are on a dimensionless basis and give 
the relationship between C, F and time. Typical C and F diagrams 
are shown in Figs 3.1. The total area under the C curve is unity or
From residence time theory
t = £ = —  = mean residence time 
v 3.1
I = t.I(t) 3.2
E = t E(t) 3.3
.......i:____ The deviation of flow liquid in a vessel from ideality
can be measured from either the C curve or F curve (Levenspiel (1962).
3.1.3 Relationship of C, F, I and E Curves
Consider steady-state flow of fluid through a vessel and 
a step function of tracer introduced into the fluid entering the 
vessel. Suppose that the tracer is simply a second fluid introduced 
into the vessel at the time t = o in place.of the original flow fluid. 
Then at any time t (t>o), a material balance for the vessel gives
(rate of tracer input) (rate of tracer output rate of tracer accumulation within vessel
v - v.F + dt ... 3.5
. . .  . V  ftDividing by v and noting — = F and dl=r
Vt«i
= d0 , we have
F + I = 1 ... 3.6
Also noting that at time 0
(Fraction of second fluid in exit stream
r
Fraction of fluid in exit 
L stream younger than 0
we have
- fJ nF = | Ed0o ... 3.7
Similarly for a pulse tracer input, we can show that
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Thus summarising the relationship between C, F, I and E curves at
e, ■........  - :....  ■ ■ ■ •-   ■ -
F + I = 1 ... 3.8
F =
r6
Ed0 = 1 - 1  =
o
r0
Cd0 ... 3.9
o
c = f = ** = “il VinC E d 0 d0 ... 3.10
3.1.4 Holdback
The significance of holdback H, may be seen from a consideration 
of the following system.
Let the colour of the in flowing fluid suddenly change from 
white to blue. The holdback is then equal to the fraction of volume of 
the fluid in the vessel which is white at the time when a volume of 
blue fluid equal to the volume of the vessel has passed through. The 
holdback H, is measured as the area under the F-curve between 0 = o to 
0 = 1 Fig. 3.2. Thus
H =
0=1
f
Fd0 ... 3.11
For a perfectly mixed situation, the holdback is -i- = 0.366 and for 
piston flow, the holdback is zero. The greater the holdback value 
of the system, the greater the active volume needed when compared 
with piston flow.
3.1.5 Segregation
F-curve shows the holdback as the magnitude of deviation 
from piston flow while segregation is defined as departure from 
perfect mixing. Mean residence time and longitudinal dispersion.
coefficients are used to measure the deviation. The segregation 
value may be obtained by superimposing the F-curve for a completely 
mixed system on to the curve for the system under examination.
For a perfectly mixed system, the internal and external 
residence time distribution functions are identical, thus
I = E
from the relationship of I, E, C, and F curves we have 
1 = 1  - F
and
dF = EdO
Hence
dF = IdG = (1-F) d0 or = d0
In (1-F) = -0
F = 1-e" 9 ... 3.12
Equation above is the equation of F curve for perfect mixing.
Fig. 3.3 shows the departure of a system from perfect 
mixing and the value of which is the size of the shaded area (A^^A^). 
Since the area between each curve and the line F=1 is unity, the 
two shaded portions have the same area (A^=A2 ). The segregation can be 
simply defined as the area between the F curve under examination and 
the curve for perfect mixing up to the point 0 = 1 when the curves crossed.
3.1.6 Relationship Between the Longitudinal Dispersion 
Coefficient and Variance of the Residence Time 
Distribution Function 
The following mathematical treatment is based on the work
F curve
under examination
of Levenspiel and Smith (1957) who considered a fluid flowing v 
through a pipe which stretches to infinity in either direction. The 
fluid enters the experimental section of this pipe at x=o and leaves 
at x=L. The total volume of this section being V.
Now at time t=o, rapidly inject amount of Q of tracer into 
the entering fluid, y the flow rate and degree of mixing are independent 
of radical position, the slug of tracer will move downstream at an 
average velocity U = and its location at time t will be x=Ut.
With these conditions, the mixing of tracer with surrounding fluid 
is given by FickTs law by diffusion
If the tracer is injected by a delta-function input into 
the fluid at rest at x=o, the solution of eqn. 3.12 which gives the 
tracer distribution as a function of t and x is;
The total amount of substance, M diffusing in a cylinder 
of infinite length and unit cross-section is given by
C . A e-x2 /4Dt 
t*
3.14
■+oo
C dx 3.15
Let n = in equation
we have
dx = 2(Dt) dn
substituting eqn. 3.14 into 3.15 we have
M = 2Ad2
f00 _ 2 A
e n dn c 2A (nD) 2 ... 3.16
• M
. . A = — ... 3.17
2*435
Substituting eqn. 3.17 into eqn. 3.14
C = - M _  ...3.18
But
M = , thus
C - _ S L _  e“x2/4Dt ... 3.19
2Vv4iDt~
However, the fluid is not at rest but is moving down the pipe. Thus,
x = L-ut can be substituted into eqn. 3.19 to give
C = - 2 L _  e-a-ut)2 /4Dt ...3.20
2V>^ nDt
Rearranging eqn. 3.20 becomes
£ L _____ 1____ , e-Cl - f ) 2 M(f)(|-) ... 3.21
/  V BL
cv . . . ...
~  is the concentration of tracer measured m  terms of the initial
concentration of injected tracer Co, thus
~pr “ C = —— ... 3.22
Q Co
From residence time theory — • = 0. Thus equation 3.21 gives the tracer 
distribution as a function of C-curve as
_ c _ .-(i-e)2/46(^ -) • „C ' ' " 1 G XJXj • • • 3 • 33
Co
The variance of a function f(x) can be defined as
a2 = | x2 f(x) dx - ^ J x f(x) dxj ...3.24
3.1.7 Relationship Between the Mean Residence Time 
and the Variance of the Time Concentration 
In the time concentration curve, the definition of mean 
residence time is
r
jt.c(t.) .
t.C(t.)dt = — 1 —  = -hi ...3.25
1 1 IcCtp If
So variance of the time-concentration curve will be:
where i refer to the particular phase under investigation.
3.1.8A Calculation of the Dispersion Coefficient
The following equation is used to estimate the variance 
of the time-concentration curve. . „„ __
The method adopted here involves taking series of tracer
concentration readings during experimental runs, f corresponds
to or is proportional to and the summation is taken over all
the uniformly spaced readings. Note that neither the quantity
of injected tracer nor the actual outlet concentration need be
known. It may be seen from tracer out measurement that the
time-concentration curve has a long ftailf. This is in accord with
the theory which indicates that such a situation should occur for the 
E~  value of this test. Skewless of this sort has been found experimentally
by Taylor (1953) and various explanations have been proposed to account 
for it. The tails of the curves are quite long and are due to back- 
mixing, and it is difficult to say when the zero concentration has 
been achieved.
Sater (1963) assumed the tail to follow an exponential 
decay curve, for large values' of t, the log of concentration c 
plotted against time t will yield a straight line. The tail can 
then be represented by
c = Ke‘qt
The tail end of the curves are plotted on semi-log paper. From 
when the points fall on a straight line, the line is extrapolated 
to zero to obtain the time(t) at c = o. When the data start to 
deviate from a straight line at a point say n then, the moment 
of the curve for t<n is given by
f
c^dt = £ c(At1) = c^
o ’
CO
f
c ^ d t  = £ ct(At1> = c^t^
CO
( cl'tl ~ £ • cltl (At) ~ I cltl
• A
for t > n
CO CO
f rr Ke (^tcdt = Ke dt = -----
f°° Ke“qt
ctdt = — 2—  (qfc +
o q
f ”ct2dt = (q2 + 2 + 2qt + x)
o q
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Fig. 3. 4 The relationship between dimensionless variance 
and the Peclet number.
Basis: Closed channel (ref: Van der Laan 1958)
&2 =  —  (P„-l+e'P e) 3.35
The sum of introducing eqns 3.29 - 3.31 and 3.32 - 3.34 
into the right hand side of eqn 3.27 gives the variance of the 
time concentration curve. The model which gives eqn 3.20 treats 
multistage reactors or extractors as plug flow devices with super­
imposed axial dispersion. The variance of the residence-time 
distribution by this model is given by Van der Laan (1958) (case 
iv for closed channels) Fig. 3.4.
o2 = —  (Pe - 1 + e"Pe) ... 3.35
Pe
3.1.8B Axial Dispersion Coefficient and Peclet Number 
Peclet number is defined as
IL L
Pei = 3,36
where hold up is taken into consideration and the superficial velocity
U.
U replaced by real velocity . Eqn 3.35 derived by Van der Laan (1958)
i
gives a relationship between Peclet number and variance. A graph of 
2
variance a against Peclet number can then be plotted. Hence, knowing 
the variance, the value of Pe can be found. Knowing U, L, $ for a 
given operating condition, the value of E, the axial dispersion 
coefficient can then be obtained.
3.2 CONCENTRATION PROFILES
Fig. 3.5 shows an idealised diagram of the concentration 
distribution to be expected in a continuous counter-current extraction 
column. The position and shape of the curve depends upon whether 
a piston flow model or a model with longitudinal dispersion is being 
considered. In the idealised diagram, curve (i) represents the
distribution of y in the absence of longitudinal dispersion in 
the continuous phase. Curve (ii) is the real distribution of y 
taking into account longitudinal dispersion.
The method adopted in the previous calculations described 
by Thomas (1969) which gives NTU ^ depends upon material balance 
equation such as
x = Ry + x ... 3.37
n . n r
to calculate x from real values of y with a known x . In this n •'n r
sense an apparent measured value is obtained. The measured value of 
NTU would require a knowledge of y and x obtained experimentally 
quite independently. Curve (iii) gives value of x corresponding 
to y calculated from the y value and a material balance equation.
If R and x^ are constant then curve (iii) will be parallel to curve 
(ii). Curve (iv) is the x-profile based on a piston flow model 
and the values of y in curve (i). If by the theoretical method 
described the differential equations and values of Ec and E^ are 
used to find true x values corresponding to the experimental y 
values of curve (ii), then such a curve may be represented by (v).
This curve need not follow the shape of (iii) or (iv) 
and the fact that it will cross (iii) is of no special significance.
Its co-ordinates will be such that it lies between curves (iv) 
and (i)
Y (ii'
Z =  h/H = 0 Z =  H
Fig. 3.5 Idealised diagram of concentration 
distribution along the Column 
height
.2.1 General Material Balance for Steady State Couriter-
Currerit Mass Transfer Processes in the Absence of
Axial Dispersion
x +dx
T (Top)
B
(Bottom)
Qdxb QcVb
Fig. 306 Steady state continuous counter current 
Extraction Column
Consider two immiscible phases flowing counter-currently
through an extraction column with the transfer of solute Fig. 3.6. 
If the solute concentration in the continuous (c) and disperse (d) 
phases are y and x respectively, Q the volumetric flow rates, and 
the top and bottom of the tower represented by letters t and b 
then at steady state the material balance over the entire column 
becomes
and since the inlet continuous phase is water free of solute then
V t + V b  = Qcyt + V t>
3.38
Qd (xt " V  ' Qc(yt " V
*t " *b = QT(yt " V  d
3.39
yb = °
Eqn 3.39 becomes
xt _ *b = Ryt
x;t = Ryt + *b
3. AO
Hence the general expression between concentration in the phases
tilat any section of the column will be for the i section,
3.2.2 Number’of'Transfer Units
Referring to Eqns 1.1 and 1.2, developed from the 
two-film theory, *
and
N = (Ka)j (x - x ) ... 3.42a
N = -(Ka) (y - y ) ... 3.43
Considering the mass transfer over a differential section dh, if the
column cross sectional area is S, and Ka,, and Ka are the overall* d* c
mass transfer coefficients, then the solute transfer rate is given 
by
dN = Kad (x - x*)S dh ... 3.44
dN - ”Kac (y - y )S dh ... 3.45
Material balance in the elemental section dh gives
' dN - ■ Qd dx = Q dy ...3.46
also
dN = Q, dx = (Ka) , (x - x )S dh ... . 3.47a a
By integration, the overall number of transfer units for dispersed 
phase becomes
(NTU), = d
Ka. S.H.
d Q,
dx ... 3.48*
x - x
Similarly, for the continuous phase, the overall number of transfer 
units is
Ka S.H 
(NTU) = Cc Q
c ' y -y
3.2.3 Height of Transfer Units
In the absence of axial dispersion it can be seen from 
eqn 3.49 that as
HTU^ = (by definition)
i
H H % /S Uithen (HTU). = H - H - c - 1
l NTU. Ka SH Ka (Ka).
1 c c 1
3.2.4 Piston Flow Values of HTU
This assumes an ideal pattern of flow, no axial mixing 
taking place and that the flow is in the forward direction only. 
The piston flow value of NTU can then be defined in terms of the 
logarithmic-mean driving force over the entire column as
*
x, (x-x )
(ntu) = ... :
for very small steps both the equilibrium and operating conditions 
will be linear hence
x.-x,
(ntu), = — v - 5—  ... :
^  (x-x )lm
3.49
.50
.51
.52A
.52B
Similarly
(NTU)
yt-yb
cp - *
(y -y)im
where
( « * >  = (xt'xt }
lm r * «.
In Xt"Xt
V * b
and
* Cy -y )
(y ~ lm —
y + * -y .
In *
Lyb "yb
Hence, the piston flow HTU are given by
■ f *)?■ 
v ■ s \ (HTU)^ = h /(htu),dp dp
and
(HTU) = H/(NTU)
cp cp
where H - effective height of the column
3.2.5 Equation for the True Number of 'Transfer Units
A diffusion model is important in the analysis of the 
performance of differential counter-current extractors. The model 
is so well described and has been used by Colburn, Sleicher (1959) 
and many other workers that further description here is unnecessary. 
In the model it may be assumed for convenience that the axial or
u dx F u cy e
h =  H
^U c(y+dy)Ud (x+dx)
Ec d(y+dy) “Ti. 4d(x+dx)
dhdh
dh
"E c dh
h = 0
Fig. 3.7  One dimension diffusional model
longitudinal dispersion coefficient is linear along the column or 
contactor. In this case the typical concentration situation can be 
summarised as shown in Fig. 3.7. .This has been presented by Rod (1964) 
who also introduced the concept of X and Y where
x = x - (Ed/Ud) (dx/dh) : ... 3.58
and
Y = y + (Ec/Uc) (dy/dh) ... 3.59
then a material balance of solute in the continuous phase, over
the element, dh, will give
U^y-E^dCy+dy)/dh+(Ka)c(y -y)dh = Uc(y+dy)-Ec dy/dh
rearranging
Ec + uc l  - Kac(y*-y> - 0
... 3.60
From eqn 3.59 by differentiation
dY _ dy Ec d2y
dn dh U ,, 2c dh
... 3.61
From eqn 3.60 and 3.61
dY _ Kac , * .
dh - — (y -y>
In a similar way, the material balance of solute in the 
dispersed phase over the element, dh, will be
Uj(x+dx)-Ej .d(x+dx) = U, x -E, ~  + (Ka)-(x-x )dh d d d d dh d
or Ed 4  - ud + Kad(x- > = 0dh
... 3.62
combining eqns (3.60) and (3.62), we have,
{a2±JL + E ■fd2*j + U [ & -  U, dx
‘dh2- d '• dh - c \dh d M
= 0 ... 3.63
If we take the material balance of solute over the top 
section of the column, then we have
  + ^c(y+dy) = U^(x+dx) - E^d(x+dx)/dh + Ecy - Ecd(y+dy)/dh
or •
UdXp + Ucye = Ud(x - (Ed/Ud) (dx/dh)) - Uc(y+(Ec/Uc)(dy/dh>.)
- (Ec(d^y/dh^)dh + Ed(d^x/dh^)dh + dy-Ud dx) 
referring to eqns (3.58), (3.59) and (3.63), the equation becomes
V f ' - UcyE = UdX ' UcY ...3.64
Boundary conditions
h = 0+ -dx/dh = 0; -(dy/dh) = (U /E ) (y-y ) ' .
0 0 s   —  •
h = H -(dx/dh) = (Ud/Ed) (x^-x); -(dy/dh) =0.
They can also be expressed in terms of eqns (3.58) and (3.59) 
such as
h = 0+ x = X = Xj^ ; y = yQ; Y = yg.
h = H x = Xjjj X =. Xp5 • y = Y = y£ .
Defining a dimensionless column height by
Z = h/H, then dh = Hdz. ... 3.65
substituting eqn (3.65) into eqn (3.58), then we have
X = x - (E,/U,) (dx/Hdz) a a
i.e. (x - X)dz = (Ej/HUj)dxa d
Integrating eqn (3.66) (when E^, H and are constant)
]
J.
1 xH
(x - X) dz = . (Ed/HUd)dx = —  - xR)
xR d
or
UjHd
E, = (xh ■ v 7! (x ■
X)dz
From eqn (3.59)
Y = y + (EcUc)(dy/dh) = y + (E '/U H)(dy/dz
or
(Y - y)dz = (Ec/UcH)dy
Integrating,
1
I.
(Y - y)dz = (Ec/UcH)
fYE dy = (E/UH)y-y c c e o
or
U H r 1
E ~  = yE~yo7 (Y_y)dz 
c J o
From eqn (3.62) , E^ (d^x/dh^) - (dx/dh) + (Ka)^ (x-x ) = 0
... 3.66
... 3.67
•.. 3.68
or
(Ed/Ud)(d2x/dh2) - (dx/dh) + ((Ka)d/Ud) (x - x ) = 0 3.69
Differentiating eqn (3.58) with respect to h,
dX/dh = dx/dh - (E,/UJ)(d2x/dh2)a a
comparing with eqn (3.68), we have
= ((Ka)d/Ud((x - x*) 3.70
Since dh = Hdz, eqn (3.70) becomes,
dX = ((Ka), H/U,) (x - x )dz a a
Integrating,
fXH
(Ka) H/Ud = n dx/
K '
( x - x  )dz
since the number of transfer units, (NTU), =
(Ka)dH
d U
then
(NTU)
(Ka)dH
dT U = (XH - V  7 (x - x )dz
In the same way, for continuous phase,
... 3.71
(NTU)
(Ka) H c
cT U
fyE fi 
dY/ (x - x ) dz
or
r1 *
(HTU)cT = (yE - yQ)/ (x - x ) dz
o
... 3.72
since 
(Ka)^ (x
(Ka) H rl *
(ntu)cT = — y—  = yE - yG/ (y " y) dz ... 3.73
 ___________ c____________ 'O___________
Eqn 3.71, 3.72 and 3.73 define the True number of transfer
units for the extractor. It follows that for fixed H, U , and U,c* d
that (Ka) and (Ka), are also True values. c d
For a known concentration profile of y and a knowledge of 
y Vfs x, y£ , yQ, H and U^, then values of (Ka)cT can be calculated. 
This is also the case for the disperse phase, however here the 
problem arises that x is discrete in nature and also cannot be 
measured experimentally with the same accuracy as y.
3.2.6 Measured Number of Transfer Units
Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1963) proposed a concept of 
measured values of NTU and HTU. Their aim was to include deviations 
from piston flow. Fig. 3.8 shows a typical diagram which illustrates 
the situation for differential counter-current column.
- x ) = Ka^(y - y); eqn (3.72) can be rewritten as
£
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The measured -values for NTU as proposed by Miyauchi and 
Vermeulen (1963) where the concentration profiles are not necessarily 
linear are given by
Measured (NTU)cm - e
dy _ H 
* (HTU)y -y cm
cm
U
... 3.74
Measured (NTU) , dm
dx _' H aCa>dinH
* (HTU) j Uy ■ 'x^ x-x dm d
Real concentration profiles are required in computing (NTU) and
(NTU)^, but the sampling and analysis of the disperse phase is
extremely difficult and subject to considerable errors in x values.
*
This in turn leads to errors m  y . NTU is not the same as NTU. ncm true
This has been pointed out by Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1963) who 
attributed the difference in values to the fact that mass transfer is 
not the only factor producing concentration changes. He, therefore, 
introduced a correction factor as given in the equation below.
(NTU) = (NTU) + (correction factor) ... 3.76t m
3.2.7 Apparent Measured Value
Thomas (1969) and Thomas and Chiu (1969) introduced the 
concept of "apparent measured value" where
(NTU)c appm
(NTU),d appm
ry. , „ (Ka) Ht dy _ H _ c appm.
* (HTU) Uy -y c appm c
b
fXt , „ (Ka) , Hdx _ H _ d appm.
* (HTU), U,x^ x-x • d appm d
... 3.77
... 3.78
If the actual value of y is obtained by experiment and 
x calculated from a material balance, then the piston flow value
is modified to give an apparent measured value for NTU, which does 
not correspond to the Miyauchi measured value where both y and x are 
real and measured. We thus have
(NTU)_ = [NTU + (correction factor)- + (correction factor)0jT u appm. i 2r
= NTU.. + (correction factor) 0 ... 3.79M 2
The use of an 1 apparent measured NTU1 will be closer to the ftrue NTU1. 
The fact is that under certain circumstances the Tcalc. xf based on a 
measured y and a material balance may be more reliable than a measured 
value of y, and a measure of x which is liable to error. This will 
occur if sampling techniques are poor where mass transfer continues 
during drop sampling, and where the collected drops are unrepresentative 
of the cross section.
3.3.1 Power Requirements in Liquid Mixing
This study considers the effects of impellers speed, 
properties and proportions of the liquids on power consumption.
The mechanical power required to create turbulence throughout 
a liquid mass depends upon the equipment and agitator geometry and 
the physical properties of the liquids. From extensive published 
work, it can be stated that the power input to the agitator depends 
on rotational speed of agitator N, diameter of agitator D, density 
p, viscosity y of the liquid, and gravitational acceleration g.
Once it has been established that these variables are 
significant in determining the power requirement, dimensional analysis 
can be used to arrive at actual groupings of variables. Using the 
Buckingham Pi theorem we have
Let
P = f (N,D,p,y,g)
• „ >Ta b c d e
P = C N D p y g
... 3.80 
... 3.81
where C is a constant. The dimensions of each term can be expressed 
in terms of mass M, length L and time T. Equate the exponents of 
mass, length and time respectively to give
ML
r  £
b f >M c (m  'd
f \
L
l^3J lLT. lT2j
... 3.82
M: 1 = c+d
L: 2 = b-3c-d+e
T: -3 = -a-d-2e
Solving we have
c = 1-d 
b = 5-2d-e 
a = 3-d-2e
Expressing the power P in terms of the exponents derived above gives
t - CN(3-d-2e)D(5-2d-e)p(1-d)ud8e ... 3.83
P = CpN
3_5 f y_ 
pND*D 1 2
f \
1-n2dj
... 3.84
Rearrange the terms to give
-d
pN D
= C pND
y
9  " e
In . d!
I s . ... 3.85
Let m = -d, and n = -e and rewriting eqn 3.85 to give
p = c fpND 
I P .pN3D5
2^' 'N2Dj*
g
... --3.86
Np = C (R )“ (F )ne r ... 3.87
where N^, R^, F^ are the dimensionless Power, Reynolds and Fronde
3 5 2numbers. Power number, P/pN D , Reynolds number pND /y, which
represents the ratio of applied force to viscous drag force, and 
N^DFronde number,  which represents the ratio which applied to
g
gravitational forces are of importance in the design of liquid 
mixing systems.
Treybal and Flynn (1955) , Rushton et al (1950 and 1953) 
taking shape factors into consideration, used dimensional analysis 
to derive an extension of equation 3.73. This is as follows
Np = C R m
iM ’ It
a1 rH.l
D
b 1
rH.'j rP..A f )e- r rT 7_JL j _1 q r w
[dJ J (dJ {b\ {» RJ
... 3 •88
. i
The last nine terms of eqn 3.88 are shape factors which define a 
particular geometrical configuration. If these factors remain fixed
eqn 3.88 simplifies to eqn 3.86.
Vortexing is eliminated by baffling the vessel well.
When the gravitational forces are negligible, the exponent n on 
thw Fronde number is zero, then F = 1. The flow dynamic is then 
controlled by the viscous forces in the liquid and eqn 3.86 becomes
For viscous flow conditions when Rg < 300 it has been shown by many workers 
for mixers that in eqn 3.89 m = - 1 therefore, for viscous flow
In turbulent flow where is large (R^ > 1,000) for a log plot of 
Np V*s R^ the graph is a straight line with a zero slope, i.e. it 
is horizontal hence m = o in eqn 3.89. Therefore for high values of
N p  =  C  (Re )m . 3.89
2 3 C yN D
S
3.90
R^, in the turbulent region (Re)m = 1 and Np = C, hence
3.91
g
Treybal's (1955) experimental data confirmed this and his graph 
is given below see Fig. 3.9
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When separate physical phases are present in a liquid mixing system, 
the Weber number W^ is also of importance and eqn 3.87 becomes
Np = (E , F ,W ) ... 3.92e k 6
To use the above eqns (3.87 and 3.92 a problem arises as to the value 
of the physical properties to use i.e. p, y, T. The normal procedure 
is to use a weighted mean based on the proportion of the two phases.
Miller and Mann (1954) recommended the use of a weighted 
geometric mean viscosity
where x and y refer to the volume fraction of the two phase mixture. 
Vermeulen et al (1955) recommended
3.4 DROP SIZE AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF DROP SIZES
3.4.1 Introduction
A dispersion is formed in which continuous breakup and coalescence 
of drops occur when two immiscible or partially miscible liquids are 
agitated. Eventually a dynamic equilibrium is established between 
breakup and coalescence and a spectrum of drop sizes results. As the 
operation of contactors depends on effective mass transfer across liquid- 
liquid interfaces, then obviously the transfer is strongly affected by 
the amount of interfacial area present. Drop size and distribution 
are important in that they determine the average particle size and the 
total interfacial area for mass transfer. Despite the recognition of 
this fact little information has been published from which a distribution 
function can be predicted, and even less is known of how such a drop 
size distribution changes with agitation parameters and the phases1 
physical properties.
In some cases photography has yielded qualitative results 
only. Even so these are significant in that they show how bubble 
properties change.
3.4.2 Drop Size Distribution
Distribution relationships are required to express the 
spread of drop sizes. This could be examined according to the 
following distribution functions, the normal, the log-normal, the 
Rosin-Rammler and Nukiyama-Tanasawa.
The Rosin-Rammler distribution usually applied to data 
that are too skewed, i.e. biased in favour of the very large or 
very small sizes, to be fitted as a log-normal distribution. The 
log-normal distribution often adequately describe droplet sizes, 
particularly when the droplets are produced by pneumatic atomization and
by most of the mechanically agitated liquid extractors. The 
normal distribution function often represents satisfactory 
droplets produced by precipitation, condensation and chemical 
reactions. Infact, a distribution function might be devised 
to fit almost any particular case. The reason those mentioned 
above are so often employed is due firstly to their having been 
found experimentally to fit a variety of situations and secondly 
to the fact that mathematically they can be employed to yield 
information beyond that initially measured.
3.4.3A Normal Distribution
in equal intervals, each group will contain a certain percentage 
of the entire number, volume, mass, etc. of the drops measured.
If, then the percentage frequency of each group is plotted against 
the mid value of the group, a frequency distribution curve for 
the droplets will be obtained ans such a curve is described by 
the relationship
the total number of observation M and a are terms that fix the 
position and shape of the curve. The term M locates the position 
of the vertical axis of symmetry ahd hence, is the arithmetic mean
If droplet diameters, volumes, masses etc. are grouped
(d^-m)
2
3.95
Where Ni is the frequency of observation of the diameter di, N
standard deviation and is given by
69
i
3.96
I GO
If the quantity measured was droplet diameter M corresponds to the 
arithmetic mean diameter.
3.4.3B Log-Normal Distribution
The Log-Normal law often governs the distribution of
droplets in mechanically agitated liquid contactors and in any dispersion 
that is obtained by comminution such as grinding, milling and crushing. 
According to this distribution law - ratios of equal amount in excess of 
or below a mean value are likely to occur. If the logarithms of the 
^measured quantities are substituted for the measured quantities, a 
symmetrical curve will result. When this condition obtains, the parameters 
M and cr become respectively, the log-geometric mean and the log-standard 
geometric deviation and are defined as
log Mg = -------
In -
£ (N logd^)
.. 3.97
log a
g
The log-normal distribution equation based on the number of droplets 
becomes
23.99
To establish the correlation between the droplet diameter and the 
corresponding fraction of droplets of a given diameter, the 
experimental data can be plotted on logarithmic-probability paper 
with drop size on log-scale and laying the cumulative frequency 
fraction less than a stated size on the probability axis. If the 
log-normal distribution is obeyed, such a plot produces a straight 
line.
3.4.4 Sauter Mean Drop Diameter
This parameter can readily be obtained from the particle
counts and is defined as d ^  where
3.100
This mean diameter is related to the surface area per
unit volume and the volume fraction dispersed through by this equation
6.
d.32 a
3.101
where $ is the hold-up of drops, and fa’ the interfacial area of 
drops.
3.4.5 Skewness Parameter
It is assumed that in an agitated system, there is an 
upper limit to the possible size of drops. For such a situation 
the distribution quantity is given by Mugele et al (1951).
Psk = loS I (d
Wd
max - d)
= logW
where W is a dimensionless constant or a skewness parameter and
d is the maximum drop diameter, max r
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Fig. 3.10 Typical droplet distribution 
plotted in accordance with 
Eq. 3.95
When d/d - d is plotted against cumulative volume max
fraction, O' on a log-probability grid such as shown in Fig. 3.10.
The diameter function is plotted on the log-axis and droplet 
cumulative volume percentage on the probability axis, a straight line 
will appear on the graph.
The other parameters can then be obtained since -P ^ = 0  
when d = that is at the volume median diameter, the right-hand
side of eqn 3.102 can be placed equal to zero if d is replaced by 
d^. The skewness parameter w is then given by
(d - d_A>max 50 0w =  — -^------ ... 3.
5°
3.4.6 Maximum,Drop Size
If the droplet diameter d is plotted against cumulative
volume fraction on a log-probability grid, a smooth curve is then
tildrawn to fit these points. From the probability axis, the 10 ,
til til50 and 90 percentiles can be read to get the values of d^Q,
d__ and d'correspondingly from log-axis. Then the value of 
50 yo
d can be determined by the equation, 
max
a = fri50(d90+d10) ~ 2d9QdloT q
n>ax 50 Ld50 - 90*^101
The choice of the 10^, 50^ and 90t*1 percentiles is 
arbitrary, however since the distances between points 10 to 50 to 90 
on a probability scale are equal, a geometrical relationship can be 
established to estimate certain unknown variables.
CHAPTER A
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CONTACTORS
Following the original work of Thomas (1969), Thomas 
and Chui (1969) and Thomas and Weng (1970) on a contactor of 
small diameter (3 in. diameter), it became apparent that two 
important aspects of design needed further investigation.
(i) The effect of column diameter on the OBC performance with 
a view to scale-up, and (ii) the whole problem of the measure­
ment of power consumption in the system for different operating 
conditions. It was decided, therefore, to utilise the small 
column used previously by Chui and Weng and also to build a new 
and much larger column of the same length. The small column 
contained nine sampling points while the new column has five 
sampling points. The small column has already been described by 
Thomas (1969).
The small column, used in the present study, was filled 
with (a) wire mesh baffles, (b) full plates containing 1/4" holes. 
The new large column was filled with wire mesh baffles only. Full 
details of the physical dimensions of these columns as studied in 
the present research are given in tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Table 4.1
. COLUMN BAFFLE
Effective
Height Diameter
Overall
Height Height Other Details
Column I 48" 3" 63" 42" Mesh 3/64" 
each blade 
width
Column II 48" 3" 63" 42" 1/4" dia.holes 
|" each blade 
width
Column III -O- 00 6 " , 63" 40" Mesh 3/64" 
2.62" each 
blade width
Table 4.2
O.B.C. Column III Details
Column outside diameter 6 |H
Column inside diameter 6 "
Column effective height 48"
Length of top header 8"
Length of bottom header 8"
Baffles
Height of entire baffle blade 40"
Width of baffle blade 2|n
Area of each baffle blade (sq.m) 105 sq.m.
Clearance between baffle edge and inside
column wall s"
Type of perforations 3/64" mesh
No. of holes on each baffle blade 33,200
Total area occupied by holes (sq.m.) 73.4 of 105
% of baffle blade occupied by holes 70.2%
Sketches of the column sections and sampling points are 
shown in figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The same liquid system was examined as 
Thomas and Chui and Thomas and Weng, namely water - acetic acid - 
carbon tetrachloride. The solute (acetic acid) was transferred 
from water to carbontetrachloride drops in columns I and II and 
from carbontetrachloride drops to water in column III.
The contactor consists of two vertical glass cylinder 
sections, 40" high and .8" high, with 6" inside diameter for both. 
1/4" diameter sampling stainless steel taps are fitted to the 
openings at the sides of the column, each sampling tap being
LLLL
/b
Oscillating
baffle
Sampling
tap
Glass
section
Fig. 4.1 Sketch of one compartment of O. B. C.
Sampling 
point 2
Fig. 4.2  A sketch of Column m  showing sampling 
points
F ig .4. 3 Photograph of the Small Column 
( diameter =  3M )
12" from the other. Glass headers with branched piping for 
liquid inlets and outlets are provided at the top' and bottom of 
the column.
A sketch of one section of the column is given in 
fig. 4.1 while the photograph of the entire column assembly 
is shown in fig. 4.4. The flow diagram of the column and 
ancillary equipment is shown in fig. 4.5.
Inside the column, there is a central shaft on which 
12 baffles are mounted in series. Each baffle has four perforated 
blades. A photograph of the mesh baffle is shown in fig. 4.6.
The driving unit is a three phase, 1/4 H.P., 250 volts motor 
coupled to a Kopp speed variator followed by 10:1 reduction gear 
box. The output speed is set by the precalibrated Kopp's varia­
tor. Connected to the reducing gear box, is a disc which in turn 
is connected by means of a rod to a bell-crank mounted on the top 
of the shaft of the baffle assembly. The movement of the connecting 
rod activated by the rotating disc induces oscillating movement to 
the bell-crank. The amplitude of the oscillating movement can be 
adjusted by varying the length of the connecting rod. A photograph 
of the driving mechanism and transducer is shown in fig. 4.7.
4.2 THE PILOT PLANT ACCESSORIES
4.2.1 Manometer
Droplet hold-up measurements are determined by the mano­
meter arrangement as shown in fig. 4.7. The principle os described 
in appendix II.
4.2.2 Interfacial Level Control
The interfacial level of the separating sections at the 
headers are controlled by careful adjustment of the outlet valves,
Fig. 4 .4  General Assem bly of Oscillating Baffle Contactor
From Water 
Mains
i S4
V
Si
ixh
To Drain
Fig. 4. 5 Pilot Plant Flow diagram
4. Water rotameterr 2. Organic liquid rotameter. 3. Main column.
4. Si - S5 sampling cocks. 5. Driving unit. 6 . Upper separator.
7. Lower separator. 8 . Organic phase constant head tank.
9. Water storage tank. 10. Manometer. 11. Organic phase feed tank.
12. Raffinate storage tank. 13. Mixer. 14. Organic liquid pump.
15. Lower header. 16. Upper header.
Fig. 4. 6 Photograph of the Baffle 
A Central shaft with mesh baffles B Mesh baffle
the levels being observed through the headers themselves as they 
are made of glass.
4.2.3 Piping System ■ .
Stainless steel pipes with 5" inside diameter was used
as the piping connection for every part of the flow system of the 
experimental column.
4.2.4 Storage Tanks
Two stainless steel tanks were used, one for preparing 
the dispersed phase as a feed and the other for keeping extracted 
dispersed phase after passing through the columns.
4.3 ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT FOR IMPULSE DYE INJECTION STUDY
4.3.1 Tracer Dye Injection
For determining the’longitudinal dispersion coefficient 
in both phases, parts already provided on the top and bottom headers 
were covered with replaceable rubber caps, through which a syringe 
needle could be easily inserted and dye injected. The outlet lines
for both liquid phases are connected separately to the sampling cells
of an absorptiometer.
Dyed liquid from test made on the dispersed organic phase, 
after passage through sampling cells, is led via separator into storage 
vessels, while continuous phase dye contaminated coloured liquid is 
led to the drain. The organic phase was later treated with activated 
charcoal to extract the dyes.
4.3.2 Hypodermic Syringe
A hypodermic syringe is used, to give a very sharp pulse 
input function, to inject tracer (5 mis.) solution into the main 
stream of the individual phases through the appropriate insertion 
points, previously mentioned.
4.3.3 Absorptiometer and Potentiometric Recorder
The automatic absorptiometer supplied by Hilger and 
Watts Ltd., London, consists of a pair of absorption cells, a simple 
optical system and a stabilised power supply for the lamp. The 
cell-mounting assemblies also incorporate filter mounts, by which 
the required colour and neutral density filters may be introduced 
into the light beams. The optical system and photocell circuit 
is given in figs. 4.8 and 4.9.
By use of a reference cell and a cell through which the 
dyed liquid passes continuously, a potential difference is set 
up, the intensity of this.difference is proportional to the con­
centration of the coloured liquid. This potential difference is then 
transferred to a Honeywell and Brown potentiometric recorder.
4.3.4 Tracers Used
In the present study, a water solution of a Solvey Blue 
ENS. (5 gm/litre) and a CCl^ solution of Waxoline Red OS (5 gm/litre), 
both supplied by I.C.I. are used as the tracers for the water and 
CCl^ phases respectively. Each tracer is soluble in one particular 
phase only. It must be noted that toemeasure the residence time 
distribution, thence compute the dispersion coefficients of both 
phases, the tracer must be a "true" tracer, and the system must be 
operating at steady state. Coloured solid particles or isotropes 
of the same material whose flow is under investigation, can in most 
cases be considered as a true tracer.
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A and G 45° prisms
B and F Collimating lenses
C and E Heat absorbing filters
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Y Set zero control
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Fig. 4.9 Simplified Photocell Circuit of the Absorptiometer
4.4 DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT USED IN MEASURING POWER
The measurement of power is one of the most important 
features of the present research. Great effort and care were 
expended to make sure that a great accuracy was achieved so that 
small difference in power could be measured at comparatively high 
power levels. In this way, it was intended to establish the actual 
power associated with dispersion as distinct from the power used to 
move the liquid bulk in the column. This will be discussed in 
greater detail in the appropriate section.
The equipments which consist of a strain gauge torque 
transducer situated in the driving shaft of the column and a type 
TM6R torque transducer indicator were used to measure the transmitted 
torque. The very small angular deformation of the torqueshaft 
resulting from the torsional stress causes a change in electrical 
resistance of the strain gauges, and produces an electrical output 
voltage from the bridge circuit which is directly proportional to 
the transmitted torque. The total error due to linearity hysterisis 
and repeatability is not more than - 0.2% full scale output. But 
because of the oscillating mode of the column, the output from the 
torque transducer indicator unit was unsteady and difficult to cali­
brate and the following equipment was constructed.
The output from the torque transducer indicator was fed 
into a signal averaging circuit (Ai, A2 , A 3) fig. 4.10, to give a 
steady averaging reading. This was displayed on a froht panel meter 
and the signal passed into a multiplier circuit (fig. 4.11) to be 
described.
To obtain a reading for the driving shaft speed, a disc 
with holes at regular intervals around the outer edge was mounted 
on the shaft. This disc passed through an opto electronic device,
Texas instrument SDA20 optically coupled module, and as the disc 
rotated the signal between light source and sensor was chopped.
The sensor had a load resistor across its output terminals and 
a chopped voltage signal was obtained. The signal was then 
shaped and standardised (fig. 4 .1 2) and passed to a rotameter 
circuit (diode pump), fig. 4.13, which gave an analogue reading 
corresponding to the speed of rotation of the shaft. The pulse 
rate (knowing the number of holes on the disc) can be calibrated 
to give a reading in r.p.m. of shaft speed. This signal was also 
fed to the multiplier circuit.
The multiplier,.fig. 4.11, is an integrated circuit
type AD530. The two signals are connected to the X and Y inputs
and the output Vo is given by X.Y. The output from the multiplier
10
is passed to a differential amplifier which has one input switch 
which can be used as a gain of 1 amplifier or to give an adjustment 
of zero and steady reading so that small changes of power in the 
mixing liquid in the column can be measured more accurately.
The described circuit was supplied with - 15V lamp from 
the power supply which consists of transformer, rectifier bridge, 
smoothing capacitors, integrated circuit regulators and controlling 
series transistors (fig. 4.14).
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
5.1 CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTS
5.1.1 Calibration of Rotameter
The calibration curves for both of the rotameters for 
measuring the flow rates of water and carbontetrachloride are given 
in figs. 5.1 and 5.2, and were obtained by direct collection of liquids 
in a graduated cylinder over a time interval 1 to 3 minutes. The 
calibration curves were obtained by plotting the liquid-flow rates 
against meter readings. Several tests were made at each flow rate 
to ensure reproducibility.
5.1.2 Calibration of Kopp Speed Variator
The shaft speed of the OBC was varied by means of the 
Kopp variator which was fitted with a reference index controller.
The driving motor was switched on for a few minutes and a tachometer 
-was used to measure the spindle speed against the reference index.
A calibration curve, fig. 5.3, was established with the index number 
readings against the corresponding revolution speeds.
5.1.3 Manometer
The manometer liquid was coloured carbontetrachloride and 
air bubbles were expelled completely from the manometer system by a 
bleeding technique after the column is filled with water. The liquid 
in the arms of the manometer must be kept at the same level.
'5.1.4 Calibration of Absorptiometer
The absorptiometer was carefully calibrated every day before 
starting the impulse dye-injection study in order to minimise any 
undesirable errors. The calibration procedure is as follows.
The instrument was switched "ON11 for about 1 hour to reach 
stability. A reference cell filled with water (or carbontetrachloride)
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Fig. 5.1 Calibration of the water rotameter for Contactor HI.
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Fig. 5.3 Calibration of the oscillating baffle speed.
is used in conjunction with a neutral density filter. The optical 
density of this filter should be equivalent to that of the reference 
liquid. The "Set Zero" control on the instrument panel is adjusted 
to give zero reading at the recorder. For "full scale" adjustment, 
the reference cell should be left in the condition used for setting 
zero. The sample cell was now filled with coloured water (or 
carbontetrachloride) of maximum concentration (5 gm/litre). Solvey 
Blue and Waxoline Red were used to colour the water and carbontetra­
chloride respectively. The "Set Full Scale" control is adjusted to 
give the recorder a full-scale deflection of 5 millivolts or 1 
microamp.
The zero and full scale should be reset every day because 
the instrument is subject to a slow drift of the order of 2% over 
a period of eight hours.
5.2 TORSION BALANCE FOR INTERFACIAL AND SURFACE TENSION 
MEASUREMENT
This balance has been designed to measure both the inter­
facial and surface tensions, using a platinum ring or a glass test 
plate. It is calibrated from 0 - 0.12 Newtons per metre with 240 
equal divisions. 1 Newton per metre is the equivalent of 1000 
Dynes per centimetre. Maximum total error is - 0.2 and the balance 
is supplied by White Elec. Inst; Co. Ltd.
5 .3 SAMPLING
In all cases, it was required to take continuous samples 
of the aqueous solution feed to the column to determine the acetic 
acid content. Samples were continuously withdrawn from the samples 
points along the column during the experimental run. It is important 
that (1) only continuous phase be withdrawn and (2 ) that a small 
quantity of sample per unit time is taken so that there is no inter-
ference with the flow pattern and operation of the column. The 
rate of withdrawal was restricted to 5 ml/min by the adjustment of 
the valves. Samples from the column wall were avoided by the intro­
duction of thin tube inside the column through sample points, so 
that samples were taken midway between column centre and its wall. 
Exclusion of drops from the samples was achieved by means of the 
insertion of a fine stainless steel gauze pad into the sample point.
The samples are collected in small flasks from which the liquid 
can be pipetted at intervals to determine the acid content by means 
of the automatic titrometer, fig. 5.4.
5.3.1 Impulse Dye-Injection Run (Mean Residence Time 
Studies)
The column was filled with water, having switched on both 
the absorptiometer and recorder for about an hour. Calibrate absorptio­
meter and adjust properly the manometer for measuring droplet hold­
up.
The OBC was then operated for at least 30 minutes, before 
the impulse dye injection test was performed on the column. 5cc of 
the tracer solution was rapidly injected by means of a hypodermic 
needle through injection points provided close to the inlet point 
on the nearest spacer of the phase under investigation. At the 
commencement of dye injection, a microswitch of the input signal was 
instantaneously pressed to give a starting signal to the recorder.
The spreading tracer concentration was detected by the calibrated 
absorptiometer at the outlet of the particular phase, and recorded 
every 1 0 secs, on the strip chart which provided a response of time-
. . aconcentration curve. A typical recording chart is shown in fig. 5.5
B *and 5.5 • The recorder was supplied by the Honeywell Controls Ltd.
and its transverse stray is 5 x span 60 c.p.s. r.m.s., longitudinal
stray is 10 vac. r.m.s., 1 0 vdc, calibrated accuracy is 1 0.25% for
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5.4 HOLD UP OF DISPERSE PHASE IN CONTACTOR
Manometric and Drainage methods have been employed in 
measuring the fractional volume hold-up of disperse phase.
(a) Manometric Method.
Dyed carbontetrachloride was used as the manometric fluid 
and the manometer (U-tube) was half filled with this. Then both arms of 
the tube were filled with water to expel air bubbles from them, after 
which one arm was connected to the bottom and the other to the top of 
the actual column. The column was then filled with continuous phase 
and any enclosed air expelled through taps near the connection point, 
then the level of the liquid in both arms was found to be the same.
This remained level with agitation when only the continous phase was 
in the column. With the introduction of the disperse phase at steady 
state, the difference in level of the arms of the manometer was 
recorded.
The hold-up is given by the following relation 
(see appendix II).
where h man. = manometer reading ft.
H = height of column, ft. (the difference between
the levels connecting both arms of the manometer),
(b) Drainage Method
A part of the contents of the extractor was suddenly 
drained and fractional organic fluid content, after each sample 
had settled, was determined. To this end one of the sampling 
stop cocks near the bottom half of the extractor was replaced
with wide-bored tap during normal operation of the extractor.
About 1/3 of the total volume of the column was drained with a 
few seconds into a measuring cylinder. For each flow condition, 
duplicate measurements were taken. The hold-up $ measured by 
both methods checked reasonably.
5.5 PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
A Pentax 35mm camera of focal length 2 and fitted with 
Kodak panoratomix films was used. An extension Novoflex bellow 
was attached to the lense to get the desired magnifications. The 
shutter of the camera was synchronized with a strobolight used as 
a light source. The dispersed drops were illuminated indirectly by 
reflecting the light on a sheet of white paper hung behind 
the column. An exposure time of 0.001 sec. made it possible to 
produce sharp drop outlines under various operating conditions 
of the column. To avoid photographing drops adhering to the column 
wall, the camera was pre-focussed to the tip of the baffle blades 
between the wall and the baffle to give the best image on the camera 
film. This covered a field of approximately 1 sq.in. at the centre 
of each section of the column. An electronic flash unit faced into 
the white reflector was used for all takes. Replicate photographs, 
usually four or more, were taken for each zone studied during every 
run. Before taking pictures of the dispersed drops, a few photo­
graphs were taken of the perforated holes on the baffles blades, since 
these holes are of known diameter and they can be used as a reference 
standard for the determination of the real size of. drops photographed 
under column operating conditions. Typical pictures of dispersed 
droplets in OBC are shown in fig. 5.6.
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5.5.1 Droplet Counting and Sizing Method
Counting of drops was from photographs enlarged 10-15 
times from the original negative, and from two or three photographs 
for most of the experimental runs, to ensure reliability and pre­
cision. The size range of drops in each photograph was divided into 
a number of intervals which were then scored on a plastic plate for 
convenience of measuring drop sizes. The diameters of spherical 
drops were then measured directly by matching them with the various 
circles on the plastic plate as shown in fig. 5.7. In general, drops 
which were out of focus or had faint images were neglected.
5.6 MASS TRANSFER STUDY
Glacial acetic acid (solute) was added to the carbontetra- 
chloride in the storage tank and the stirrer switched on for about 
30 minutes. The feed mixture was circulated through the organic 
phase lines by a centrifugal glass pump for another half hour.
The column was first filled with the aqueous phase through 
a rotameter from an overhead tank and its flow lead through the 
column to the separation, thence to the drain. The flowrate was 
adjusted to the desired value by operating the rotameter needle 
valve and the oscillating baffle was started at the desired speed.
The dispersed phase was then introduced to the column from the head 
tank via a rotameter and the desired flowrate was maintained by needle 
valve connected underneath the rotameter. The run continued for 
another 30 minutes to achieve steady state conditions, and the inter­
face level was adjusted and kept constant, by the aid of valves in 
the outlet flow lines throughout the experiment. Samples were then 
collected from seven sampling points (two from the ends of the 
column for dispersed phase, five for the continuous phase) and analysed.
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Material balances were checked for each run, and runs which checked 
• “f"with _ 5 % were accepted and recorded.
For the sampling procedure, 5cc per minute of liquid was 
withdrawn from all sampling cocks and discarded, to rid them of 
liquid retained from previous test and to clean the sampling valves 
with the fresh liquid being agitated in the column. When a steady 
operating condition was established, then specimens were allowed to 
drop at the rate of about l~2 cc per minute from the sampling cocks 
into beakers. 30-40 ml of sample was collected from each sampling 
cock and 10 ml of sample was then taken from every beaker for 
analysis of acid content.*
The acid content in the samples were determined by 
titration using an electronic automatic titrator (fig. 5.4), model 
291 supplied by Pye Unicam Ltd, Cambridge, England.
5.7 POWER MEASUREMENT
The torque transducer and the indicator have been described 
in detail in chapter 4.
The column was initially filled with continuous phase and 
agitated for about half an hour to a preset speed of oscillation.
The flowrate of the continuous phase is maintained steady by adjusting 
the needle valve underneath the rotameter. The torque transmitting 
through the torque transducer is indicated directly on the power meter. 
Steady torque and speed of oscillation were achieved by connecting 
the power meter to the rotating part of the driving shaft and using 
the specially built power equipment arrangement described in Chapter 
4, section 4.4.
This was repeated with the column empty and filled with 
both phases.
CHAPTER 6
EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION OF ACETIC ACID 
BETWEEN WATER AND CARBONTETRACHLORIDE
6.1 EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION
The equilibrium distribution of acetic acid between 
carbontetrachloride and water has been re-examined in addition 
to the data collected by Thomas and Chui (1969) and Thomas and 
Weng (1970) previously.
The values of the equilibrium solute content in the 
continuous and dispersed phases (y* and x*) affect the accuracy of 
driving force calculation considerably. It is, therefore, 
necessary to establish as accurate experimental values as possible 
with the technique available. To facilitate computer calculation 
of mass transfer when studying the performance of the contactor it is 
necessary to establish an equation for the equilibrium relationship 
over the concentration range being studied. This equation should be 
as simple as is permitted by accuracy.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Various amounts of solute (glacial acetic acid) over an 
adequate range was added to the flasks containing equal volumes of 
water and carbontetrachloride. The flasks and contents were agitated 
for 3 hours in a thermostatically controlled (20°C) both and left 
overnight at the same temperature. Samples of each layer were taken 
and their acetic acid contents determined by titration against 0 . 1  
normal potassium hydroxide solution using phenolophthalein as an 
indicator. Automatic titrator model 291, supplied by the Pye Unicorn 
Limited, Cambridge, was used for all the titrations, and its accuracy 
is ±0.015% full scale.
The results of this experiment for the system carbontetrach- 
loride-acetic acid-water are showii in Table 1 together with published 
data of Thomas and co-workers (1969, 1970).
0.3 TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA'
Experimental data tabulated in Table 2 were plotted as shown 
in Fig. 1 and this gave a curve. The equation of the equilibrium curve 
for the system water-acetic acid-H^O was obtained by using least square 
technique. A computer programme in the Appendix was used. An equation 
describing this curve should take the form
y* = ax
Rewriting equation 5.1, it becomes
log y* = lna + nln(x) ... 6
calling ln(y*) = Y, and ln(x) = X then the equation becomes
Y = a + anX ... 6o 1
where a = In(a) and a. = n o 1
The normal equation corresponding to the ordinary least 
square line are
ZY = a N + a,EX ... 6o 1
and EXY = a EX + a,EX2 ' ... 6o 1
from which
KXYHEX2) - (EX) (EXY) 1 
° [NEX2 - (ZX)2]
and
_ TNEXY - (EX)(EY)1
. . .  6
ai
[NZX2 - (ZX)2]
. . .  6
where N is the number of the values of X or Y read from the experimental
data or curve.
The constants a and n in equation 6.1 are obtained by a 
computer program attached in Appendix III.
a = 55.29132 and n = 0.57245. The final equilibrium equation 
then becomes
y* = 55.29x0*57 ... 6 . 8
on the basis of gm/liter.
CHAPTER 7
EVALUATION OF MEASURED AND TRUE 
COLUMN EFFICIENCIES
7.1 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF LIQUID-LIQUID
.. EXTRACTOR
The literature describes a number of theoretical methods of 
stating the relationship between the efficiency of extraction, the 
concentration distribution in the extractor and the mass transfer 
coefficient. These are summarised by Treybal (1963) and Hanson’s 
Recent Advances in Liquid-Liquid Extraction, Chapters 6 and 7, by 
Millsj Misek and Rod. Particular reference should be made to 
continuous counter-current extraction with which we are concerned in 
the present study. Of the methods attention may be drawn to
(i) the method of Watson and Cochran (1971) which was used by 
Sleicher (1959).
This method uses a factor
HTU x NTU „ .p_____ £ _ Hv>(for piston flow) 7
H H (actual)
as a measure of efficiency. This efficiency is related to an
extraction factor
mU
F = — —Uy
and the concentration driving forces.
The limitation of this method are
(a) Linear equilibrium
H
(b) The need to know values for for a given column from 
practice. It is empirical.
(c) Over-simplification.
(d) Absence of drop size and distribution knowledge.
(ii) A theoretical method described by Calderbank (1956) which uses
a Murphree type efficiency in conjunction with the Colburn concept
of ’transfer units’. This method requires a knowledge of efficiency
to be known. An overall efficiency based on the terminal conditions
of the contactor we used and the equilibrium condition is assumed
to be linearly constant. No mass transfer coefficient are involved 
and the behaviour of the extractor along its height is not used. A log- 
mean method based on assumed linear conditions over-simplifies 
the actual column behaviour. Results of Calderbank (1956), therefore, 
do not reveal much about the detailed column behaviour.
(iii) The method considered to be of particular value is that
proposed originally by Rod (1965) and used by Thomas and Chui (1969) and 
Thomas and Wehg (1970). The method lends itself to computer 
calculations and considers the distribution of concentration along
the contactor. This method has been used in the present work and will, 
therefore, be dealt with in detail later.
(iv) A number of workers have used dimensional analysis to relate
-NTJT_flnH HTIT to .column parformanp p .. The most interesting work is that
of Smoot and Babb (1962) and Smoot, Marr and Babb (1959) for a pulsed 
column. The method is also much favoured by Russian workers as 
summarised by Thomas (1970) with reference to a RDC. Some of these 
workers have been referred to already by Gel'Perin (1963) and Aerov 
et al. (1963). The work of Smoot et al. (1959 and 1962) is most 
important as it has been used as a model for an attempt to obtain 
satisfactory dimensional relationships for OBC later in the thesis.
For this reason a summary of the Smoot et al. work is given below:
7.1.1 The variables thought, by Smoot et al. (1959) in a paper 
on flooding characteristics and separation efficiencies of pulsed 
sieve-plate extraction column, to affect the rate of mass transfer of 
the solute through the dispersed phase films are Vq, V^, Vc> D^, D, 
h, p^ , Ap, Uc> and Dv where Vq = fa/£, a term which is assumed 
by Li et al. (1957) to be proportional to the mean velocity of the dis­
persed phase bubbles through the sieve plate perforations.
The relationship among the selected dimensionless groups 
can be expressed as:
(HTU)oc = A
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where A, b, c, d, e, j, g, K are constants.
Smoot et al. (1959), using some experimental data of several 
investigators and by transforming logarithmically and multiple 
regression techniques, obtained the coefficient and indices with the 
aid of an IBM 650 digital computer. The recommended constants 
were simplified without reducing the accuracy to give:
(HTU)oc
10.4 V c °  5 3 9  D 0 - 3 1 7 h 0 - 6  8 3  y 0 . Q 9 7  Apl-.0y
0*86 5 y  0*434 ^  0*434 2*34 3*27 y  0*636
v o p . d d d
The equation illustrates the dependence of HTU on the major variables.
The equation was found to represent the mass transfer data 
with an average deviation of 16.4%. However, attention must be pointed to 
the fact that although the equation 7.3 was based on a wide range of 
systems in which y varied from 0.288 to 1 . 2 2 x 1 0 6 lb/hr2 and P 
46.9 to 62.4 lb/ft3, there was no statement showing that a calculation 
check had been carried out. Taking the experimental results of Smoot,
Marr and Babb comparing that calculated HTU using equation 7.3 and their 
results it was discovered that in most cases there was a large 
discrepancy. It is probable, therefore, that one of the indices may 
not be correct. This will be examined further in the thesis.
7.2 LIMITATION OF ROD’S METHOD -
The graphical method, proposed by Rod (1965) for the 
determination of the "True" values of overall mass transfer coefficient
as well as the longitudinal dispersion coefficient from the 
concentration profiles in both phases, is not limited to the case of 
a linear equilibrium relationship. However, it is not applicable to 
the case in which the specific gravity of the continuous phase is 
smaller than that of the dispersed phase. Also, in this method the 
overall mass transfer coefficient has been assumed as a constant 
through the column height.
Rod's method is merely a theoretical analysis, no experimental 
data was presented. The author has overlooked the fact that the value 
of Ka is not necessarily a constant in all cases. As has been stated 
previously, Ka is by nb means a constant throughout every section 
of the column (Thomas and Chiu (1969) and Thomas and Weng (1970).
7.2.1 Proposed Modification and Development of Rod's Method, 
for the Purpose of Analysis of the Performance of 
Extractors, to the Present Study.
A new method is proposed for calculating the true efficiency 
of mass transfer in continuous countercurrent extractors. The evaluation 
of the number of transfer units required to affect a given separation 
is dependent upon whether the concentration profiles of both phases 
along the column have been established. It is reasonably straight­
forward to obtain local concentration values for the solute in the 
continuous phase experimentally, while successful sampling of the 
dispersed phase is very difficult to obtain. Smoot and Babb (1962) 
performed some experiments, collecting drop samples in a funnel for 
withdrawal from a pulsed extraction column. They found that the 
solute concentration in the dispersed drops did not correspond to 
the concentration which one would expect from a material balance 
calculation. This was due to deviation from piston flow condition 
or in other words to longitudinal mixing in both phases.
The problem is how to overcome these difficulties. The 
following theoretical development uses the differential equations 
derived from a one-dimensional diffusion model to establish the 
concentration profile of the dispersed phase with the aid of longitudinal 
dispersion coefficients E£ and obtained from impulse dye-injection 
study.
Owing to the specific gravity of dispersed phase (CCl^) 
greater than that of continuous phase (1^ 0 ) in the present study, we 
have shown previously in Chapter 3, how the differential equations are 
modified. Reproducing equations 3.60 and 3.62 for convenience, we 
have
c — + U - Ka (y* - y) = 0 *.. 7.4„ 2 c dh c J J 'an
E , —  + U , + Ka , (x - x*) = 0 ... 7.5
dh2 d dh d
Under steady state conditions, the mass transfer terms in equations 
7.4 and 7.5 are equal, so that addition of the equations gives:
E i ^  + E + u  iz _ . 0 ... 7.6
C dh2 d dh2 C dh d dh
Equation 7.6 defines the operating conditions prevailing, and relates 
y and x for constant values of Ec, E^, Uc and U^ . The boundary 
conditions applying to the differential equations are
h = H dx ud ■ , ■ - .
dh = e 7 (xf - x); x = xs ;
-&■ - 0dh y = y,
Using the Taylor’s expansions (Scarborough 1962), where h is a small 
interval of h, equation 7.6 can be re-expressed:
iz
,dh,n i k  ' (yn+l - yn-l}
.. 7.7
dx
dh n 2Ah (xn+l xn-l)
.. 7.8
rifz
vdh2,n (Ah)
7 - (yn+l - 2yn + yn-l> .. 7.9
dh- (Ah)
— . (x ,. - 2x + x ,_) 
2 n+ 1  n n+ 1 .. 7.1
Introducing parameters b and f where
b = E dfz + U
C dh2 °
iz
vdh,
. .  7.1
f = “E, —  4- U . 
d dh2 d
dx
dh
.. 7.1
and constants A, B, C, D, E, F where
U
A =
B =
C =
(Ah) 2
2Ec
(Ah) 2
Ec
(Ah) 2
2 (Ah)
Uc
2 (Ah)
7.]
.. 7.3
.. 7.3
Then it can be shown that:
b = Ay n - By + Cy - n ■fn-l ;n ^n+ 1
... 7.1'
f = Dx + Ex - Ex' ... 7.2<n n+ 1  n n- 1
From equations 7.6, 7.11 and 7.12 it follows that
-h, = f_________________    _ _ __  ...__7_._2jb n
The experimental column used in the present work contains 4 
equal sections between h = 0 to H. Designating each section in the 
column as h and commencing from (x,y) at h = 0 , values of 
n = 2,3,4 can be assigned to equation 7.20. In this way three 
equations with three unknowns can be obtained
Fx^ - EX2 - Dx^ = -+>2 .... 7.2
Fx« - Ex0 - Dx, = -b0 ... 7.22 3 4 3
Fx«j - Ex, - Dxc = -b, ... 7.23 4 5 4
The values of b are given by equation 7.19 if the y profiles
and the constants A, B, and C are known.
Referring to Figure 3.7, X^ ,, X^, Yg, Y^, Y^ and Y^ are
obtained by direct sampling and analysis of the solutions. A material
balance at each end of the column gives x^ and x^ . Equations 7.21 
and 7.23 are re-arranged to give:
-EX2 - DX3 = (-b2 - Fx1) V . ... 7.24
Fx^ - Ex^ = + Dx^) ,- 7.2f
As the constants A, B, C, D, E, F, are known, the following 
matrix can be written and using an ICL 1905F computer x2 to x^ 
can be calculated
-b Fx-E
-b-D
-E
x2 ~ A X3 A X4 A
This establishes the concentration profile of x along the
column under steady state conditions from a knowledge of y-profile,
E , E, and the terminal conditions using the differential c d
equations 7.4 and 7.5.
7.2.2 Application of Proposed Developed Rod's Method for 
Calculation of True Number of Transfer Units 
Since the real concentration profile of the dispersed phase 
has been established as described in section (7.2.1). The true 
values of overall number of transfer units can be calculated by 
equations (3.71) and (3.72) i.e.
n.tuct = (yE - yJ/J1 (y* - y) dz 7.26
N TU = (x^  - x_)/ J1 (x - x*) dZ ... 7.27dT H R o
In the present studies the computation of
(x - x*)dZ and (y* - y)dZ
o o
was carried out section by section, each section being divided in 
100 equal increments of Z, according to the equation below
f^(x - x*)dZ = (x _ x*)dZ + /°-5(x - x*)dZ + ....
> o 0.25
  + f1 (x - x*)dZ ... 7.28
0.75
In this way sectional NTU, HTU and Ka values are obtained as well as 
a total value based on the addition of the parts.
7.2.3 True values of overall mass transfer coefficients
U (NTU) _t
(Ka)CT = ■ -C" ■ - ■ ■C'i ... 7.29
and
U.(NTO) ._
(Ka)dT =   H ' •" 7-30
CHAPTER 8
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND CORRELATIONS OH, 
IMPORTANT PARAMETERS
8.1 DROPLET AREA
Several workers have developed theoretical and empirical 
correlations for predicting interfacial area in liquid-liquid 
extractors by different methods. A survey of the methods employed 
have been given under literature survey. Some of these relation­
ships are reviewed and the result of their application compared with 
data from the oscillating Baffle Contactor. New relations developed 
in this study have similarly been tested.
8.1.1 Correlations on Droplet Interfacial Area
Kagan (1964) et al obtained an empirical relation for 
experiments with rotating Disc Contactors. They found
d = K (R ) ~ ° ' 5 (F ) - ° -5 (I) 0 - 5 • ... 8.1sv e r p
By applying dgv in turn to each of the groups while keeping the 
others constant they found
d =16.7 (R F ) " ° ‘3 (I) 0 , 5 D “"°*2 3 D “ 0 -9 ... 8 .2A
sv e r p
and on further simplification, got
. 0.3 0.5 -0.9 -0.8 ^ -0.23 0 01Jd = 10.6 y. Y N p D ...8.2B
s v  l ' c t
The experimental data were found to deviate by ± 10%.
Levich (1962) derived the expression for finding the area 
in breakup of drops in turbulent liquid flow, based on dynamic 
pressure exerted on opposite sides of a drop and energy losses 
occuring in flow per sec, per unit volume and got
sv
-  T ° - A M
'  W .
0,6 2/2
^675 *,* 8.3
where
K = constant = 0.5
Thornton (1967) et al using photographic technique obtained an 
empirical relation of this form:
sv sv
-0.62 0.05*i
X
V
2
a 'Ap a3
M2 4 p
j*c 8 . Lvc sJ i c .
. 8.4
where d = Sauter mean droplet diameter as x tends to zero, sv r v
xv = Fractional hold-up of disperse phase in the vessel.
Thomas and Weng (1970) using photographic technique obtained this relation
d = 0.7 R “ ° * 3 1 p ” 0 *19 (£) ° * 2 4 8  
e r Ysv
... 8 .5A
where R and F are Reynolds number and Fronde number and d is the e r . sv
Sauter mean droplet diameter
a = $
sv
... 8.5B
where a is the droplet area, and $ is the droplet hold-up.
8.2 CORRELATIONS ON AXIAL DISPERSION
The relationship betxreen E^ and N and V and the geometrical 
parameters have been developed independently by two groups of workers, 
firstly by Olney et al and secondly by Westerterp and Landsman. These 
will be discussed below and it will be shown that their expressions 
are really identical.
A detailed analysis of the performance of rotating disc 
contactors has been given by Strand, Olney and Ackerman (1962) . They 
showed how drop size and the amount of the drop phase hold-up are 
affected by rotor speed. Low rotor speeds allow high throughputs, 
large drop sizes with low residence times, but small interfacial 
areas and mass transfer rates are also produced. High rotor speeds 
have the opposite effects with an increase in the importance of 
axial mixing on performance.
Strand et al (1962) define the axial mixing effect (E )
cl
as containing eddy diffusion or back mixing (E^ ) and a spreading 
effect specific in the forward direction caused by channelling and 
Taylor type diffusion. Several sizes of RDC were examined for the 
cases of single phase flow, and the continuous phase in 2-phase flow.
Quite properly, Strand et al (1962) criticise the validity 
of applying a simplified dispersion coefficient such as E to drop
cL
populations. Limitations of coalescence and redispersion, different
velocities, of different drop sizes, radial velocity profiles, and
axial spreading of small drops exist due to turbulent velocity
fluctuations in the continuous phase. In the absence of a better
method E is used. From resistance measurements in an electrical 
a
conductivity cell analogue of an RDC, and by subsequent correlations 
of actual results Strand et al (1962) proposed the following equations,
single phase
s VH = 0.5 + o.09
eH
2 r ]2 r i2-|
m R s R
UJ k k ... 8 . 6
for Rn = 30
Continuous phase in a 2-phase system.
E
( Rn 1 IrI
ecH
tp (vJ i - m  0 , 5 + ° ‘° 9 [v /l-<f)J [dJ
“/ . s 2 - M llDJ
. 8.7
Dispersed phase in a 2-phase system.
tp (V /«H 
edH °
=0.5 + 0.09
' R
n
( ]2 -r ^ 2 2-j
|R s R
[v*J DI  J DI  J
. . .  8.8
S is the stator ring opening diameter, n is the rotational speed and
is the Peclet number. Strand et al (1962) describe in detail
their dye injection method for obtaining P^ experimentally and the
theoretical basis for the calculation of P . .e
Letting r fs i 2 _ f R
2-i
- W lD .
... 8.9
we can rearrange eqns 8 .6 , 8.7 and 8 .8 . 
Single phase
E = (0.5H)V + (0.09[p]r .H.)n . . .  8.10
Continuous phase in a 2-phase system
E = (0.5H) ■—  + (0.09FpIR.H.)n ... 8.11a l-q> L J
Disperse phase in a 2-phase system
V.
Ea = (0.5H) — • + (0.09 [PJ R.H. )n ... 8.12
In 1962 a quite independent paper appeared due to Westerterp 
and Landsman on the subject of axial mixing in a rotating disc contactor, 
Westerterp and Landsman used a model previously discussed by Nagata et al 
(1957) of piston flow with superimposed axial diffusion. Nagata et al 
(1957) used dimensionless groups and proposed the following equation 
in which A /A = 0.36 for their experimental case.
Ea rn R 2
—  = 0.032 —  
V V
0.84 0.16 . 0.34D
Tlv
* fA ^n
w
H ... 8.13
= area of stator opening and A = Area of column.
Westerterp and Landsman (1962) considered a similar type equation
E a .
— = C Ra R __ ... 8.14
V o erot eFlow
C is a coefficient in the above eqn. 
o
They abandoned this approach as a and 8 were found to be 
interdependent and it was difficult to attach a physical model to 
such a correlation. Instead Westerterp and Landsman state that from 
the previous work of Stermerding et al (1961) and direct observation 
of their own results, a plot of E against V at constant stirrercL
speed gave a straight line. This can be interpreted as the sum of 
two contributions.
(i) A contribution independent of V and approximately 
proportionately to n.
(ii) A contribution independent of n and proportional 
to V.
For a given column we have as a result,
E = C_n + C0V ... 8
a 1 2
From experimental results it was found that C  ^was approximately 
equal to half the height, H, of a compartment, that is
c =H -i ... 8
2 2 2N
Using the same root mean square technique for C^, they state that 
the results show considerable scatter but the best interpretation 
is given by,
Cx = Cx H.R. = C1" —  ... 8
Westerterp and Landsman obtained a value for —
C1* = (13.5 ± 3 .4 ) x 10-3.
From eqns 10, 11 and 12 it can be shown that
and as L = NH
PeL _ VH _ s _ 1 8X9
•kt —  j t tt • • • <J • .L «/
N E eH C ti 'ia ‘R
0.5 + § nV
On re-arranging this equation we have
E = (0.5H)V + (■— R.H.)n ... 8.20
a  z
n is the rotation speed in Westerterpfs equations. A comparison 
of eqns 8.15 and 8.20 show that
~  = C| and R.H. =
Further C2 = 0.5H and C” = 2C| = a = 13 x lo“3.
The final equation due to Westerterp and Landsman is
E = (0.5H)V + 6.55 x lo” 3 (R.H.)n ... 8.21a
Comparison of Equations
The equations derived by Strand et al (1962) and Westerterp 
and Landsman (1962) derived from different premises are in fact 
identical. This can be seen from eqns (8.10) and (8.20) where
a/2 = 0.09 |P| = C| ... 8.22
a/2 = R.H. = Cx ... 8.23
C2 = H/2 ... 8.24
An important point not immediately evident from these papaers is
S ' Sthat the values of E and P and P „ are for the whole length of
cl O  O
the active column inasmuchas the tracer studies are made in this 
way. In this sense VH/E has little physical significance being
cl
P T/N as given in eqn (8.19). E is not constant through the
01j cl
column, as is made evident by the progressive dispersion which occurs, 
so that in no sense is VH/E^ a compartmental Peclet number. This 
in no way invalidates eqns (8.10) and (8.20) for E .cL
8.3 DROPLET DETERMINATION IN O.B.C.
The average surface volume dgv of drops in a contactor, 
can be assumed to depend on the density, viscosity and interfacial 
tension of the fluids p, y, and y, N speed of rotation or oscillation 
of the agitator, g acceleration due to gravity and D one of the 
dimensions of the contactor height or diameter. Therefore
A
A V
dsv = —  = f<D> N > p* s. y) ••• 8-25
A^v = average area of drops and f means 'function of’. ^
The variables in terms of fundamental units of mass M, 
length L and time T, have the following dimensions
-1 -3 -1-1 -2 -2N = T p = ML , y = ML T , g = LT , y = MT
Hence applying Pi theorem, three dimensionless groups would result.
We have
... 8.'26
Equate the exponents mass, length and time respectively, to give
dsv 8.27
L: 1 = a + e -3c - d
M : 0 . =  c +  d +  f
T: 0 = -b - 2c -d - 2f
Finding a, b, c in terms d, e, f we have
a = 1 -e - 2d - 3f
b = -d - 2 e - 2 f
c = -d - f
Hence
d e F
dsv
g
2 3 pN D
8.28
If d = -h e = -j, f = -m
then eqn 8.28 becomes
d = C' (R )h (F„)j (W )m sv e R e 8.29
where Cf is a constant in ft
The numerical values of the coefficient CT and exponents 
h, j, m can be determined from experimental data.
8.4 POWER DETERMINATION IN O.B.C.
This study considers the effects of oscillating baffle 
speed, liquids1 properties and proportions on power consumption.
The mechanical power required to create turbulence throughout 
a liquid mass depends upon the equipment and agitator geometry and 
the physical properties of the liquids. From extensive published 
work, it can be stated that the power input to the agitator depends on 
agitator rotational speed N, diameter of agitator D, density p, 
viscosity y, of the liquid, and gravitational acceleration .g.
Dimensional analysis can be used to arrive at actual 
groupings of variables. Using the Buckingham Pi theorem we have
where C is a constant. The dimensions of each term can he expressed 
in terms of mass M, length L and time T. Equate the exponents of 
mass, length, and time respectively to give
P = f(N, D, C, y, g) 8.30
Let _ _ „a ^b c d eP = C N  D p y g 8.31
8.32
Ms 1 = c + d
L: 2 — b — 3c —d + e
T: “3 = -a - d - 2e
solving we have
c = 1 - d 
b = 5 - 2d - e 
a = 3  - d - 2e
Expressing the power P in terms of the exponents derived above gives
P = C N (3-d-2e)D(5-2d-e)p(l-d)vidge 8.33
P = C P n 3d5 V 1
d » \g
>PND2
2 
N D
8.34
Re-arrange the terms to give
fpND2l”d fN2D
pN3D5
= C  I [N D
> V ) I 8 -
-e
8.35
Let m| = -d and n = -e and rewriting eqn 8.35 to give
.2^  r„2. 11
3 5 
N D
= C f pND ] [N D
I ^  J I S .
N = C (R_)m (F_)np e r
... 8.36
where N , R , F , are the dimensionless Power, Reynolds and Fronde
P e’ r’ J
P pNDnumbers. Power number, — 3“ 5 > Reynolds number — , which represents
pN D y
the ratio of applied force to viscous drag force and Fronde number
n 2d
g
which represents the ratio of applied to gravitational forces,
are of importance in the design of liquid mixing systems.
In turbulent region (R > 1000) without vortex the
e
gravitational forces are negligible, hence the exponent n on the 
Fronde number is zero. Hence eqn (8.36) becomes
m
N = C (R ) ... 8.37
P e
The numerical values of the constant C and exponent m can 
be determined from experimental data.
8.5 CORRELATION DEVELOPED FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 0.B.C.
The superficial velocities of the continuous Vc, the 
dispersed phases, oscillating amplitude, oscillating rate N, 
and the fractional free space per baffle blade e, (or Vq = qN/e 
assumed proportional to the mean velocity of dispersed phase drops 
through baffle perforations) are factors which affect the performance 
of the oscillating Baffle contactor. Physical properties of the 
fluids, density p, viscosity y, interfacial tension y must also 
have been taken into account as some of the important parameters which 
determine contacting efficiency. Column diameter D, diameter of 
perforations Dp, and the diffusivity of the solute through the 
dispersed film may also be essential. The linear dimensions of the 
contactor which define the geometrical boundary condition and shape 
factor for scale up purposes also affect mass transfer.
The O.B.C. efficiency may be expressed as a function of 
these variables like this:
(HTU)c f( , 0^,D,Vq, , Ap, , y^,y) ... 8.38
By inspection, the dimensions of some of the terms in the above 
eqn 8.38 are the same. Therefore, considering the general case, in 
which each type of variable is represented, then
(HTU)c = f(V,Dv,D,Y,p,p) 8.39
Hence
. a b c d e f
(HTU) c = KV D Dv p y y 8.40
where K is a constant. Expressing the dimension of each term
in terms of mass M, length L, and time T units and equate the exponents
for mass length and time respectively to give
L
a L b
0 C
[M ')d | m  ]e
f \
M
TI J
i
U J [lt] lx2j
We have 3 equations with six unknowns which can, therefore, be solved 
in terms of any 3 unknown arbitrarily
Solving in terms of c, d, f and express the (HTU) in terms 
of the exponents
c d f
D 8.42
Rearrange the terms
D 8.45
If (d-c) = g we have
(HTU) = K c
rpD
V 'pDV g Y “
. y  - , y _ [vyj
D 8.46
For the system studied, mass transfer occurs from the dispersed 
phase to the aqueous continuous phase and the major resistance 
to mass transfer is in the dispered phase. The equilibrium line 
indicates, that for a given quantity of solute, the solute is highly 
soluble in y phase, (continuous water phase) the composition of the 
y phase changes but slightly and y is almost constant. The driving 
force in the y phase is large compared with that in the % phase, the 
dispersed organic phase which, therefore, imposes the major resistance 
to mass transfer.
On inspection of our experimental results, the fluid 
properties like the viscosities and the density difference and 
also phase flow ratio should be taken into consideration. By 
induction, introducig these into the above relation and combining 
them into significant dimensionless groups, we have
(HTU) = K c
pD g - . mm TT n ■ q
Ilf) I*) fe)1 0  0  0  - 47
where K, C, g, f, j, m, n, q are constants.
The Reynolds number, Schmidt number, and density group are based on 
the dispersed phase properties where the major resistance is assumed 
to exist.
8 . 6 AXIAL MIXING COEFFICIENTS DETERMINATION IN 0.B.C.
The axial mixing coefficient can be said to be dependent 
on the physical properties of fluid i.e. density p, viscosity y, 
liquid flor rate V, on the speed of rotation n, on the diameter 
of the column D, and size of baffle and height of column L.
Dimensional analysis can be used to arrive at actual 
groupings of variables. Using the Buckingham Pi theorem we have
f(Ea, D, pc, 1^ , N, Vc, Db, L) = 0 ... 8.48
5 dimensionless groups will result.
Equate the exponents of mass, length and time respectively, to give
T T  = -i V  
p y —
... 8.50
TT0 =
N
na2 b2 °2 D p y
... 8.51
1 _ Ta2 [M lb2 fM ]c2T " L ip-J [if J
0 a2 3b2 C2 
-1 = -C„
° = b2 + c2
b, - -c2 - - 1 
a2 = -2
=
N ND
2 -2 -1 vD p yc —
... 8.52
D,
7T~ =
_a3 b3 C3 D p y
... 8.53
L = M 3 M LT
0 = c^.
0 = b2 + c2 
c2 = 0 = b2
a3 = 1
V =TT 8.54
Similarly
7T. = — 8.55
V
TT = 8.56
■ H ‘ 5 f e T  N "
1 
1 
0 = 
c =
a5 - 3b5 - c,
= -c5
b5 + c2 
1 = -b-.
a = -1
The final expression combining all the ’tt's is
. Ea _ ,rND2 VD L Db]
* • V [ V ’ V 5 D’ D
The numerical values of the coefficients for the above 
expression can be determined from experimental data.
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CHAPTER 9
RECORD OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
9.1 SOLUTE CONCENTRATION PROFILE IN THE CONTACTORS
The solute concentration profile along the length of the 
column are reported in table 15 and graphical representation given 
in figs. 2 and 3, for various operating conditions. The solute 
concentration of the disperse phase x along the column were calculated 
by the method explained in chapter 7 using equations 7.4 - 7.25.
This method uses the real continuous phase y profile and the 
differential equations 7.4 and 7.5 and a mass balance to obtain 
Calculated1 and 'operating' x values respectively. These 'operating' 
values of x in the dispersed phase were used in calculating the 
apparent measured (HTU) and the 'calculated* values of x in the 
dispersed phase used to calculate true (HTU) of the contactors.
9.2 CONTACTOR OVERALL PERFORMANCE
The Overall Mass Transfer Coefficient (Ka), height of 
transfer units and number of transfer units for the two phases have 
been calculated from the solute concentration profiles measured 
along thecontactor height during the operation of the extractor.
Both the apparent measured and true performance characteristics have 
been calculated based on equations 3.48 - 3.50 and equations 7.26 - 
7.30 and are presented in tables 16 and 17, and are plotted in
figs. 19 - 33. ,
9.3 DROPLET HOLD-UP AND EFFECT ON MASS TRANSFER
The droplet hold-up measured for different operating
conditions are presented in tables 4 - 6 and 9 - 10. The effect of
Boscillating speed on droplet hold-up are given in fig. 4 for
A . A
contactor I, fig. 5 for contactor II, and fig. 6 for column III
with carbon-tetrachloride-water-acetic acid as flow system, for flow
ratio =1.
The effect of droplet hold-up on NTU, IPJU, Ka, for different 
operating parameters are shown in fig. 7 for column 1, figs. 8 - 1 1  
for column III. The effect of throughput and oscillating speed at 
equal flow rates are plotted in fig. 4 for column I and fig. 6 
for column II.
9.4 MEAN RESIDENCE TIME AND AXIAL DISPERSION COEFFICIENT
The method used.for calculating the axial dispersion 
coefficients (E) for both phases has been discussed in chapters 3 
and 7 and the values obtained are given in tables 8, 10 - 12. The 
mean residence time of both phases for various operating conditions 
have been measured from the impulse dye injection studies in the 
contactor. These are presented in tables 8, 10 - 12. The effect 
of oscillating baffle speed on the fiiean residence time of both phases 
are shown in fig. 12.
2Dimensionless variance O has been plotted against Peclet 
number (Pe) based on equation 3.25 and is presented in table 7 and 
shown in fig. 3.4. The effect of baffle speed and flowrate on 
axial dispersion coefficient for continuous phase are plotted in 
figs. 13 and 14 for contactor III and figs. 15 and 16 for contactor I.
9.5 PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF DROPS IN THE COLUMN
The experimental results as described in chapter 5 for 
different operating conditions are given in tables 22 - 25. Sauter 
mean size d ^  are also reported in tables 22 -25.
Photographic prints on droplet sizes and their distrib­
ution are shown in figs. 5.6. The droplet area and diameter obtained 
from droplet count by Thomas and Weng (1970) in 0.B.C. fitted with 
|in. dia. holes baffle blades, 2T6" high and 3" diameter column 
with each sectional baffle blade being 4" high and 11/16" wide are
presented in tables 22 and 23. Tables 24 and 25 show d and A
sv sv
calculated by equations 10.8, 10.11 and 3.101 for column III (ie.
4ft. 6" diameter fitted with mesh baffle blades) with CCl^-H^O-Acetic 
acid as flow system.
The effect of baffle speed and relative flowrate on inter­
facial area are given by fig. 37, while table 25, fig. 38 show 
the effect of flow ratio on interfacial area. For constant flow­
rate figs. 39 and 41 show the variation of (Ka), (K) with the 
oscillating baffle speed, while figs. 40 and 42 show the variation 
of (Ka), (K) with the relative flowrate for constant baffle 
oscillating speed for both phases.
9.6 POWER STUDY IN THE CONTACTOR
The techniques for power measurements have been reported 
in chapter 5. Table 27 shows power measurement for different 
flow rates with continuous phase flow only, while table 28 shows 
power measured in contactor when empty i.e., No Load Condition.
Table 29, shows power measured with the columns filled with cont­
inuous phase and disperse phase while table 32 shows power dissipated 
during continuous phase flow only less load power. The dispersing 
power defined as power measured with both continuous phase and 
disperse phase flows less no load power is reported in table 33.
The variation of the total power (Pj.) and useful power P 
with baffle speed is given in fig. 43, while fig. 44 gives the 
variation of H.T.U. with oscillating baffle. Figs. 49 and 45 
show the variation of H.T.U. with the total power .P and useful 
power P and the plot of N versus R^ is shown in Fig. 47.
9.7 FLOODING CONDITIONS IN THE CONTACTOR
It has been described in chapter one, how the flooding 
condition is defined and obtained. Experimental values at flooding 
point are given in table 26. The effect of flowrates of the 
dispersed and continuous phases at given oscillating speeds (baffle) 
on the flooding point is shown in fig. 35 while the variation of 
dispersed phase flowrate and baffle speed at given flowrate of the 
continuous phase is given in fig. 36.
9.8. INTERFACIAL TENSION MEASUREMENT
The interfacial tension measurement technique has been 
described in chapter 5. The effect of interfacial tension on the 
performance characteristic of the contactor 1, with solute transfer 
from water to carbontetrachloride have been reported in table 3.
CHAPTER 10
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
10.1" INTERPRETATION OF DATA ON AXIAL MIXING
The detail of the dimensional analysis on the determination 
of axial mixing coefficient has been given in Chapter 8. The dimension- 
less groups obtained is as given below
Ea _ _ fND VD L b| m i
■ I I ' ' 3 » TTj " “1 11 • • • I U  • 1
V • ( V V D Dj
As defined by Westerterp and Landsman (1962) (discussed in detail in 
Chapter 8) that E^ is the sum of two contributions
(a) E , a contribution independent of V and approximatelyEll
proportional to N
(b) ^avs a contr^ ut^on independent of N and approximately 
proportional to V.
i.e.
E E E
_5. = _2E + _51  . . .  10.2v v v
Whether this definition is justified or not, we do not know. When
L Db .we accept this, and since ~, — in eqn (10.1) are geometry of the
DXi bcolumn, hence for a single column — , ~  will be constant.
Therefore
E
I” )
—  = K jL^ l  ... 10.3
V
Eav „ [VDlb ... 10.4v
K and K are coefficients in eqns (10.3) and (10.4) respectively, 
n v
The values of the exponents and coefficients in eqns (10.3) 
and (10.4), have been found from the plots of the experimental results 
shown in Table (8). The general equation has been evaluated and simplified 
so that the variation of the separate variables were evaluated
The intercepts of the plot of E V ’s V give E for different
Si C  cLU
oscillating speeds Fig. (14) while the intercepts of the plot of E V ’s
cLC
N give E^v for different superficial flow rate (Fig. (13)). The values
of the exponents "a" and "b" were found from the slopes of the log plots
E 2 E
of ■ a— V's and —1—  V’s —  respectively to be 1 in each case. While 
v v v v J
K and were found to be 2.14 x 10 and 0.1443 respectively as shown
in Table (8). •
Therefore the general equation for axial dispersion coefficient
in OBC is
E = 2.14 x lcf5 D2 N + 0.1443 DV ... 10.5ac
P = ----------^ ------E-Trrr ... 10.6
0.1443 + 2.14 x 10
The gradient of the plots of P^  ^ V ’s P^ (based on eqn. (10.6) 
and E^ ^ V’s E^ (based on eqn. (10.5) is approximately equal to 1. The
calculated values of P and E are shown in Table (12) and these compared0 00
well with the experimental values with deviation of ±5%.
10-2 INTERFACIAL AREA FROM DROPLET STUDY
The following final correlation was developed in Section 8.3 
by dimensional analysis to relate interfacial area to various operating 
parameters
dgv = K(Rg)a (Fr)b (We)C ... 10.7
and applying multiple regression technique to 10.7 and feed in the 
experimental results, the exponents and constants in the eqn. 10.7
were found and the eqn. was reduced to
d = 0.1526 R “0,31F 0,19 W ~°'19sv e r e . . .  10.8
i.e. d = 0.1526 sv
rpND2'-0.31 r 2^-0.19 c „2_3a-0.19N D pN D'
Y
... 10.9
after re-arranging eqn 10.9 for computational purposes we have
„ ^ ico£ 0.31 0.19 -1.38— 1.07 0.19d = 0.1526 y P g D “sv N Y . . .  10.10
The interfacial area calculated from eqn 10.8 is shown in Table 26 
It can be seen from Table 26 that agreement between d ^  real and 
d^ 2 calc, is good especially when the difficulties of measurement of 
bubble sizes are taken into consideration.
Beek and Heuven (1971) in their paper on liquid-liquid 
dispersion in stirred contactor have arrived at the following 
equation
tA t2 3/5
a  = P N P f_ Y
32
* 1p3/5n 6/V /5
. . . 10.11
The eqn (10.11) has been used to calculate droplet diameter shown in 
Table (24) for comparison purpose. It was found that d ^  obtained 
from eqn. (10.11) was greater than d ^  eXpt obtained' experimentally 
in contactor III by a factor F which varies with operating baffle 
speed.
L.e. d„n F d„„ .
Beek & Heuven '
For Column III, CC1, ~ HAC - Water as flow system when
4
N = 90 osc/min. F = 6.02
N = 100 osc/min. F = 8.26
N = 120 osc/min. F = 14.49
Taking this factor F into consideration the values obtained from- 
eqn. (10.11) seem to agree with the experimental results from the
0BC with little deviations of about 5-10%.
10.3 INTERPRETATION OF DATA ON POWER
In Chapter 8, a conclusion was drawn following the
dimensional analysis that in turbulent region where R^ is large
(R > 103) e
N = K Rm ' ... 10.12
The slope of the log plot of VTs Rg gives m T = 0 Fig. (47)
for both single phase (water) minus dry power and 2-phase (CCl^-I^O)
minus dry power systems. The value of K has been evaluated for
each system. K = 2.48 x 10  ^ (single phase-dry power) system and
K = 0.274 (2-phase-dry power). Therefore eqn. 10.12 can be re-written
5 3from a definition of N where N = Pg/pD N . The final equation for
P P
P becomes for P^ase)
- 5 3
P = 2.48 x 10 ... io.l3
g
for Ptotal"~Pdry (2"phaSe)
i . n5 3 
P = 2.74 x 10 -P -
g
... 10.14
The log plot of ^(usefu|) ^Ts N, f°r t^ ie 2-phase system 
based on experimental data, gives a slope of 2.9 see Fig. (48) 
while the slope of the log plot of (HTU)^ Vrs pusefui F g^* (49) 
is -0.68 where ^use£u  ^i-s f°r t*16 2-phase system again.
That is
HTU ac pO.68
If in eqn 10.15 P is substituted for eqn 10.4 we get
10.15
HTU a c
f  ■
g
0.68 1 ' 0.68
2 . 7 4 x lo”1 p D5
\  ^  J N3
• • • 10.16
or HTU a — r-n = K  n/ c /vr3N0.68 >t2.04(N ) N
... 10.17
From our experimental data, the log plot of HTU^ VTs N gives a slope 
of -2.01. That is
HTU a -9 
C N2-01
... 10.18
It can be seen that eqn. 10.17 is in close agreement with the 
relationship between HTUc and N found experimentally by direct 
measurement of HTU^ at different values of N, eqn 10.18.
The equations have therefore been shown to satisfy the 
conditions. Therefore summarising
HTU . = L  P c 1
- 0.68 10.19 useful
HTU = K 'N c 2
- 2.01 10.20
In (eqn 10.19) are values of p, D and g as in eqn 10.13 which 
will remain reasonably constant for the system when D is constant.
upon many properties of the system which cannot be predicted 
theoretically in our present state of knowledge. This includes 
the drop size distribution, the drop shape and changes in shape 
during mass transfer, the parameters which influence these 
properties such as surface tension, internal circulation of 
the drop, and the boundary condition existing during the drop 
life. Coalescence and redispersion further complicate the 
issue. The same arguments apply to in eqn 10.19.
The intercept of the log plot of HTUc VVs P gives the 
value of = 80 while the intercept of the log plot of,HTUc V fs N 
gives = 4.47 x 10^. Therefore the final equations are
However there is a remaining part to which obviously depends
10.21
5
10.22
10.4 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL HTU VALUES
Dimensional analysis was used to derive an eqn 8.47 
which relates HTUc to the operational and physico-chemical 
parameters of the column performance. A test of the usefulness 
of eqn. (8.47) for the OBC was made for the systems CCl^-HAC-H^O. 
Using multiple regression technique on eqn. 8.47 and feed in 
the experimental results, the exponents and constant in the 
equation were found and the equation was reduced to
(HTU) =
. TT 0.539 _0.317 ,0.683 0.483 A 1.04A V  D h Y Ap . .
c 0.865 T7 0.434 ^ 0.434 2.34 3.21 0.636
D V D p, p , . V ,c p Md d d
... 10.23
where A varied slightly with oscillating speed. When 90 v< N 150 osc./min
1.7 < A < 2.2, for calculation an average value of 1.95 was used.
The equation above has been used to calculate (HTU) values in
contactor III for CCl^-HAC-^O system shown in Table (18). It
is clear from the calculated (HTU)^ that for any specific system
the value of A varies slightly with oscillating speed i.e. A
decreases with increase in the speed of oscillation. The fluctuation
in the value of A for different flow condition at a given operation
speed may be due to unavoidable complexities in the operation of
the contactor that affect mass transfer and (HTU) , such as non-c
uniformity of solute inlet concentration and different hold-up 
values.
10.4.1 Computing Sectional Values of Column Performance
i
■K
y j 17+1
i
>  + 1? r
X
K
x -> 
or y +
Fig. 10.1: Sectional values of transfer units
Two rules may be applied. The mid-ordinate rule or the 
trapezoid (or trapesium) rule. The two rules are equivalent to 
using a linear approximating polynomial since straight lines are 
used to replace the sections of the curve.
The Trapezoid Rule
Consider any one of the sections such as LPQK where 
LP = f(x ). = and KQ = f(x^+ )^ = yr+ *^ The first approximation 
to the area of this section is obtained by assuming that the 
short arc PQ is very nearly straight, i.e. that the section is 
trapezium whose parallel sides are of lengths Y^ _ and Y^+  ^at a
distance h apart.
Hence the area PLKQ
h
2 (Yr + Yr+1>
... 10.24
This method is applied to every section and adding the result gives
(NTU) _ ' = NTU- + NTU0 +  + NTU.total 1 2 4
... 10.25
for the four sections in the column. Because the areas are approximations 
a correction coefficient is introduced.
NTU - - = C x (NTU, + NTU0 + NTU0 + NTU.)total 1 2 3 4
... 10.26
(NTU)tota  ^has been calculated accurately by Simpson's rule. Using 
the value obtained, C is computed and hence the sectional values.
In the trapezoid rule each arc is replaced by its chord, while 
in the mid-ordinate rule a line through the top of the mid-ordinate 
and parallel to the chord is used. In either case the correct area 
lies somewhere between the values given by the two rules.
In Section 1 replacing h, y^ and yr+ »^ NTU, is given 
by (for continuous phase)
Area PLKQ = | (y2 - y^
ye2 - y2 yei _ yi
(NTU)
Cl
(ye2 + yel ' y2 ~ yl} (y2 ' yl} 
2(ye2 _ y->} (y“’ ” y)el
... 10.27
where H = height of Section = l1
(ye2 + yel " y2 ~ yl} (y2 ' yl}Kar1 - Uc e „ . eX ; 7 L ir-- i- ...10.29C1 2 (ye2 - y2) (y x - yp
H 2(ye2 ~ y2) (yel " y1)
(HTU)C1 " NTUd ” (ye2 + yel “ y2 “ yl> (y2 " yl} ' “  10‘30‘
For the general i section between sampling points i and (i + 1) 
we have the number of transfer unit given by
(h t u) . - ... 10.3I
2 ye(i+l) ■ y(i+l)) yei ~ yi
Similarly for the dispersed phase
(X,. + X. - X .s - X .) (X,. - X.)
_ (i+l) 1 e(i+l) ei (l+l) i ir* oo
^ 1U;di ■" 2(X/>. , s  - X ✓ • . - i n  (X. “ X .) . . .  1 U . J Z
(l+l) e(i+l) l ei
Sectional values of mass transfer coefficients and height of transfer
units for the dispersed phase (CCl^) and the continuous phase (water)
in CCl^ - HAC - H^O system for contactor III is shown in Table (21).
Solute transfer is from CC1, to H„0. The addition of the 4 sectional
4 2
values of mass transfer coefficients and height of transfer units 
agree favourably with the overall values, Table (21) for different 
operating conditions.
CHAPTER 11
DISCUSSION
11.i AXIAL MIXING COEFFICIENT
The results of the impulse dye injection test are
tabulated in tables 6 and 9 for column I, and tables 11, 12 and 13
for column III. The effects of the flowrate and oscillating baffle
speed are shown in figs. 13-16. The relationship between E£ and
1 .E^ values, and the mean Residence time, is a complicated and geo-
A Bmetric factors. It will be seen in figs. 12 and 12 that the mean
residence time increases with the oscillating baffle speed for both
the continuous and dispersed phases.
The Peclet number gives us an indication that the mixing
is increasing, but not in a quantitative sense. A comparison of
P =10 and P =30 does not show that the mixing associated with e e
the latter is three times the former.
For all its apparent sophistication, the axial, diffusion 
coefficient (E) is of limited use providing a means of qualitative 
comparison.
11.1.1 Flowrate on E and E,____________ c_____ d_
Figs. 14 and 16 show that the E^ values of the continuous
phase increase with the flowrate, for a given oscillating speed,
and a constant flow ratio, R = 1. This is expected, as an increase
in flow rate will result in greater turbulence and the increased
formation of eddies. Under these conditions also, there is an
increase in the hold-up of the dispersed phase table (ll), hence
an increase in the value of E^ will be expected.
11.1.2 Oscillating Speed on Ec and E^
Within the limit of the operating conditions, i.e. 50 - 
150 osc/min and 90 - 150 L/hr, Ec increases with increase in oscil­
lating baffle speed, fig. 13. Table 13, for column III and table 
9 for column I show also that E^ values increase with the oscillating 
baffle speed.
11.1.3 Axial Mixing
d2yThe fact that E — has a very small value compared with 
dz
other terms in equation (7.4) table 14 does not mean that axial 
mixing is necessarily small. On the contrary, the curvature of 
the concentration profile along the column is witness to the 
effect of mixing. However, this statement can only be qualitative 
as the shape of the curve of y against z is a function of many 
parameters such as: oscillating speed, flowrates, baffle design, 
geometry of the apparatus, flow ratios, amplitude of oscillation, 
physico-chemical properties of the liquid system,drop size and 
distribution and interfacial area. All these parameters interact 
to establish the concentration profile which in turn determines 
HTU cc Ka .
Certainly, inherent in the convective and mass transfer
terms are effects of axial mixing. The mass transfer coefficient
Ka as measured along the column includes such effects. The value
of ye in the present study is usually a large number which is only
affected to a small extent by the difference between the real x
value and the x value based on the real y value and a material balance.
Bearing these points in mind, and the fact that x and y depend upon
so many factors suggests that it may be inadvisable to refer to 
2.
E — as an axial mixing term. It must be noted that Ey is not 
dzz
constant along the column as has been assumed by many workers.
It is not improbable that the dispersion model concept 
as it exists is open to criticism. As far as the dye injection 
technique is concerned in the continuous phase, it is valid to con­
sider the application of Fick's Law inasmuch as no mass transfer 
takes place. The concentration change of the dye is then a reflec­
tion of the changing hydrodynamic characteristics of the system. It 
does not follow that this is equally true for a mass transfer process
as the value of y at any point is probably just as dependent 
upon the rate at which mass is transferred as it is upon the 
axial mixing properties.
Considerable emphasis has been placed on methods for 
obtaining Ec and its meaning and significance has been discussed 
at great length in the literature. Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1963) 
suggested, however, that the coefficient E^ may not be as important 
as was originally thought. No. other workers have been inclined to 
this view. The present experimental study and the above discussion
give strong support to the Miyauchi and Vermeulen statement. The
d2y . . .
conclusion is that the term E — ^ is only of limited importance.
dz
11.2 OVERALL MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (Ka)
11.2.1 The Effects of Flow Rate on Ka
Figs. 29B, 30B, 31B, 32B show the effect of flow rate for 
flow ratio = 1 on Ka. It was found that Ka values increase in 
both dispersed and continuous phase with increase in flow rate 
at given speeds. Each curve represents a measured speed, and Ka
increases with the oscillating baffle speed. It can also be seen
B B •in figs. 29 and 32 that Ka increases with the total throughput
■<V* V-
11.2.2 Effect of Oscillating Baffle Speed on Kg
The effect of oscillating baffle speed on Ka value is 
given in figs. 29“^, 30^, 31^ and 32^. For both continuous and 
dispersed phase, Kac and Ka^ increase with increase in oscillating 
speed. As the oscillating speed is increased, the hold-up for a 
given flow condition increases thereby increasing the interfacial 
area and the drops population, which in turn causes the value of Ka 
to increase.
11.2.3 Relationship between Hold-up and Ka
It can be seen from figs. 7^ , 8^,■9^, 10^ and 11^
that there is an increase in Ka with an increase in droplet
C Chold-up $d. Figs. 7 and 10 show the increase in (Ka)^ with
increase in flow rate as accompanied by increase in hold-up.
Similarly Kad increases with increase in oscillating speed and
Calso oscillating speed increases as reported in fig. 11 .
The system studied was CCl^ - H^O - Acetic acid and 
different trends may be obtained for different liquid systems.
Table 25 show that (a3£) increases with increase in both hold­
up and flow rate for a given operating speed. Also, a ^  increases 
with increase in speed and hold-up for a given flowrate. As a -
6$d it is obvious that the greater the hold-up, $d, and the smaller 
d 32
the Sauter drop sized d^, the larger will be ’a’. Hence (Ka)^ will
increase with increase in hold-up. This is shown by table 25.
Table 25 also shows that (K^ ) decreases with increase in mean
residence time and with increase in hold-up. The net effect can be
explained since a ^  increases faster than Ka^. Knowing or determining
aoo values, K, values are found to decrease with increase in droplet oz d.
hold-up.
11.2.4 Relationship Between K, Ka, E and (a)
As it is not possible at present to establish any quanti­
tative relationship between K, Ka, E and a because their behaviour 
in the OBC appear to be so complicated, an attempt will be made to 
give a simple generalised explanation for their relation from our 
experimental results. From tables 9, 11, 12 and 13, it can be 
seen that both E and hold-up increase with increase in oscillating 
speed and in tables 23, and 25 both ’a’ and 'Ka* increase with
oscillating speed. But the increase in Ka may be due to an 
increase in K and/or a. As discussed in section 11.23, whether 
K increases or decreases depends very much on Ta’. A decrease in 
K is detrimental to mass transfer; however, increase in fa' values 
may be so beneficial as to offset any decrease in mass transfer rate 
by a lower K value. Smoot and Babb (1962) have suggested that in 
certain circumstances, the operating conditions which produce an 
increase in longitudinal dispersion, which is itself detrimental 
to efficiency, may in fact enhance the mass transfer by producing 
a much larger interfacial area or even increased K values. In table 
25, it will be seen that Ka^ increases with oscillating speed. As 
discussed above, it is clear also that with an increase in E, we 
have an increase in Ka^. As longitudinal dispersion is always 
detrimental to mass transfer, this might be due to the operating 
conditions which may in fact improve mass transfer rate by producing 
a much larger interfacial area.
11.3 DISPERSED PHASE HOLD-UP AND THE EFFECT OF OSCILLATING 
BAFFLE SPEED ON HOLD-UP
The experimental methods used for obtaining hold-up values 
have been discussed in chapter 5. The variations of droplet sizes 
could be easily seen along the column as droplets move down, decreasing 
in size from inlet point downstream in the contactor.
The oscillating baffle speed effects on hold-up are
B A Areported in tables 4-6, and 10 and shown in figs. 4 , 5 and 6 .
The droplet hold-up increases gradually for increase in oscillating 
baffle speed, for a given flow rate at qJ = 1* As the flow rate 
of the phases are increased, the increase in hold-up becomes rapid, 
and a maximum operable value is reached at "loading point" preceeding 
the onset of "flooding" conditions, beyond which the phases are reversed 
within the contacting section. The oscillating speed has a more
pronounced effect on the hold-up of the droplets than the con­
tinuous phase flow rate for a given throughput. In general, 
therefore, it can be said that for a given flow rate, as the oscil­
lating speed increases, the hold-up increases, and as the flow rate 
is increased, the hold-up becomes more sensitive to oscillating speed 
effects and the approach to "flooding" conditions is therefore 
accelerated.
11.3.1 Effects of Flow Rate on the Hold-up
The effects of flow rate for R = 1 on hold-up is shown in
A B Bfigs. 4 , 5  and 6 . At each oscillating baffle speed there is an 
increase of hold-up with throughput but the higher the speed of 
oscillation, the more rapid the increase in hold-up. It can be 
realised also that the higher the oscillating baffle speed the more 
sensitive is the hold-up to the throughput, and limits it, at the 
same time reducing the capacity of the contactor, as "flooding" 
conditions are reached earlier. The smaller the drop size, the 
greater the hold-up, as has been demonstrated, and this will be 
discussed in section 11.4.
11.3.2 Effect of Oscillating Baffle Speed, Flow Rate on 
H.T.U.
H.T.U. values slightly decrease with increase in flow 
rate at any given oscillating speed, figs. 19^ , 20^, 22^ and 23^.
This is not unexpected since HTU = .
JXcl
The effect of increasing flow rate or throughput tends 
to increase Ka, which might offset part of the increase in H.T.U. 
due to U, hence the H.T.U. values slightly decrease for given 
operating speed with increase in flow rate.
The H.T.U. data obtained in the present study have 
been correlated with the operational and physico-chemical para-
Ameters of the columns m  Chapter 10. As can be seen in figs. 21 ,
26^ and 27^, (HTU) and (HTU), decrease with increase in thec d
oscillating speed and the trend is toward a minimum value of H.T.U. 
in these curves for most operations. The larger variation in the 
deviation of (HTU) in table 17 can be associated with variation in 
the inlet concentration. It suggests that the inlet concentration 
must affect the surface tension which, in turn, affects drop size 
and properties, which may be responsible for the deviation between 
the experimental H.T.U. and the estimated values by correlation 
in Chapter 10.
11.3.3 The Relationship Between Hold-up and (Ka)
The detailed analysis and discussion of this can be 
found in section (11.2.3). The final result is, increase in hold-up 
causes increase in (Ka) values, and more dispersed droplets, and 
therefore the interfacial area 'af increases. This has been found 
to increase much faster than K, hence for increase in Ka values, 
the tendency is for K values to decrease if faT values increase.
11.4 DROP SIZE AND OPERATION
A knowledge of the drop size in a contactor is important 
as the sizes influence the volumetric capacity and mass transfer 
process.
Large drops are observed at low baffle speeds. Circula­
tion will occur inside these large drops resulting in comparatively 
large values. When the drops are large, the overall 'a' will be 
smaller than for small drops. At high baffle speeds, the drops will 
tend to be small and the overall faf large. For small drops, however, 
internal circulation is low or non-existent resulting in low values.
The interactions are complex and require extensive analysis.
To facilitate the study of the photographic prints of
drops in the contactor, the section at the top of the column will
be numbered 4 (the inlet and for the dispersed phase introduction
into the contactor); while the bottom section will be numbered 1,
fig. 4.2. The photographic prints are clearly shown in fig. 5.6.
A wide range of flow rates was employed, and in all cases the
droplet sizes became progressively smaller with column height,
approaching an equilibrium state down stream in the contactor as
seen in fig. 5.6. As the droplets move through the column, they
collide with each other and with the baffle blades, resulting in
a gradual reduction of d with increasing distance from the
SV
top of the column where the dispersed phase is introduced.
11.4.1 Interfacial Area 'a'
A .Fig. 37 shows the effect of the oscillating baffle
speed on the interfacial area 'aT. It can be seen that the value
of faf increases with increase of N, as expected. It is evident,
6$j . .
from the interfacial area a = — - , that the higher the oscillating
d32
speed, the higher the droplet hold-up value and the smaller the 
Sauter mean drop size d32 produced, and hence ’a' becomes larger.
11.4.2 Effect of Oscillating Baffle Speed, Flow Rate 
on the Drop Size
The oscillating baffle speed effect on drop size is given
A  B .
in fig. 37 , while fig. 37 shows the effect of relative flow rate.
It can also be seen in fig. 38 that interfacial area 'a' decreases
as the flow ratio increases. The relative velocities of the phases
probably change the hydrodynamic conditions surrounding a drop, which
in turn affects the degree of dispersion. There is also a change in
residence time of the drops which must affect the degree of dispersion.
As seen in fig. 37A, interfacial area ’a’ increases with increase 
in N.
11.4.3 The Effect of Oscillating Baffle Speed and 
Relative Flow Rate (Qr) on (Ka)
An increase in N produces an increase in 'a',
A .
fig. 3 7 ,which improves mass transfer efficiency and therefore it 
would appear that to work at higher oscillating speeds is bene­
ficial. However, as Ka is found from the experimental mass trans­
fer study we are able to calculate K as a function of N. A 
similar procedure can be followed for 'a? and Ka as a function 
of Qr leading to *K’ as a function of Qr. It is apparent from
these studies that K decreases with increase in N and Qr, figs. 39 
Band 40 , so that there is a counter effect ’a1 increases but K de­
creases with increase in N and Qr. The product (Ka), the mass 
transfer coefficient, therefore depends on which is greater, the 
changes in a or K with N and Qr. In the present results (Ka) 
shows an overall increase with N and Qr, Figs. 39A - 42A, but
this increase is not as great as would at first be anticipated.
11.4.4 Effect of Qr and N on faf
Increase in 'a1 with an increase in N, fig. 37^, is 
clearly due to greater dispersion with smaller drop size but many 
drops. This process cannot proceed to very large 1 a1 value as 
the drops become very small and numerous dispersion becomes more 
difficult but also there will be a greater tendency to flooding. 
The point was determined in some cases and it is repeated in the 
section on flooding.
11.4.5 Effect of N and Qr on K , K,_______________ J______c* d
BK and K, decrease with increase in N, figs. 39 and c d
B41 . It is not easy to explain qualitatively why K decreases
c
with increase in N. Speculation leads us to anticipate that
this may occur. For example, firstly at low N values the drops
are large and are liable to change their shape. This will affect
the region adjoining the drop surface in the continuous phase
with consequent reduction in the effective resistance to mass
transfer. Secondly at large N values in the present study, the
drops become very small (<lmm) and so approach stable spheres
which mean that K will be less and the resistance 1/K larger.c c
The same tendency exists for the effect of Qr. As Qr
increases, dispersion is encouraged due to the greater shear
forces acting on the drops. Therefore, the drops become smaller
at higher Qr values, and as explained above, resistance becomes
larger, i.e. a small value.
The same arguments apply to the disperse phase, as for
large drops we get internal circulation with a decrease in resistance
(i.e. increase in K^). This corresponds to low Qr values. When Qr
is large the drops become smaller, internal circulation decreases
as does the tendency for coalescence and redispersion, therefore,
mass transfer under these conditions is more difficult so that 1/K,u
is large and is smaller.
The effect reported of the interaction of Kc and ’a' and 
and faf leading to Ka^ and values increasing with N and Qr is 
not always so. Some occasions may arise depending on the geometry 
when Kac and Ka^ values decrease with N and Qr (Thomas and Weng (1970)) 
for a small column with stator rings). However, this is most unusual
being due in the latter case to the presence of stator rings.
In the simple columns being studied Kac and Ka^ both decrease 
with increase N and Qr.
11.4.6 End Effects on Mass Transfer 
Bottom End~Effects
Quite marked, separation of phase produces about 8% 
of extraction of total mass transfer. Bottom point 1 not accurate 
because of this. Therefore, care must be used in using point 1 in 
assessment of column performance. Difference greater with higher 
flow rate and higher speed of oscillation and end-effects greatly 
reduced with low flow rate and low speed of oscillation, table 2 0 .
Top End-Effects
There is very little difference between y^ and yfc 
for all flow rates and speed of oscillation. Therefore, end- 
effect is very small and it can be attributed to absence of an inter 
face, coalescence at the interface enhances mass transfer, and the 
fact that the drops are very large presenting a low interfacial area
and small mass transfer in a distance about 3" before they enter
the region of Experimental accuracy is shown to be good in
each case as y^ is less than y '.
11.5 POWER MEASUREMENT AND DISSIPATION IN THE CONTACTOR
The physical properties of carbon-tetrachloride and 
water are of the same order of magnitude. Any difference in total 
power consumption for the oscillating baffle at the same speed in 
water alone and a mixture of water and carbontetrachloride must 
therefore be predominantly due to the act of dispersion. Very 
little information is available on the power actually consumed 
to produce dispersion of one liquid in another. Previous corre­
lations have established correlations between the total power input
to the stirrer and the performance characteristics (such as 
HTU) in mass transfer. It is of considerable interest there­
fore to examine the ’useful pdwer1 used for dispersion relative 
to performance.
The total power and the useful power used in the stirring 
of the 2-phase mixture are given in fig. 48. It can be seen that 
in each case, there is an increase in power with increase in N.
The interesting observation from fig. 48 is that the two lines 
have virtually the same slope. The slope for the useful power
should be 3 which is the power index on N in equation 10.14
5'
r\T
The coefficient in equation 10.14 is 0.274 pD for the 2 -phase
S J
mixture. By taking points on the line in fig. 48 and calculating
5 3
the value of pg/pD N , a value of 0.274 was obtained as in equation .
10.14.
This parallelism of lines in fig. 48 indicates that the 
relationships between N and P whether total or useful power are 
concerned are of the same type. Therefore, the doubts expressed 
earlier in chapter 3 that the correlations between total power 
and the speed of oscillation would not be truly representative seem 
not to borne out. Further studies on the relationship between P and 
HTU may be considered similarly. In fig. 49, for example, the 
regression lines are again seen to be parallel. The correlations 
between HTU and I>tota  ^and ^(useful) s^ lou^(^ therefore be the same 
form. The ^(usefu]_) relationship is given in equation 10.21. A 
similar relationship must apply when ptota  ^and HTU are correlated. 
In fig. 49, the slopes are identical and are equal to -0.67. The 
coefficient, however, for Ptotaj_ equation will be different. In
Clearly, the power which is useful as defined by 
]?total - is small compared with the total power, for
example when N = 100 = 0*252 ft. lb/sec. ^total "" ^dry =
P ' _ = 0.038 ft.lb/sec. for 2-phase system. Therefore,useful
useful =0.15 
total
Very few people seem to have been successful in
establishing the magnitude of this useful power (ptota  ^“ ^dry^’
and the reproducibility and accuracy of the present measurements
may be of use in developing fundamental equations relating to the
dispersion properties in the system for example application of some
of Hinze’s work as discussed by Garner and Skelland(1954).
The rather unexpected feature of the experiments has
been that P, is of a high value, and that P, is itself a dry dry
function of N. This is shown in Fig. 46 from which it was deduced
3 . .that a N . No explanation can be offered for this proportionality
and it may be entirely coincidental, that is, the same as in equation
10.14, despite the fact that in one case we are dealing with turbulent 
friction losses in a liquid and the other with friction in solid 
bearings etc. This needs further examination and its significance is 
appreciated but not presently understood.
11.6 FLOODING CONDITIONS IN THE CONTACTOR
Typical results of flooding studies on the system, H2O - CH3 
C00H - CC1^ are reported in figs. 35 and 36 and table 26. The plot 
of the dispersed phase flow rate Qd against the continuous phase Qc 
with'different oscillating baffle speed N is shown in fig. 35 while 
fig. 36 shows Qd against baffle speed at Qc = 70 L/hr. It can be 
seen that as Qc increases, the column has a smaller capacity for
the dispersed phase, Qd.
The performance and flooding rates are affected 
considerably by the drop sizes and their distribution under 
any given operating conditions, as these determine the available 
interfacial area and the mean vertical component of the velocity 
of the drop with respect to the continuous phase.
H . 7 COMPARISON OF HTU IN OBC WITH OTHER COLUMNS
An inspection of table 11.1 shows that there is quite 
a difference in the magnitude of the HTU values obtained from dif­
ferent types of apparatus. The more obvious reasons, especially 
when comparing different sizes of the same apparatus is the 
differences in geometry of the equipment which induce different 
flow patterns and therefore alters the degree of dispersion, and 
the physical properties of the system such as surface tension, 
density, and viscosity.
The comparative values of HTU are consequently not too 
meaningful when the mode of the dispersion techniques differ
considerably. For example, RDC consists virtually of a series of
mixers where the bulk liquid is mixed as in a pump. The action 
of pulsing is completely different with the upward and downward 
strokes inducing different acceleration and axial mixing. In 
a packed column, there is mal-distribution of liquid, channelling 
of the liquid through the extractor and other mal-functions typical 
of packed tower situations. These are very complicated and they 
influence the magnitude of the HTU in their unique way. It appears 
therefore that one should not separate the HTU from the NTU when 
considering performance. The NTU will be very dependent on concen­
tration level and the concentration profile in the apparatus.
In designing, therefore, when HTU is used, then same anticipation 
of the kind of concentration profile to be expected should be 
anticipated. This discussion is therefore complicated and too 
much should not be made of a direct comparison of the magnitude 
of HTU from one type of apparatus to another. The values are 
reported, however, in the table 1 1 . 1 for interest.
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CHAPTER 12
CONCLUSION
The present experimental contactors follow logically 
from the discussion of Thomas et al (1969, 1970). Experiments 
are conducted in two columns, the first of 3" diameter as used by 
Thomas et al (1970), and the second which was a much larger column 
6" diameter. The experimental investigation of the performance
of the columns can be summarised as follows.
(a) Data has been obtained in the present study which confirms
and adds to the previous data of Thomas and co-workers
(1969 and 1970) for the equilibrium distribution of acetic 
acid between carbontetrachloride and water. A new 
equation (6 .8 ) expressing acetic acid distribution has 
been obtained, and could replace previously published 
equations (Thomas 1970) for the systems carbontetrachloride 
acetic acid - water.
The agreement between experimental data and results 
computed by the equation 6 . 8 justified recommending the 
equation for use at the specified temperature (see table 2 )
(b) The dependence of concentration profile on the initial
solute concentration has been found.
(c) A method has been employed to account for axial dispersion
and its effect on the dispersed phase concentration values
x, corresponding to measured local values of the 
continuous phase y.
Hass transfer theories have been examined together with 
correlations developed in the present study to calculate 
the piston flow, measured, apparent measured and true, 
performance of the contactor based on HTU, NTU and Ka 
values for both phases.
Sectional HTU values along the column length were obtained 
from the concentration profiles and numerical computer 
calculation HTU was shown to vary along the length, consider­
ably in some cases, differing from the value of the overall 
HTU.
An examination of the small and large columns give an 
indication of the influence of geometry on the perform­
ance. In particular the end-effects were examined.
The effect of changing the direction of the mass transfer 
on the performance of the column for the system carbon- 
tetrachloride-acetic acid-water was studied. There 
was no marked effect on the value of HTUTs whichever 
the direction of mass transfer.
The theorectical and experimental determination of drop 
size and the distribution of drop sizes.
Power measurements have been made and dispersing power 
(useful power) as opposed to total power has been used 
in our empirical correlation based on dimensionless 
analysis.
Hydrodynamic parameters for both continuous and dispersed
phases have been examined and using the dye injection
method, operating axial dispersion coefficients have
been calculated with the relevant equations.
Axial mixing diffusion coefficient (E ) can be interpreteda
as the sum of two contributions.
(i) A contribution independent of V and approximately 
proportional to N.
(ii) A contribution independent of N and approximately 
proportional to V.
It was clear from the study in the O.B.C. that the axial 
dispersion coefficient was quite small. This suggests that there 
is a minimum interference with the truly counter-current flow which 
will of course be beneficial to efficiency. There is no loss 
in the ability to produce an effective dispersion with a large 
interfacial area.
The physical properties of the fluid systems studied, that 
is density of both phases, interfacial tension, viscosity, and 
interfacial area of the dispersed phase and the baffle oscillating 
speeds were found to be significant variables which affect the mass 
transfer rate in the O.B.C. The rate appears to depend primarily 
on the turbulence in the continuous phase and the surface renewal 
of the dispersed phase.
The effect of the change in rate of liquid flow, through 
the O.B.C., on the power requirement for a given oscillating speed, 
was too small to warrant individual analysis (see tables 27 and 29). 
This same effect had been detected by Treybal and Flynn (1955) 
on other types of contactors. We therefore conclude that when 
the contactor was full of liquid, that is, in the absence of an 
air-liquid interface, the power required for a given baffle blade 
speed appeared to be independent of the change in rate of flow 
of liquid in the present operating range.
On the other hand, with the introduction of the disperse 
phase, there is a small but measurable additional power input which 
accounts for, in most cases, less than 8 .0% of the total power 
input, as seen In table 29. Hence in order to mix two immiscible 
phases in the O.B.C. a measurable additional energy has been 
detected above the power input required in the single phase at 
any given speed. This approach differs from that generally 
described in the literature where studies are limited to the total 
power input for mixing or stirring.
The theories and experimental calculation have been used 
to show the effectiveness of O.B.C. as a liquid-liquid extractor. 
Values of approximately 28ft. for HTU^ were obtained in 6 ” column 
with mesh baffle at oscillating baffle speed of 9 0 - 1 2 0 osc/min.
Although a good deal has been learnt from studies of 
complex problems of liquid-liquid extractors, it is obvious that 
considerable amount of work remains to be done.
FURTHER WORK
A much greater number of fluid systems should be 
examined in the O.B.C. to enhance the general usage 
and acceptability of the correlations derived in this 
study, in which properties are included.
The droplet sizes obtained in the present contactor 
are so small, the measurement of their absolute values 
should be a subject of separate study in itself.
The performance of the contactor should be examined 
with fluid systems in which mass transfer occurs with 
chemical reaction, especially 1st order reactions which 
are irreversible.
NOMENCLATURE
2 3 2 3
a interfacial area per unit volume of column cm /cm , ft /ft
C atoio. C -  g uA'ucl)
A area under curve
A^v average droplet surface area;
b parameter defined in equation 7.11
B bottom of column
C concentration of tracer in fluid (dimension-less)
Cq initial concentration of tracer in fluid (gm/litre)
C. concentration of tracer in the exit stream of thel
individual phase under investigation (gm/litre)
Cp drag coefficient
d drop diameter (ft)
dCT. surface-volume diameter ft.
oV
d^ 2 volume-surface mean or Sauter mean drop diameter, ft.
^90*^50 drop diameter corresponding to 90tn, 50th and 10th per- 
d^Q centiles of cumulative volume frequency distribution,
d characteristic average drop diameter, (Jjt)
D column diameter, ft.
D x maximum drop diameter^jt^
D diameter of plate holes,ft.
P >
impeller diameter,ft.
D^, diffusivity of solute in dispersed phase sq.ft./hr.
E axial dispersion coefficient^ L2/T (
f frequency of drop size
f '■ parameter defined in equation 7.12
F(t), F(0)fraction of material in outflow which has been in system for 
a time less than t or 0
g acceleration due to gravity ft/hr^ . cm/sec.;
G(t)or distribution function for residence time t, 0
G(0)
h distance along the active columns from the base, cm,
tu impeller height,
h^ manometer reading ?
H, L effective height of the extraction column,Qt]
hold-back
HTU height of transfer unit, cm, ft.
i
K dimensionless constant m  equation 2 . 2
K mass-transfer coefficient, ft/sec.
Ka mass-transfer coefficient overall, sec ^
m solute distribution coefficient
M 1 arithmetic mean of frequency of observations
Mg log geometric mean
M middle of the column
n number of drops of a particular size
P
N , power number (using ’useful power’, P), N - — ■§—~
P P pD N
V u s e f u l )  (definition)
N rate of mass transfer, dn/dt; oscillating baffle
speed (osc./min), .
N , total power numberp total r
NTU number of transfer units
P, "useful power" for single phase: power measured in
P(usefui) single pkase (water) minus power measured in empty
column. For 2-phase system: power measured'in
2-phase (CCl^-H^O) system minus power measured in 
empty column. (-ft— /Mr/sex)
P^ total power (ft. lb./sec)
Pev function of droplet diameter, dimensionless
SK
q impeller blade width (ft.)
3
Q volumetric flow rate of liquid, L/hr, ft /hr
relative flew rate of phases Qr = Qc + CL/lnr)? (-pt^ /
r impeller blade length, (J-t)
R volumetric flow rate ratio , Q /Q,, U /U,.c d c d
2S cross sectional area of the column ft
S^ -S,. sampling points at 12" interval along active column III
T top of column
t, ; time; \ \ •' : ' t •
t time (sec) obtained from ^  (o>2-C-)
p v ' j . ■
P
U vL/V the average flow velocity, (j-f<fc|,se-c)
U drop terminal or characteristic velocity
U, V flow velocity of the phase, superficial velocity ft/sec.
v volumetric fluid flowrate9L^/T.  ^-ft3 f
V* volume of an experimental section ft^
Vp terminal velocity, (fjtjsec)
3x solute content in the dispersed phase g/L, lb/ft .
X concentration parameter defined by eqn. 3.58
3y solute content in the continuous phase g/L, lb/ft .
Y concentration parameter defined in eqn. 3.59
Z dimensionless height h/H of the column.
HAC
W ■* C solute transfer from water to carbontetrachloride.
HAC
C W solute transfer from carbontetrachloride to water
CC1, carbontetrachloride4
HACjCH^COOH glacial acetic acid 
H^O water
DIMENSIONLESS NUMBER, GREEK AND OTHER CHARACTERS
f = IL
R gL Froude Number (flow in pipe)
2
, = N_D
'r g
j 2 R
C - gLd e
a 2 or Fv r
Froude Number (for rotation)
Galileo Number
GT “
(Bg &0 'l3)
V
Grashof Number
M U Mach. Number
N Pg
P .3.5 pN D
Power Number
N hD u k Nusselt Number
Peclet Number
yC
P = — Prandtl Number
pUd Ud R = ——  or —
e y v
Reynolds Number (flow in pipe)
*
>D N D N  or ---e ' y v Reynolds Number (for rotation)
c D Schmidt Number
Coefficient
Temperature
Incremental Character
Specific heat at constant pressure
Thermal Conductivity
. . 2 Diffusion Coefficient (ft /sec)
Sigma Number
Stanton Number
Weber Number (flow in pipe)
Weber Number (for rotational)
Fractional hold-up
Fractional free space per plate
3 2
power input per unit mass = KN D
Fraction of solute extracted
Dimensionless constant or skewness 
parameter
Efficiency
Shear stress
The variance of distribution in 
C-curve (dimensionless)
V
iv;
2a , varianceoof the time- 
concentration curve (T^ )
3 •
p Density G/cc, lb/ft
y Viscosity c.p., lb/ft hr
K (m  J f f o / ' h f c .
2a Surface tension dynes/cm, lb/hr
y Interfacial tension dynes/cm, lb/hr2
r.p.m. Revolutions per minute
osc/min Oscillations per minute
P corrected Peclet number (dimensionless)
e
Reduced time (dimensionless)
Subscripts
1-5 sampling points for contactor III fl - bottom5 = top
b ,0 bottom of x^ hole column
c continuous phase
d dispersed
e or * equilibrium
E extract phase
F feed
H, t top of entire column
m measured value
app. m apparent measured values
max. maximum
min minimum
P piston flow model
r real
R raffinate phase
S solvent
T, t true performance values or total
1 - 9  sampling points for contactor I, [bottom=(l) -
dry empty column .
HO column filled with water (continuous phase)
tot.,
or total
TOT.
top=(9)]
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APPENDIX I
Ph y s i c a l  Pr o p e r t i e s  o f  F l u i d s  u s e d  in t h e  
Co n t r a c t o r  Co l u m n  St u d i e s
Properties at 20°C Water
Analar Carbon 
Tetrachloride
Glacial 
Acetic Acid
Formula H2° cci4 ch3cooh
Molecular Weight 18 153.82 60.05
Density P in gm/cc; 1; (62.43) 1.565; 1.049
in lb/ft^ (99.6) (65.5)
Boiling Point °C 100 76.8 118.1
Viscosity p; m c.p. in 
lb/ft.hr.
1; (2.42) 0.88; (2.13)
Surface Tension a, in 72; 30;
2
dynes/cm; in lt/hr (20.544 x 105) (8.56 x 105)
APPENDIX II
T h e  T h e o r e t i c a l  Co n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  M e a s u r i n g  t h e
D r o p l e t  Ho l d - u p w i t h  M a n o m e t e r  M e t h o d
The flows of both the continuous and dispersed phases
are shown in the graph below. The relation between droplet hold­
up and the pressure drops over the column can be established by the 
Bernoulli equation. For the continuous phase, the total energy at
is less than that at section h^ by the friction loss namely,
Ah
•H
Figure showing manometer connection
and the pressure drops in the column
Assuming equal velocity heads in the same column, and the wall
friction in the column can be assumed to be negligible, then,
Eqn (1) is reduced to the form,
“ p2 = (h2"hi^pc = ^hpc ... (2)
for the dispersed phase, the total energy at section h^ is less 
than that at section .h^*' By the similar consideration, we have,
P1 ~ P2 = h^2”h1)pd = AhPd ... (3)
Multiplying Eqns (2) and (3) by (1 - and respectively, they
become,
P 1 - P 1 *d ' P 2 + P 2 *d " Ahpc - Ahpc $d ••• (4)
and, P ^  - P2$d = Ahpd * ... (5)
Summing up Eqns (4) and (5);
Pt - P2 = ih [pc(l - $d) + pd = Ahpm ... (6)
where p = p (1 - $,) + pA, m e a a a
or P, - P« = Ahp - Ahp + Ahp, <$,1 2 c c d d d
= Ahp - $ (p - p ) Ah ... (7)c a u c
From Eqn (7), the value of the droplet hold-up will be,
$ d  =  f ( P l  ~  P 2 ) ”  " ' p J / L ^ d  "  P c ) A h ) 3  . . .  ( 8 )
If the pressure difference between h^ and h^ is to be 
measured with a manometer, then,
P - P = [Ahp + h ( p  - p  )] (g/g ) ... (9)1 2. u c m m c J c
where pm is the density of the liquid used in the manometer and
p is the density of the continuous phase. Since, g/g =1. 
c c
Subsituting Eqn (9) into Eqn (7), then
Ahp + h (p - p ) - Ahp . .h. .£.)^ _ c m m  c c _ m m e
d  ( p ,  -  p  )Ah a ,  - ■ £  ) Ah ***d c a c
If we use the dispersed phase to be manometer liquid, this makes
p = p, in Eqn (10), and the Eqn (10) can be simplified to be, 
m d
$ = h /Ah ... (11)d m
where h =ythe manometer reading and Ah = the difference of levels 
m
connecting with both arms of the manometer.
APPENDIX III
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION OF CCLjj-HAC-h^O BY 
LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL FIT
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0 ' SENL’TO * (N^NG)___________________________________ ____
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APPENDIX IV
AXIAL MIXING STUDIES IN COLUM III
10/07/21. 21 /01/7.5 ...  COMPILED BY XALT ?1K,__  3 _______________
~ ' STATEMENT - . - - : 7 1 ■ ; . "-'Y . -   .
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, . , it space ci 67; oh m e t  ext c 5<'n*)»)
1 9  S P A C E X1 7 ) ;  ORITETEXTC*(»D') 1); _ _  . _ _____
21 newli«e<-i) f
22 » FOR » ! : =1 ’STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 4 * DO*______________________
23 XI 13 J « R E A D r ...__________ _
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APPENDIX V
MEAN R E S I D E N C E  T I M E  AND THE V A R I A N C E  O F  THE
TIME-CONCENTRATION CURVE
? IPQO UN 2W/0.1//5 AT 17,26
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■29 PRINT ( Rij ? 7 f 1 ? I _  ■  _ _■___ __________ _____
,' PP PRINT •■"'(SDf *5# 1) j.::. :Z":Z\:Z; 1  ^V \:Z£-Z-- Z : ■.;.. - ZZ:: ZZ';V;ZZ .
-51 PRINT (UCf1 f5>I _ _ _ _ _
^2 print (up, 1 ,^ ),*
5 5  PRINT <.iRT#3*4M
^4 PRINT (VAR#3»4);
55 NEWLINEC2 );
■ ■■ , 5 6  . . ,.; , RN S'SRN + I ? •,. , . - ..
- , ,-_.-57 _v,    N E wLINE (2) r_        .....  .. ................  .:.... . ....
5B »GOTU' L U
59 L2l 'END'-;
40 'END*;
SEGMENT USER ' LENGTH 211
NU UF BUCKETS USED 0 ;Z-Z__:_.::'.'Z'V-'.-..Z
LUMPI LED N/l'SER EC
CONCENTRATION PROFILE OF BOTH PHASES, TRUE
AND MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF THE COLUMNS
29/03/73 ' '   .COMPILED' BY XAlE H K , ‘ 5C   ^ ^
■ ■ ’LIST* (IP,47? '
' £ E N D T 0 ' <ED,OA COMP# t Z Z Z Z
' ' WORK* ( E P # 0 A WU R ^ .V.-
-,, I C, 0 N P A C -T data 1 -■-• .
1 r 11 D ' ( E D , Q A PnH P > -• - 3 . ~ "---- -•--••
' COMMENT1 A NEW -FACILITY -NAS-BEEN INTRODUCED TO PROVIDE EXTRA DETA 
WORN AN EXECUTION ERROR OCCURS, YOU W M L  SEE THE COMPILE 
: HAS DIVIDED YOUR PROGRAM INTO NUMBERED BLOCKS, THE EXTRA
INFORMATION WILL r e f e r  TO t h e s e  b l o c k  NUMBERS a n d  s h o u l d
EASY TO UNDE r S T An D , ................. :
I PROGRAM* (USER )-~ rr---r--~~r. :  -
»INP U T »: 3.3 C R 0
■ * 0 U T PIJ T * Q c L P 0 V 4 5 - 
f OUT PUT *
'SPACE* ■ 1
'BEGIN* S E L E C TI N p! J T (3 ) 7 S E L E C T 0 U T P U T ( 0 )
'COMMENT * ;. - - - * * * *; ;;T N PU T: - FROM D0c : S0 UR C E ; * * * *  ■
'PROCEDURE* P o I N T 1 ( A P , 0 B r N # J --- '•--•^'•:.^':'i.>':'^:^.:
'REAL* J; 'INTEGER N |
'ARRAY* APrBBI - -^ " ~
'REAL* PM#U,A0fA1>B1 iB2,n3#B4#B5,C#D;
' INTEGER* J t KI - = - - ------- ------------ ^=--==— ---— - — -=--------'-
B1 8 »B2 | sB5 i =04 : =85 j=0? ;J'-"' — '•'...--
'FOR ' I f si ' STgp', ,-,1 ,, » UN TI L » • - .N • ■■' DO' ■ ----- --,.r,
■ C I « LH < B B C I 3 ) ? D I = LN c A P t I 3 )■ L-v   . ,:r-,.,,r:,-,..-.
8li=B1* C ? B 2 j=B2.H>j '.:
B3 J C5B3*^CT^ I H4 J 384* <G*P> J :t : -- --/r- -
A0lR <<B?.*B3>*<B'UB4>) / < <9*B3)-<B1f2> )  }— , Z
A1 ? ~ < 9 * fH > B1 * B 2 >) / C < 9 * B 3 > ^  <fi1f 2) > J : ' "' ' ^ - ~ - - -  -
  B5 l SEXR ( AU) l  —  .,  :■ - _____ ,... ,,-.............
U|BBB-C1 3 { J 8s?<0BCV3pBBt1 3)/»? -
' FOR* K j =1 »STEp * 1 t UhtT IL.1 N f r .'--i,.:
'BEGIN*....................... .................................
■ BR'CKJ 8CU+(Kf!l.>*J J - ™ — :, , - , , , ,  , : ;
AP i K 3 ; bB5*BD [ K3TA1 ;  ^ .-
' E N D *  ;................. . .....  'v-" :............................................................................................. -...-
pfl|=J/3^( <APC1 3+AP’C9T)+4* (AP CR3+A'p C 4 3+AP C6 3 + APCB] > 
+ 2*<APC3.3+APC53»aPC7])) t 
N. T U C11; c p (■]« SITU Gil; -4/P(H KACH J PPHMJC / 4 I. - ' --•-■■■ 
' FND » ;      ,  .., -    ■.,.   - ...... :■ ■
4 * PROCEDURE1 POJ NT2 (SP, F F t  H , V) # - - - - ,
BLOCK 3  -- - -   - -
6 tREAL* V; INTEGER* Nf - - - . .
« » ARRAY* ' S P # P FI    -  - -  - - • • •• ......
9 ■ I B E G I N 1.............................. .................. ; •  ,  , r - ~ r   , ,
9......  ■ * REAL1 EO# E1 » M »  F2, F3 ^ FA, F5 , R , M -.- - ' '
9 - . : » R E A L * Z i Q.M I - , - ■
0 * INTEGER1 I, T f ^
1 ™ W - :  F1 | p F 2 | *  F .* I ® F 4 j« F 5 | ® 0
3 * FOR* I jb1 * STRp * 1 KJNT X L » N 1 DQ i---------- - - -•—
,^  . : , r f«LN<FF[13); ; r'1I » L N (s -p X X 3 - ----
7 F1 |=FWRJ F2 I a F2+HJ --v— "---—
9- • - . F3|sF3*Rf*? F 4 5 s F A* < R »Ti ji  ,
2 ----- ■ E'08or(F^*^3'>-»<fT*yA)')/</9:*F3>«<FTt2>’y;i='^^:^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ® ^ ^ i:^ ::i^
3 E1 |B(<9*F4>»CF1*F2)')/.<<9*F3)»<F1t2>->J-^^~=^^--=—
4 ,:.. ^., . F5|sEXP<EU) } —
5 . 2 |>F F Cl 3 f V.| s < F F C9-3 *f F C1-J > /a j :....,•:•.,
7 ' ‘ * FOR* T | -1 *STEP* V  t U N T l L *  r : N » DO - '
r> FF i n  : = z + <t* 1 )*v
o ■.:; .:■ S P C T 3 s ® F 5* F F C T 31g
2 fUU = V/ 3 * (< S P C13 + S P19 3) + 4* < S P X 2 3 + S P £ 4 3 + S P16 3 + S P C 8 3 > ♦ -r --r
 2.......  2 *  < s p C 3 3 * s p i: 5 3 + S P C 73 > > ; - - "  " -  -— —  -  — -■-=^ -- - - - -= -—
3 - .. NTUDHjbQH; H T.U P M : s 4 ^ Q HI K A D M j = Q M * U D / 4 J
6 »REAL* SD#JCfVPffJTUCH.#-HTUCM#KACH#NTUDMrHTUOM#KADM|
7 ■■* » R E A L * UC/OD, HUEDUP? ~ • - • -  ---------- -- ...................'.........'  ~;
8 ■ . ■ l INTEGER1 I # N > RN * ■.......■' - - '
9 I A R R A Y » X t Y i X E f Y E *X X , Y Y C1 19 3 -  •,
() R f - S 53 1 * . ■•:. . . v ■••■■-.•.•'■-.■: -v:--v .7 ..
2 Wf? ITETEXT (* (* f1EASOREP%%XE F F ICI ENG I ES%%%0 F%%%MES H%%B A F FLEX%0 f sV(
2 %XX'>»)J _ -
4 W R I T E T E X m  (? %XSYSTEfm%%CC L4*=!JATER^H0AC^% * ) * 3
5 NEWL ? NE < 2) r -
7 - ■■■■■■■ • * I F *  NB0 *■ * T H E'N »■-■-■■■' * G 0 T d'-»"-;^ '-t'2> ■■
8 SB 155 RE AD I .  ^ , .
9 - ■■■■'•■' -'.. UCjsREADJ UPjsKEA p • - •- - — . ,
1 ' HOLDUP | “READ/ - --
2 * FOR * ■ 1 1r1 *STEP» 1 IUnTIL1 » »DO1
3 IBEGJN* x 113;B R E A P; Y C13 j c R E A D/ - - - -
6 xntxj s « C Y C13/53, 5S7-> -ri t 6 ? i  ~ -----
7 - - ..  - YE £ 13 j ®53b 57*X C l'3 tU , 6 J
8 Y Y C U j n l / C Y E C n ^ Y C n ) ;  XX T H  ; «1 / <X L U  ^ XE C13 > ;
0 •'■:•■•■■. f E N D  * ; -.... ’.r ..... •-,-^-v ;: - r - . r .  -:■   “
V UP I TETEXT <1 < ’ RUN%%%XSPEED^%%%IIC%X%%%LID%%%%%NTUCM%X%%HTUCM
1 %%%%KiCV%%%%HTUDH%%%%Hyut)n%%%%%%K/ii)b}') ') ?
2 NFWLJ HE (2) J • - —  •
3 V^iR UC93«XC13>/8; - - _ _ _ _ _
4 JCiK (V[93«YC13)/8? : ‘   -
3 POX NT 1 (YY,Y#N#JC ) i  PQINT2<XX,X>N#VD)?
7 PRXNT(RNr3'#1>?'-....
213
’ft ■: p r :m t <s d ,3#i );    - - -
J 9 PRINT <UC,1 ,5) ; PRlHT(Uf)r1 , 5 ) 1  1 -
n  PRINT(NTUCH#^3)| PRINT <'HTUCH#.3t 1 ):|. PR I NT < KACM, 0,2 )  J :
M  PRINT(NT'Jt)!if 1 , 2 > t  PRINT(HTUDf1,1 ,  Z )  J PRINT(KADM,0#2)J
->7 ■ NFWL,IiiE<3> ; - . .... •- .^.. -..... - • : - ~ r . .
J8 : • •Wni.TKTEXT<,<»/{%^y.%%%%%%y.%%%%H0l,;D%%%%%%UP%^%%'»)^)7” "“ "'i' ^ ^ ' "
19 -  - PR I NT ( HOLDUP 1 1 f '♦) f e —
I 0  ..  N H W LIN E < 3)I ■■'■■■■ - ^  -■ -■■-■ - - -
M  - WRITETEXT<1( 1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%C Q H Q E N T R A l l Q H % % % % % % % % % % % P R O f } L £ 1 )
12 - - NEUL J ME (2) f ■-■— ■ - .
13 u f u t e t e x t <m !%%xRnA(,A%vo* ) *
14 v »FQR» Ij-1 1 STEP1 1 - funT1 f •ft q — -— -------
15 - - tnfeGlN*. f>RlNT(YUJf2f3)| -----
}? , SPACE (4) # »EHO* r- N E w 1.! N E < -----===«=====,
20 WRITETEXT<P<»REAL%%*X,) ,>/
'1 *FOR! Tisl 'STEP* 1 » U N T U ^ 9 ^ Hf D0f;
i Z  ..  » BEG I N * PR I NT (X C 13 f Z  t 3) J  
24 S P A C E < 4 ) ? ’END1; N E U LIN E (
4 7.. .—  ■- . RN f =RH*1 I  •• : ----y--
2ft ■ ■ NBWUNE(2>
< 9.. -. .-: »f,UTU» . E1I--
30 ■"■■' I Z  \ » E N D 1 J -
31 » enr>*; — „ . _ „ r ..._r r
F BUCKETS USED 30—  - ' '• = • -
I U D   ^U s E K -.EC:vr^“ -r-— r—
;/33 ________0A/U5/73_r_,m
0 ST> (EP, 47) 7".7 7  " : : t ~ i
> V ‘" C ‘ :F » H  BRARV 1 (ED, SUB6ROUPSRA3, SUBROUTI N E S ) M t ? p £ ^ l U
0...... .«LIBRARY*(ED,SUyGROUPSRF?,SUBROUTINES)
' P M p ^ M M P *  sendto1 <ed,ua cohP,f z z i z ) ^
0 7 7 1 7 7  1 WORK' (Ep , QA WORK) ____  ' •__________________ _
O' 1 PHD * (ED, QA ;p'uHP)
0 ~  ~ 'COMMENT' A NEW FAC III TV HAS BEEN' INTRODUCED TO PROVIDE EXTRA I
0 .............  WHEN AN EXECUTION ERROR. OCCURS, YOU WILL SEE THE COM!
'Q 'P .P P -_ _   ' has DIVIDED YOUR PROGRAM INTO numbered blocks, the e :
0 _ __  INFORMATION W U U  r e f e r  t o t h e s e  b l o c k  n u m b e r s  a n d  s h <
Q •P S P P P  - K I F J j D Z ..: .. EASY TO UNDERSTAND. -  .. . ,..■. ............ _ _
0 _ I _ _ _____ _____  ___
G'Fl:_:. F'Z': » PROGRAM1 <USI;R)^'■;/Z;3v':V^ :{^ l v;':;.“'1: ^  / v: \ ; ^ ;v:-
0" " i INPUT* 3 = CRO '
-f0 UT p UT I Q - y> Q 5rv-';
o ' 7  7 7 -  10u T p u T 1 2 c L p 2 ' ^ 5  171 1 7 ..........o , s p a cel too . :■ ^
0 » TRACE 1 2
f b F’G J N * So LECTINPUT (3) ; SE LEC TOUT PUT < 0); _rf?: r r ^  F :;>
4 “ ■  ' . ■ •
4:~- : * comment “ *'**>"■ i nput from poc source **** i "
4 ‘ 7 ““ ‘"..... ■ . ........
4"  t: * BEG I N >    :■-7~-’~
* PRUCEDURe * F4SQLVE(TA f TB,TN,TNA/TNB,IN,TD »ID,IT,RE I NT) ;
BLOCK 1 ' .
BLOCK 2
I VALUE I T N , T U A i T R , I N t '  ,7-
214
7 ~~  'v~ ' * REALf TD; ~ \ . • v •-
B »ARRAY* TA,TBfKElNT;
9 * '.- ‘EXTERNAL* f ........ ' ; 7 "
9 ” »REAL* T D I _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• l O " " '  "TT- » PEAL* P , 0 # ~  1 I N T E G ER * “ J , J
12 » INTEGER* IP,ITJ
** l :: » p E A U f A A r B P , CC , p p , EE , F F , GG A , GGB , EC t EDI ^  . w •
14 IREAL* UCiUPrN.TUCTf HTUCT#KACTrNTMDTrHTUDT_#KAPTrSP#XOf
1 5-::-r--:-:; ; 1 R E A I, * A,B,C,P*A1 r&1 #C1 , P1 I  ■ ' s ' :r" V 7 ^ 3 :
16 * ARRAY* XfY,XE'YFI,XT,XTEM |103l ______________
1 7 i ARRAY * E ACT, E Apr, SHTUC, $ MTUp C1 * 8 3 1 '-'"I:",'. .' ' ' • • ••••; •
18 ... « ARRAY* T A £1 i 4V 3,T£ C1 j 73, RE I NT 11 : 71 ?  '   __
19 : ~ ‘ RH|=1 ?
21 URITETeXT( 1 < ,fRUE%X*XEFF I Cl E M C l E S m % Q F X % X % M E S »%%%%%%'■
0,B,g
NEWLINE(2)j
23 yRlTETEXTC * < >X%*JS7.SYST.EH%%%XCARBONX%TETACHLORI DEX%XXX%XWATERXI
23 ACETI C % % A CI P * > 7 >. 1/^ -
24 n E W L I N E U H
^ 5 . : - ' - v : , -  W P  ITEteXT< » < * X% * %%%%%%% X X %%% %CONC ENT RATI 0 t i% % % %%%%%%%% PR 0 F I I E * \ 
26 1 1  newline(2)j      '.„ =_______   .. .^.........
28 Tf-' J sREAPI__________________________ ____________...______ .;..... .
2 9 ? P f e M T " •IF* N-U * THEN * » GOTO »-. I
30 S P t = R E A P r UC;=KFAP? UD;«REA[)|
33 ~  BC t = REAPI EP! = KEAP;
35 X M  3 s s R E A p j X19 3 j*HEAD I X M  0 3 : = R E A D J _   ,
38 _. * FOR* I? S1 VSTEP 1 1, * UNT I L f ^.0 * pO *
39 ~~ ~~ y n  3 ?=READJ _   _ _ - _____
40 - ' f FOR* I 5=1 * S T E p * ^ ^ * UNT11.1 9 _? D0 *_ “
41 * BEGIN* "
41‘V — -"   A A j =4* EC *UC r  ■ BB i s8*gC f  CC « e*4*EC * UC \
45 DP:SUD -» .A*EPi ■ EE:=S*EP; FF ♦sUD  ^ 4*ED?
48'— — ■■■-■“ ■- 6CiA8=AA*Yt1.3«BB*Y C23 tCC*YC3.3
49 .......  TBMJ- s o w G-GA-PF^XCIJ?     ■_
5 0 ~ G G B t g A A » Y C 7 3 ^  B B * Y E.8 3 .f C C » V19 3 T  - --T-:____________1_ __ _ ... —  _
>1 T8C73 s««GGB + DP*XCPJ \
fFOR* Jj*2 * S T E p * 1 ~ * U N TI j. f : 6 ^  1 p 0 1 ' ~ ------
 ^^ ;i p E 6 j N-, T r y  3 j c,- ( a A * V t J ^  13 - B P> Y C J 3 + C C * Y N  +1 3) ;
5 5  •.. - ' * END1 ? ...............  • ' .. ...
56 - T a 11 3 s’s T A £ 9 3 i« T A £ 17 3 ?85 T "A C .2 5 3 ! = T A E 3 3 3 ;eTAC4l 3 j=TAC49 3 :=*EE;
TAC23 s a T A £ 1 '0'3 ; c T A C1 8 3 i^TAC263 • b TA £ 34 3 s *T A £ 42 3 : = F F J 
58 ~ TA£83 :*TA£163 i "T A f. 243 : «T A C 32 3 j bTACAO] i«TA£483 :*-PPI
t AC33.-«TA£43 j«TA£53 : ?TA£63 I =TA£73: «TA C 1‘13 j «TA C1 23 : «TA C1 33 : «TA£
&0 '  ~~ T A C1 5 3: c T A C19 3 J = T A £ 2 0 3 :55 T A £ 213 : =T A r 2 2 )  : =TA £ 23 3 : »7 A C 273 : =TA C 283
TACHy38«TAt303 ;sTAti13 j«TAC353 8«TAt363:cTAC3?3 ;«TAC383 s*TA£391
&2~_~ TAC433 i=TAC443 :cTAC453 s«TAC461 ;=TAC473 :=0; _
5 3-: I;;:.. * END* ; ' ' -- •........... . -■ . .■ .;.
54 F4S0LVECTA, TBf7r 49, 2,1 ,T0# IP, IT^UUNT) i ____________
; . WRITETEXT (*•(1 REAL%%XY») *);
56 * FOR* I ! ~ 1 * STEP1 1 1WNT11, * 10 *.PU»
Y f  ....  * BEG I N * PRI NT CY £ j 3, Z , 3) ? ' : :  ^7;; V "
>9 s p a c e <2>; ’ e n p *; NEWLINEC2);
f ? .  ^ yRITETEXT(*<,REAL%%%X»)*3f 
f 3 pRINT(XC11f2*/5>*
t i j
7 4 ' ~ .... . ... '■ ’ T O R  * J : = 2  ’ S T E P *  r  ’ U N T I L ’ 8 ’ D O 1 r -
/  5 r ’ B E G I N *  X £ J 3 ; = T B N " 1 3 ;  P R W  <X [ J  3 ,  2 #  3 M -
7 8  i  S P A C E  ( 2 )  I 1 E N P f I ‘ "
8 0 “    p P I N T ( X C 9 3  * 2 , 3 ?  i S P A C E ( 2 )  ;  PR I NT ( X  11 0 3 ,  2 , 3 )  f N E ^ L I N E ( 2 )  I
"~ » F O R » I : = 1  ^  '  S T E P » V_ » U N T I  L ’ VO * D O ’ :^ ^ :
8 5  ■ ’ ’ B E G I N ’ ......... '  ~~..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .    ~ “ ' ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .........
asmm^-r::- X E (1 3 : a < Y £ 1 3 / 5 3 , 5 7 ) T 1 , 6 7 ;  V E £ 1 3 ? = 5 3 .  5 ? * X c  I 3 t o . 6 V  -
88 * END * /
. 8 9 ““ii.; : ; p t  -  < < x 1 t i l t T *  <•9.4 3 ? •  x e c i 3  >  x e c 9  3 > : z  »
8 9  4 * ( X U 3  + ; < [ 4 J  + X E 6  3 + X C 8  3 *
. '  X E C 2 3  * “ Xg  £ 4 3  -  X E C 6 3  ^  X E C 8  3 )
8 9 .  '  2 * < X £ 3 3  + XC^> J >  X £ 7 3  «- X E C 3  3 *
8 9 E . i , c r : L : - : . - . : : ; x  e  15 3 :■ x  g t7 3 ; >  /  2
_ _ _ _ _ _  ■■ Q t a < < Y £ M 3 . "  + y E C9 3 -  Y M 3 _ -  Y C 9  3 >
V o a E t e : - L £ Z A * C Y E C 2 3 + Y E £ 4  3 +V Y E £ 6  3 . »  Y E C 8 1 2 1  Y £ 2  3 _  -  _ _ Y £ 4  3
9 0  *  Y 1 6  3 -  Y C8J )  *
9 Q & l l l i g J S  1 2 *  ( YE £ 3 3  +  YE £ 5 3  >  Y E £ 7 3 1  ^  3 Y C 3 3 J - Y C 5 3  »» Y £ 7 3 )  ) /  2 4
9 1  " n T U C T  : = C Y £ 9  3 MY £ 1 3 > / 0 f ~ _____ _ ______ ______ _
KjTU0T | = (X C9 3^X 11' 1 y^
94':^ 1~;1:1 “ ■ HTuDT • c4/nTUDT: ' V":v'-: ^  ,:T; •.'>•-•••' • • • -T..: . ;•£} • ;v
9 5  K A C T j  = ( N T U C T * l J C ? / 4 ;  K A P T i s < N T U 0 T * U D ) / 4 I
I M I T E T E X T < ’ < ’ %%J 4 %R U N %%%%S P E E D * a X X %U C %%X X %U D %%%%N T U C T %X %X H T U C T t 
9 7 “  “ “  X % X % K A C T X % X % % X N T U D T X X % % H T U D T X % X % K A D T % % 5i X X % E C X % X % X % X % E D ’ ) 1 ) }
9 a  ' ' ' r ' n e w11n e c 2) ? " ~ v ' 1  v 7 / ; : m ; ■;
9 9  P M N T ( R N , 3 f 1  ) ;
Io r ' p p i n t < s d f  3 f 1 ) 7 ''. v ;
1 01  ' .....  P R I N T < u c ,1, 5 ) ;  P R I N T C U D , 1 , 5 ) ;
IQ 3 W m m ^ ^ r  P R I N T ( N T U C T ,  1 > 3  vi P R I  N T < H T U C T , 3 , 1  > | T ^ P f t  I n t  < K a  c  t  ,  0 ,  2  > ;  ~ ~ - v
1 0 6  “ P R I N T ( N T U [ ) T , 1  ,t)l P R J N T < H T U D T , 1  , 2 )  } P R ! N T < K A D T , 0 , 2 )  1
i o 9 - : ; ~ ; — ~ • p R i n t < g c 1 1, 7 :  n ' ; .  , . • :   :
n o  P R I N T  < E 0 , 1 , 7 ) ;
■ 1 1 ^ ' " - -  Niw 1 1 n e  c 2 )
1 2  ’ F OR *  I ; = 1  ’ S T E P * ^ ' ' T  »I J NT I L r  8 ’ D O ’
I T 3 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I B EG I N * ' - y - - ' - : -  -: -  / •: • -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   ...... . :•• ,  ; /
n  3  E A C T £ n  s a  < ( U c  * ( Y E [ 1 + 13 4- Y E £ 1 3 *  Y t  H 1 3 <- Y £ 1 3 )  * ( Y £ I ♦  1 3 »  Y C 1 3 > >
n^:\rr:. . . . . . / < y e c  1+ 13 - v c  1* 13 > * < y e c n ^ Y £ i 3
1 1 5  S M T U C C I 3  I ' s U C / E A C T r i J f
! 1 6  ^ ; " ’END*; n: -v :,T., ::“■• x-
1 7  '  A l  1 = 0 ;  ”  ■  “
1 8  -  '  » f o r  * i  j >= 1 * s t e p  *3;  1 ’ u n t i l  * '  a  » d o *
  ’ B E G I N ’  ....... ... .  ”  ... . . ..
1 9 ' ' ' A r t K A V : - ^ ^ g A C T [ n | ^ ^ ^ - ^ r : - T - -
2 1  A J - A 1 / K A C T I
2 2 ; : 7 " - - ; ~ ^ ; . T - : r r » E N P * ;
2 3  b 1 s ^ 0;
2 4 .................. ...... * F OR * I ; =  V ^ "  * S T E P ’ r ' 1“ * ’ U N T I L 1 8 » D 0 *
2  5      ’ B E G I N ’    ..  "'■ .... ...... .. ... .. . ........... ....... .  .................
61 5“ B V + S H T U C  £ J :3 f ----------- • ' '  ~ ~  "  _ ‘  “
2 7  B 1 * B1 / H T U c  T' ~ “
2 8  » e n d * ;
2 9  ’ F OR *  I;as1 • STEP*’ 1 ’ U N T I L *  8 * 0 0 *
3 0  1 B E G I N  ’.....     ;.: ,.vv,-v .,.-_-,..,....... ......... . ... . . . . ......
30 E A D n n i : !< < u p * < x u * i 3 r » x £ n * i 3 + x m * ’X E m > * < x n - M  3 ~ x m > >
216
3 1  " "  / < X C i  + l 3 « X E n  + 1 3 ) - * t X C I 3 - X E n ' J > ' > ; "
3  2 ______  S H T u  D c 1 3 : = U p /  C ADT 1 1 3 I  _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Equilibrium distribution of acetic acid between Water and Carbon 
Tetrachloride at 20°C.
Present Experimental Results
Xgm/litre 0*086 0*183 0*23 0-43 0*87 0*91
Ygm/litre 14*75 21*30 24*60 31-40 48*0 53*51
Xgm/litre 1*45 2*23 3*49 3*55 4*52
Ygm/litre 73*88 95*10 121*8 124-26 143-31
Xgm/litre 5*34 5-43 6*20 6 *66 7.30
Ygm/litre 152-3 158-97 173*4 178.81 191-0
Xgm/litre 8*50 11*20 12*0 18*20 23*29 32*80
Ygm/litre 203-42 241*9 253?2 318*6 369-8 451*0
THOMAS & WENG’S DATA
X(gm/L) 0-08 0*18 0*44 0*93 1*45 2*23
Y (gm/L) 13*76 22*04 37*05 57*15 73*96 94*92
X(gm/L) 2*98 3*55 4*54 5*43 6*65 11*20
Y (gm/L) 11*029 124*28 143*31 158*98 178*81 241*89
X(gm/L) 17*81 23*29 31*70
Y (gm/L) 316*89 369*79 450*2
THOMAS & CHUI1S DATA
X(gm/L) 0*52 0*63 0-8 1-75 4-00 5-90 7-50
Y (gm/L) 13*40 24*50 59*00 79*5 122*0 165 •5 206*0
X(gm/L) 10*30 14*30 16*80 21*25 28*30
Y(gm/L) 246*00 263-0 317*5 368-0 399-2
LEWIS'S DATA
X(gra/L) 0.12 0*18 0*42 0*65 0*88 1*92
Y(gm/L) 8*0 19*5 30*0 38*5 48*5 86*5
X(gm/L) 2*35 7*0 8*5 8*6 14 15*5
Y(gm/L) 96*5 191*0 202*0 223*0 286*o 331*5
X(gm/L) 27*0 29*0 29’5 30*0 32*5 32*5
Y(gm/L) 409*5 419*0 420*0 427*5 445 446*5
X(gm/L) 37.5 40*5 45 45 47
Y(gm/L) 467*0 475*0 500*5 507*0 515*0
X,Y «» Acid Content in gm/litre, disperse and continuous phases respectively.
A Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical values of Y based on the 
Equilibrium Equation 6*8
X Experiment
gm/litre
Y Experiment 
gm/litre
Y Calculated 
gm/litre
A Y
Difference (%) 
gm/litre
0*086 14*75 15*2 + 3-28
0*183 21*30 20*6 - 6*30
0*23 24*60 23*9 - 2*94
0*43 31*40 30*2 - 4- 00
0*87 48*0 48*8 + 1*70
0-91 53-51 52*7 - 1*50
1*45 73*88 72*7 - 1*52
2-23 95*10 96*73 + 1*70
3*49 121*8 120*6 - 1*20
3*55 124*26 121*8 - 2*10
4*52 143*31 135*2 - 5*90
5*34 152*3 144*1 - 5*56
5*43 158*97 147*8 - 7*5
6*20 173*4 154*3 -12*0
6*66 178*81 161*7 -10*3
7*30 191*0 199*8 + 4*4
8*50 203*42 215*4 + 5*57
11*20 241:9 229*6 - 5*25
12*0 253*2 269 vl + 5*94
18*2 318*6 298*7 - 6*7
23*29 369*8 351; 8 - 5*12
32*80 451*0 440*1 - 2*49
Equilibrium Regression line
ye = 55*29 X 0*57 .................. 6*8
A Y  Ycalc - Yexpt. ,_ _ — ——  ------—  x 100
Yexpt.
Concentration and Interfacial Tension (y) Profiles of the Continuous Phase 
for Contractor I
( CC14 - HAC - H20 ), Wc -5* Cd'
N
osc/min
0c(=Qj) 
L/hr d
Sampling
Points
Y ■ 
gm/litre
Y
dynes/cm
90 30 1 23*70 20*0
2 22*90 20*5
3 22*278 21*0
4 21*566 21*5
5 20*855 21*7
6 20*144 21*8
7 19*433 21.9
8 18*721 22*0
9 - 18*010 22*2
ti 40 1 21*00 20*8
2 20*388 21*5
3 19*775 21*8
4 19*162 22 *0
5 18*55 22*2
6 17*937 22*5
7 17*325 22*55
8 16*713 23*0
9 16*10 23*5
»* 50 1 18*60 22*0
2 17*713 22*5
3 16*825 23*0
4 15*938 23*5
5 15*05 24*0
6 14*163 24*5
7 13*275 25*0
8 12.388 25*5
9 11*50 26*2
TABLE 3 (Continue)
N
osc/min
Qc(=Q,)
L/hr
Sampling
Points
Y
gm/litre
Y
dynes/cm
100 30 ' 1 24 *6 19*5
2 23*689 20*0
3 22*778 20*5
4 21*866 21*6
5 20*955 21*7
6 20*044 2-1*8
7 19*133 21*9
8 18*221 22*3
9 17*31 22*55
it 40 1 24*92 19*55
> 2 24*017 19*4
3 23*115 20*2
4 22*213 21*0
5 21*31 21*4
6 20*408 21*5
7 19*505 21*7
8 18*603 22*0
9 17*70 22*5
it 50 1 21*0 21 *2
2 20*2 21*8
3 19*4 21*9
4 18*6 22*0
5 17*8 22*4
6 17*0 22*6
7 16*2 23*1
8 15*4 23*8
9 14*6 24*2
-■
tabll J ^uontinue;
N
osc/min
Qc(=Q ) 
L/hr d
Sampling
Points
Y
gm/litre
Y
dynes/cm
120 30 1 22*3 21-0
2 21*438 21-5
3 20-575 21-7
4 19-713 21*8
5 18-85 22-0
6 17-988 22-5
7 17*125 22-6
8 16-263 23.1
9 15*40 23-8
ii 40 1 25-0 19/5
2 24-1 19-6
3 23-2 20-1
4 22-3 21-0
5 21-4 21*4
6 20-5 21*5
7 19-6 21-8
8 18-7 22-0
9 17-81 22-4
n 50 1 24-94 19-5
2 23-98 19-8
3 23-03 20-2
4 22-079 21*2
5 21*12 .'■21 *3
6 20-17 21*6
7 19-21 22*0
8 18-26 22-3
-
9 17-30 22-55
TABLE 3 (Continue)
N
o sc/rain
Qc(=Q.) 
L/hr d
Sampling
Points
Y
gm/litre
Y
dynes/cm
150 30 1 24*30 19*2
2 23*45 20*2
3 22*59 21*0
. 4 . . 21*70 21*6
5 20*80 21*8
6 20*03 21*9
7 19*17 21*95
8 18*31 22*3
9 17*46 22*6
it 40 1 22*0 20*9
2 21*2 21*2
3 19*2 22*0
4 18*26 22*3
5 16*9 22*7
6 16*8 22*9
7 , 16*2 23*1
8 16*0 23*4
9 15*9 23*5
it 50 1 24*25 19*5
2 23*2 20*3
3 22*1 20*8
4 21*05 21*0
5 20*8 21*56
6 19*21 22*0
7 18*3 22*4
8 17*9 22*5
9 17:5 22*6
Column I, Hold-Up of Dispersed Phase ( CCl^ ,)
( CC14 - H O )  System.
N
osc/min
Qc
L/hr
Qd
L/hr
h (in). 
Manometer 
head
$
Hold-Up
90 16 16 0*67 0*0061
20 20 0*76 0*00885
25 25 1*20 0*025
30 30 1*44 0*030
40 40 1?92 0*040
50 50 1-97 0*041
60 60 3*36 0*070
70 70 3*60 0*075
100 16 16 0*75 0*0158
20 20 0*90 0*0188
25 25 1*40 0*0292
30 30 1*85 0*0386
35 35 2*10 0*04375
40 40 2*2 0*0458
50 50 3*2 0*0666
60 60 5*0 0*104
70 70 5*6" 0*116
120 20 20 1*5 0*0315
25 25 2*5 0*052
30 30 3*9 0*081
35 35 5*0 0*104
40 40 6*1 0-127
50 50 6*6 0*1375
150 16 16 2*4 0*05
20 20 3*8 0*079
25 25 5*3 0*11
• . • -
30 30 13-7 0*286
Column II, Hold-Up of Dispersed Phase ( CCl^ ). ( CCl^ - ly) )
N
osc/min
Qc
L/hr
Qd
L/hr
h ( in )
Manometerhead
$ ! 
Hold-Up
100 20 20 0*53 0*011
30 30 0*76 0*016
40 40 1-05 0.022
50 50 1*25 0*026
60 60 1*73 0*036
120 16 16 1.00 0*021
20 20 1 *44 0*03
30 30 1-73 0*036
40 40 2*20 0*047
50 50 2*52 0*053
60 60 2*93 0*061
150 16 16 1-63 0*034
20 20 2*45 0*051
30 30 2*5 0*052
40 40 3*2 0.067
50 50 3.5 0*073
60 60 6*6 0*137
180 20 20 2*5 0*052
30 30 3*4 0*071
40 40 3*7 0*077
50 50 5 *67 0*118
60 60 8*2 0.171
210 20 20 3*35 0*07
30 30 4*1 0*085
40 40 7*15 0*15
50 50 8*45 0*176
Column I, Residence Time and Mixing Studies for the Dispersed Phase ( CCl^ ).
( CCl^ , - H^O ) System.
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES CALCULATED VALUES
N
osc/min
1 '
Qc(=Qd)
litre/hr
(MRT)
(Sec)
a2 ■
Pe
from 
below eqn.
E ~ UL
cT(f>,P ^d e
(ft2 /sec)
| 90 16 89*40 0*1251 0*0061 . 15*61 0*01421
I
2 0 88*13 0*1667 0*0079 11*43 0*01415
25 85-20 0*1790 0*0281 9*22 0*0783
30 84*60 0 * 1 2 1 0 0*0320 17*73 0*0455
40 73*31 0*1550 0*0390 12*50 0*0665
50 74*40 0 * 1 2 0 0 0*0440 15*70 0*08614
.
i 60 72*47 0*1130 0*0720 144*50 0*0047
70 65*20 0 * 1 0 1 0 0*0840 180*40 0*0039
! 1 0 0 16 141*60 0*130 0*0148 14*50 0*0059
I
i 2 0 131*10 0.1225 0 * 0 2 2 0 16*10 0*0520
1 25 104.20 0*160 0*0280 11*53 0*0646i
! 30 103*90 0*058 0*0390 34*30 0*0193
35 92*90 0*185 0*045 9*61 0*0689
40 90*10 0*1271 0*047 14*50 0*0480
50 77*42 0*2442 0*068 6*92 0*0905
60 68*73 0*2190 0 * 1 0 2 8*70 0*0588
70 60*40 0 * 2 2 1 0 0*113 7*50 0*068
1 2 0 20 120*65 0*0230 0*034 104*30 0*0052
25 117*0 0*0340 0*050 75*0 0*0055
30 104*25 0*0190 0*087 114*0 0*0026
35 1 0 0 * 6 0*0381 0*096 60*0 0*0052
40 95*52 0 * 0 2 1 0 0*103 1 1 2 * 0 0*0028
50 88*41 0*1128 0*124 18*44 0*0191
150 16 145*83 0*1229 0*054 16*93 0*0157
. 2 0 132*96 0*1336 0*082 14*71 0*0158
25 129*95 0*1069 0*13 2 1 * 2 0 0*0094
30 127*47 0*0801 0 * 2 1 23*60 0*00549
ii .
i
i.t
i
! \ I
e
(0
1 L +  e P e ) .. • ••••••••• • ••••••••• .... 3*35
TABLE 7
' - ' 2
The Relationship between Varience (cr) and Peclet number, (Pe) for
closed channels.
Pe
0 * 1 0 * 2 0.5 1 2 3 4
2
o 0*968 0*93 0*85 0*736 0*563 0*46 0-38
Pe 5
6 7 8 9 10 15 20
2
a 0*32 0*278 0-245 0*218 0*19775 0*18 0*1246 0-095
pe 25
30 40 50 60 70
2
0 0-077 0*0645 0*04875 0*0392 0*0328 0.0282
Pe
90 1 0 0 2 0 0 300 400 500
2
a 0 * 0 2 2 0*0198 0*00995 0-00664 0*00499 0*004
For closed channels, the Varience is given by (ref: Van der Lann (1958)
n2 2o ** --r (Pe - 1
-P 
+ e e) .....3*35P
e
Column I, Residence Time and Mixing Studies for the contiuous phase (water).
Single phase system.
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES CALCULATED VALUES
N
Osc/min
t $ I
U L
T, C E
Qc
L/hr
(MRT)
Sec.
a2
T
Hold­
up
e
from
below
eqii.
'Ec"*Pe
x1 0 3 (ft2 
,/sec)
c
from 
below 
eqn.10.5 
xlO3 (ft/sec)
90 16 952-6 0-962 0-993 0 177. 0-2411 0-243
2 0 940-4 0-957 0-992 0 183 0*280 0-274
30 702-3 0-93 0-970 0 2 1 0 0*3590 0-352
40 681 *6 0*918 0-963 0 235 0*4200 i 0-428
50 630-7 0*92 0-954 0 245 0-5110 0-505
60 619*6 0-561 0*940 1 910 0-5885 0*584
70 598-1 0-6.84 0-930 1 62 0-6514 0*658
1 0 0 16 897-4 0-966 0.983 0 109 0-2580 0-257
2 0 823-0 0-94 0-982 0 128 0-2820 0-288
25 736-0 0-724 0-970 1 150 0-3270 0-326
30 649-7 0-412 0*940 0 57 0-3750 0-366■
35 653-9 0-952 0-956 0 180 0-406 0-408
40 548-2 0-7076 0-954 0 320 0-442 0-442
50 392-3 0-932 0-94 0 254 0-5347 0*519
60 336-8 0-899 0-889 0 368 0-6126 0-598
70 319-6 0-867 0*880 0 481 0-6698 0*672
1 2 0 2 0 403-1 0-874 0-962 0 486 0-3770 0-395
25 416-3 0-881 0-950 0 412 0-4010 0-390
30 398-5 0-724 0-920 1 140 0-4050 0-393
40 387*1 0-941 0*903 0 192 0-4710 0-469
50 460-8 0-642 0-884 1 590 0-5390 0*546
150 16 607-7 0-848 0-950 0 593 0*3310- 0-324
20 595-9 0*891 0-920 0 501 0-3515 0-385
25 579-8 0-5988 0-992 1 870 0-4210 0-423
30 560-1 0-5220 0-870 2 420 0-4430 0-433
TABLE 8 (Continue)
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES CALCULATED VALUES
N
Qc
(=Qd)
E
(M.RT) o
$
Hold­
P
e
From
Below
U L
E = ~ -  c $P
xIO^
2
E
c
From below 
Eqn. 1Q.5 
xlO 
. 2 .
osc/min L/hr sec. a up Eqn. 12 (ft /sec) (ft /sec)
180 20 601*8 0*820 0*94 0*610 0*41 0*395
30 593*4 0*824 0*87 0*620 0*757 0 * 741
40 ! 575-6 0-760 0*96 0*860 0*810 0*817
50 464*5 . 0*775 0*93 0*80 0*642 0*626
60 425*0 0*750 0 * 8 8 0*883 0*704 0*702
70 331*7 0*698 0*82 1*140 0*788 0^  779
2 0 0 2 0 629*3 0*850 0*91 0*495 0*480 0*422
30 617*2 0*830 0*94 0*523 0*540 0*500
40 591*1 0*780 0*87 0*780 0*596 0*576
50 496*3 0*800 0 * 8 8 0*695 0*654 0*653
60 481*3 0*761 0*85 0*802 0*713 0*732
70 413*7 0*766 0*83 1*284 0*826 0*816
2
a -  2 ~ P 2 (P - 1 +Ck e“Pe)... Van Der Lann (1958).. ..3*35
E
e
=  2.14 x 10’ 5 D2n + 0.1443 DV ... ... (ref: Present Study) . . . .  10.5c
(Chapter 10)
—  '
TABLE 9
Mass Transfer Studies - Column I-. ( CCl^ “ HAC ” ).
EXPERIMENTAL RE SULTS CALCULATED PE SULTS -
N
speed
osc/min
<-v
L/hr
$
hold
up
NTU,dm
From
Eqn.
3.A8
HTU,dm
From
3.50
(ft)
Kacm 
Eqn. 
3.48 
(gee ) 
xlO3
NTUcm
From
Eqn.
3.A9
HTUcm
From
Eqn.
3.50
(ft)
Kacm 
From 
Eqn* 
3.49_ 
(sec ) 
xlO4
90 16 0*006 2*19 1*82 1*83 0*052 76*6 0*435
2 0 0*0088 2 * 1 1 1*90 2*19 0*05 A 74 *0 0*562
30 0*027 1*99 2 * 0 1 3*10 0*068 59*1 1*060
AO 0*038 ' 1*72 2*32 3*58 0*058 6 8 * 8 1 * 2 1 0
50 0.0A3 1 * 6 A 2*44 4*27 0*060 67*0 1*550
60 0*071 1 *8A 2*18 5*75 0*078 51*4 2*430
70 0*075 1*74 2*3 6 • 34 0*0968 41*3 2*380
1 0 0 16 0*01A6 2*19 1*83 1*83 0*078 51*0 0*652
20 0 * 0 2 1 2*46 1*62 2*56 0*073 54*4 0*764
25 0*028 2*27 1*76 2*95 0*081 49*4 1*050
30 0*0378
■
2*48 1*61 3*87 0*075 53*4 1*170
35 0*042 2*46 1*63 A*A8 0*083 44*5 1*340
AO 0*047 1*81 2 * 2 1 3*76 0*068 59*2 1*410
50 0*06A8 2*37 1*69 6*17 0*076 52*8 1*970 
2*320 \60 0*10A3 2*24 1*78 7*01 0*07A 53*9
70 0*11A0 2*30 1*74 8 * 1 1 0*076 63*2 2*410
1 2 0 2 0 0*0320 2*55 1*57 2*65 0*08A 47*7 0*872
25 0*0511 2 * 11 1*90 2*74 0*0A3 93*7 0*555
30 0*0820 2*34 1*71 3*65 0*078 51*5 1 * 2 1 0
AO 0*1060 2*27 1*76 4*72 0*074 53*9 1*540
50 0*125 2 *1A 1*87 5*57 0*077 51*8 2 * 0 1 0
150 16 0*051 2*30 1*74 1*92 0*077 51*8 0*642
20 0*080 2*26 1*77 2*35 0*069 57*6 0*723
25 0*113 2 * 2 0 1*82 2 * 8 6 0*052 77*3 0*673
-
30 0*285 2*13 1 * 8 8 3*325 0*075 53*6 1*160
TABLE 10
Column III, Residence Time and Mixing Studies for the Dispersed phase
( CCl^ ) in a 2-phase system ( CCl^ - H^O ).
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES CALCULATED VALUES
N
SPEED
osc/min
Qc
■ (eQd) 
L/hr
1
! ■ t 
j (MRT) 
| Sec
ti!
2
q
Variance
1
A
1 hold­
up
: ■
Pe
From
Eqn. 3*35 
2
x 1 0
U.L
E = d d (j>,P d e
(ft2/Sec)
x 1 0 3
90 50 1 76*32 1 1 * 0 0*049 16*8 0*0623
70 ! 72*40 8*62 0*083 20*4 0*072
90 65*63 9*43 0*107 18*6 0 * 1 0 1
1 0 0 62*14 11*75■ 0*148 16*0 0*130
1 2 0 60.70 6*50 0.234 26*6 0*094
1 0 0 50 90*11 15*50 0*07
.
1 2 * 8 0*083 |
70 79*12 1 1 * 2 0 0*106 16*5 0*088
90 68.43 13*50 0 * 1 2 0 14*4 0*130
1 0 0 66*94 10*61 0*154' 17*4 0 * 1 2 0
1 2 0 59*21 20*84 0*264 9*6 0*260
1 2 0 50 95*61 28*40 0*094 6*5 0*161
70 79*40 19*52 0*1124 1 0 * 8 0*135
90 69*70 9*11 0*174 19*1 0*098
1 0 0 63*21 13*20 0*248 14*6 0*142
1 2 0 57*62 12*50 0*391 15*3 0*163
2 2 (P - 1 +e
-P^  ... .........  3•35
0 * P 2 
e (ref: Van Der Lann (1958)
Column III. Residence Time and Mixing Studies for the continuous phase
(water). Single phase system.
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES CALCULATED VALUES
N
osc/min
Qc
(=Qd)
L/hr
t
(MRT)
Sec
j
a2 
x 1 0 3
Pe
from below 
 ^* ^ 5Eqn . i..
Pe
from below 
Eqn.!?!"’
E UL 
c c
Pe
(ft2/sec) 
1 0 3
1
i 2 /
Ec (ft ' sec)
from below 
Eqn.10-5
50
i
1 0 0 731-34 | 42.2 44*5 32-7 0-468 0-678
1 2 0 584*921 35*8 6 6 * 1 34*81 0-41 0-762
90 90 999*12 ! 62- 4 29*5 27*1 0-681 0-709
1 0 0 986*4 | 73-9 25-8 24*7 0-806 0 - 834
1 2 0 844*5 67-1 27-5 26*0 0-908 0-908
150 693*7 51-8 35-1 32*5 1-03 1-017
1 0 0 90 1151*85 83-5 23-1 2 1 - 8 0-813 0-861
1 0 0 929*0 97-4 2 0 - 0 2 2 * 2 0-92 0-898
1 2 0 850* 07 8 8 - 2■ 2 2 - 1 24*2 1-05 0-972
150 663*4 64-1 28-5 27*2 1*17 1-108
1 2 0 90 1182-3 1 0 0 - 8 19-5 19*71 0*96 0*966
1 0 0 993*5 111-5 17*4 19*60 1-04 1-003
1 2 0 962-47 88-7 2 0 * 2 2 2 * 1 0 1 * 1 2 1*077
150 827*46 55-3 32-5 29-7 1-27 1-189
150 90 1193*4 124-1 15*9 16*6 1*18 1 - 1 2 2
1 0 0 1 0 2 1 - 1 1 2 2 - 8 16-10 17*5 1*26 1-159
1 2 0 950-0 1 1 0 - 2 17-99 19*4 1*39 1-333
150 840-0 92-4 2 1 - 2 0 22*4 1*48 1-445
90 30 3207-02 157-0 1 2 - 0 11-62 0-521 0-514
1 2 0 30 3433-87 222-7 8-50 8-94 0-735 0-742
0 90 960-5 41-5 42-10 45*5 0-467 0-452
0 1 2 0 824-0 38-5
i
63-50 55-4 0-393 0-378
o v - ; 5
2
7 /  V e~Pe ) (ref. Van Der Lann (1958) ..... 3*35
E >  2 c •14 x 10s D2n + 0-1443DV (ref. Present Study) 10*5
p L/D 10-5
■
e 0 *1443 + ' 2-14 x 10” 5 Dn/V
COCilL dtuuy/ • •••••••«
TABLE 12
Column III, Residence Time and Mixing Studies for the Continuous
phase (water) in a 2 - phase system ( CCl^ - H^O ).
[ EXPERIMENTAL VALUES CALCULATED
1
VALUES i1
i n
| SPEED 
| osc/min
j
Qc
(»Q.)
L/hr
t
(MRT)
Sec
1 2 
j CT#
j Variance 
| xlO3
i
Pe
from below 
eqn.3 . 3 5
!
] p. j
j (ft2/Sec) ! 
' x 1 0 3 !
1 50
1 0 0 740*2 43*0
i
42*1 0*492
i
j 1 2 0 634*0 ! 40*2j 56*82 ; 0*447
I 90i 90 1038*0 j  70*3 26*41 j  0*714!i 1 0 0 789*4 j 72*0< 25*9■ 0*802
? 1 2 0 875*1 | 6 8 - 1 27*2 0*913
I
i 150 715*4
!
71*0 26*6 ! 1*186;
! iooj 90 1192*8 80*6 23*8 0*791
tiI 1 0 0 947*3 90*2 21*79 0.980
1 2 0 862*9 84*0 22*7 1 * 1 0
150 687*5 76*0 25*2 1*26
1 2 0 90 1224*1 92*0 21*3 0*870
• 1 0 0 998*6 95*6 2 0 * 6 1 * 0 1
1 2 0 971*3 8 8 * 1 2 2 * 2 1 * 1 2
150
.
843*9 79*8 24*1 1*30
2 2
o
e
(P - 1 + e “Pe) .......
(ref: Van Der Lann (1958)
TABLE 13
Axial mixing studies on the continuous phase (water) in a 
single phase system. Westerterp and Landsman (1962) Model 
applied to OBC, equations 10.3 and 10.4
(TABLE 8A) COLUMN I
N
Speed
OSC/min
V
c
ft/sec
xlO3
Ean
V
Intercept 
from fig. 16 
(ft3/lb)
d2n
3V
(ft /lb) 
xlO
Kn
xlO5
Eav
V
(ft3/ib>
Intercept
from fig. 
15
VD
V
(ft3/lb)
- 2xlO
Kv
xlO
90 4.16 0.203 0.87 2 . 1 2 15.6 108.5 1.446
1 00 6.25 0.228 0.965 2 . 1 0 17.7 120.5 1.450
1 2 0 8.328 0.274 1.1575 2.17 2 0 . 8 144.9 1.448
150 10.41 0.344 1.445 2.14 26.05 180.53 1.44
(TABLE 8B) COLUMN III
N
Speed
OSC/min
Vc
ft/sec 
xlO3
Ean
V
Intercept 
from fig.14 
(ft3/lb)
2 '
D N
V
(ft3/lb)
xlO- 4
Kn
5
xlO
Eav
V
(ft3/lb) 
Intercept 
from fig.13
VD
V
(ft3/lb)
xl0 “ 2
K
V
xlO
90 4.68 0.729 3.48 2.09 31.2 2.17 1.45
1 0 0 5 . 2 0 0.81 3.86 2.125 34.7 2.41 1.44
1 2 0 6.24 0.97 4.63 2.175 41.6 2.89 1.44
150 7.80 1.215 5.78 2.14 52.0 3.62 1.438
v = v
v V
E (d a _ Kn -
v ^
E = 2.14
c2v
+ ---
V
2n]—  + K v J v
x 10 5D
(reference Chapter 10)
 ^ \
—  (reference Chapter 10) 
2N + 0.1443DV ..... in.S
a
TABLE 14
Axial Mixing Studies in Column III. (GCl^ - HAC - CCl^).
N
Speed
OSC/min
(=Qd>
L/hr.
Samp­
ling
Point
Y - Y 
e
(gm/Litre)
Kac
(sec 1) 
5
xlO
Ka (Y - Y) r e
(lb/ft3
sec)
3
xlO
V
c dz „ 
(lb/ft 
sec) 
3
xlO
.2
E -2-2.
c dz2 3 
(lb/ft
sec)
3
xlO
90 50 1 114.35 0.7049 7.25 7 . 2 0 0.713
2 153.77 1*449 9.41 9.34 0.691
3 214.056 2.32 16.37 16.4 1.140
4 292.38 3.03 26.04 25.9 1.710
n 70 1 93.16 0.857 8.23 8.18 0.072
2 133.13 1.980 1.239 12.4 0.983
3 198.94 2.340 1 . 2 0 19.4 1.472
4 262.32 3.90 2.41 23.7 1.350
ti 90 1 103.118 1.313 18.53 18.4 1.424
2 185.55 2.560 30.61 30.4 2.350
3 268.30 3.720 38.24 38.1 1.480
4 343.58 4.830 44.70 44.5 1.931
it 1 0 0 1 • 102.43 0.9775 17.2 17.1 1 . 0 1
2 160.70 2.710 23.1 22.9 1.85
3 225.05 3.97 33.9 32.9 1 . 8 8
4 297.31 4.82 42.63 42.5 1.32
it 1 2 0 1 97.46 2.235 12.90 1 2 . 8 1.05
2 137.93 4.11 20.08 19.94 1.43
3 194.69 4.72 34.65 34.2 2.52
4 275.00 6.44 62.94 62.43 5.12
1 0 0 50 1 116.09 0.478 5.54 5.49 0.495
2 141.81 1.409 7.88 7.82 0.587
3 190.80 2.39 16.41 16.30 1.17
4 262.79 2.761 24.98 24.8 1 . 8 6
1 0 0 70 1 111.29 1.294 10.32 1 0 . 2 0 1.33
2 191.098 2.390 14.56 14.40 1.60
3 256.13 3.140 18.26 17.10 3.-59
4 321.87 3.590 20.36 2 0 . 2 0 1.65
Continued.
NSpeed
OSC/min
(=Qd)
L/hr.
Samp­
ling
Point
Y - Y 
e
(gm/Litre}
Kac
(sec 1) 
5
xlO
Ka (Y - Y)c e
(lb/ft
sec)
3
xlO
v ix.
c dz o 
(lb/ft 
sec) 
3
xlO
E £ %
c dz 3 
(lb/ft
sec)
3
xlO
1 0 0 90 1 109.38 1.780 8.316 8.23 0.865
2 130.53 3.38 14.85 14.70 1.44
3 2 2 1 . 1 2 4.43 25.73 25.51 2.30
! 4 301.42 5.57 33.15 32.90 2.54
II 100 1 96.63 2.306 9.30 9.2 1.09
2 144.57 4.28 16.57 16.4 1.73
3 224.43 5.59 26.78 26.5 2.80
4 304.43 6.60 34.89 34.6 2.95
11 1 2 0 1 179.64 4.896 22.13 21.96 1.75
2 199.00 6.82 17.7 17.4 2 . 8 8
3 255.13 8.05 29.75 29.6 1.49
4 312.27 9.30 41.90 41.7 2.09
1 2 0 50 1 94.816 1 . 1 1 4.189 4.16 0.312
2 110.40 2.075 5.643 5.61 0.328
3 165.67 2.619 14.70 14.60 1.03
4 253.33 3.269 33.45 33.20 2.50
n 70 1 103.08 1.335 16.35 16.2 1.48
2 196.59 2.409 23.00 2 2 . 8 1.98
3 263.38 3.195 23.13 22.97 1.64
4 329.84 4.03 29.24 29.10 1.43
i i 90 1 99.83 3.71 15.41 15.3 1.15
2 159.67 5.16 2 0 . 1 2 2 0 . 0 1.17
3 220.26 6.48 29.75 29.6 1.53
4 296.47 7.75 37.10 37.0 1.07
1 2 0 1 0 0 1 92.55 4.17 14.554 14.45 1.06
-2 146.31 5.66 22.24 2 2 . 1 0 1.40
3 215.94 6 . 8 6 34.79 34.60 1.95
4 294.39 7.62 44.80 44.60 2 . 0 1
i i 1 2 0 1 204.93 0.749 31.70 31.40 2.99
2 218.83 1.064 15.23 15.10 1.28
3 257.31 2.85 28.03 27.8 2 . 0 2
4 305.84 3.52 48.57 48.2 3.74
. E i-2- + V
C dz2 ‘
iz -
: dz
Ka (Y - Y) = 0  (ref. Vermeulen (1955)) c c
....7.4
TABLE 15
CONCENTRATION PROFILES for Contractor III. ( CCl^ , - HAC - H20 ) System C s W
speed! Qc/Qd
OSC' j L/hr mmj
•i —  —
j ' B
| '
1 ! 2 3 4 | 5
1  i
90 50/50
T "  . . . . . .1
y I 0*00I 3‘101 j 5*54 10*28 ; 18-1 i 30*21 j 30*8i
I Cal* x | 0*60 j 0*60 ! 3*42 5*2 ; 16*5 | 30*8 | 31*22
Operf x ; 0*60
j
1
3*7 |-6*15 10*88 ; i8*7
1f
; 30*8 31*22
|
90 70/70 y
i
j 0*00 2.32 j 4*51 9*3
i
i
1 15*2 ; 22*32 j 23*42
Cal x I 0*31 0-31 j 2*66 { 6*8 | 12*4 22*65 ! 23*4
Oper x | 0*31
1
\
2*62 j 4*82
!
I 9*61
s
1
I 15*51
|
; 22*63
j
! 23*4|
90 90/90 y
1
}
00*00 2*5
i
| 7*9
j
! 15*5 24*2 ! 34*51
I
| 34*7
Cal x 0*60 0*60 ; 5*l 10*3 15*92 : 35*11 i 35.43 j
O p e r  x 0*60 3*1 j  8*5
i
16*1
;
24*8 :  35*11
i
I 35*43
i 1
1  i
90 90/45 y 0*00
i
0*84
i
i
j 1*32 2*82 4*92
1
1
;  8*46
t
1 8*65 !
\  i
C a l  x o*i2 ; 0*120 ; 1*44 2*94 5*04 ! 8*58 | 8*82
O p e r  x 0*12 1 0*326 ! 2*06
1
3*42 5*96 ;  8*58 8*82
90 100/10C y . 0*00 J 2-98 ■ 6*56
j
11*8 19*2
i
i
\ 28*1 28*6
j
C a l  x 0-11 1 0*11 | 3*49 9*33 16*17 ! 28*21 28*7
O p e r  x 0-11
i
3*09 | 6*67 11*91 19*31 ; 28*21 28* 7
90 100/33/' 3  y
i
0*00 ; 1*43 ; 3*11 I 5*12 7*76 : 1 2 * 0 0 12*34
C a l  x 0*22 j
i
0*22 j  3*33 j 5.34 7*98 12*22 12*47
]
O p e r  x
■ • !
0*22 |
jt I
0*64
1 3,76 i
1  *
; 1
6*11 8*79 f 12*22
1
12*47 i
90 120/120 y  ! 0*00 !1 1*90
j 1
: 4 * 1 2 ;
! j
8*3
;
!L5 *1
|  .
; 28*46 28*61
| C a l  x  j
j
0*90 | 0*90 2.82 !
j
5*31 12*7 ! 29*36 29*50
O p e r  x  I
1
0*90 ;
i
2*80 5*02 ;
I
9*2 16*0 i 29*36
!
29*50
90 120/30
j
y
1!
0*00 i
1
1*256 2*61 4*28 6.22 ! 9*12 9*35
C a l  x 0*50 ; 0*50 3*11 4*78 6*72 9*62 9*63
-
O p e r  x
i
1
!
0*50 1
1
j
j
0*813 3*64 5*07 7*29 9*62 9*63
TABLE 15 (Continue)
CONCENTRATION PROFILES: (Column III)
; SPEED 
o s c /  
m i n
!Q c / Q d  
j.L/hr
j
ti
i
! B
1
1 2 j 3
i
ii
I 4)
r '
1 5
T
1 0 0 ; 5 0 / 5 0 y 1 0 * 0 0 2 • 6 8 1 4 * 2 3 ; 8 * 8 7 : 1 6 * 7 5 j 2 8 * 7 6j
1 2 8 * 9 1
I!
C a l  x 1 *09 1 * 0 9 I 2 * 7 3
1 6 , 1
i 1 4 * 6 3 | 2 8 l85 2 9 * 8 7
! - i 
■ 1 
; !
O p e r  x 1 *09 3* 77 5 * 3 2 | 8 * 9 6
1
1
; 1 6 * 8 4 j 2 8 * 8 5
j
2 9 * 8 7
; 1 0 0
i
|7 0 / 7 0 y 0 * 0 0 2 * 5 7 -9
J1
! 1 3 * 8
1
j 2 1 * 0 6 | 2 9 * 2 4 2 9 * 3
i I . C a l  x 1 * 0 1 1 * 0 1 5 * 7 11 1 * 2 2 J 1 9 * 4 0 j 3 0 * 2 5 3 0 * 3 2
O p e r  x 1 * 0 1 3 * 5 1 8 * 9 1
|
j1 4 * 8 1 | 2 2 * 0 7
1
| 3 0 * 3 5
i
3 0 * 3 2
i 9 0 / 9 0
y 0 * 0 0 2 * 2 6 4 * 5 3 1 0 * 3 2 j 1 8 * 5 2
Ij
j 2 8 * 4 2 8 * 9  ;
1 ; 
; ij \ C a l  x 1 * 1 4 1 *14 2 * 4 6 ! 8 * 7 1 ; 1 5 * 9 2 | 2 9 * 5 4 2 9 * 5 5
f !
i . | O p e r  x 1 - 1 4 3 * 4 0 4 * 6 7 ! 1 1 - 4 6t1i
■ 1 9 * 6 6 I 2 9 * 5 4
i!
2 9 * 5 5
I 9 0 / 4 5
: t y 0 . 0 0 3 * 0 6 5 * 1 8
F
j 9 * 5 7 j. 2 2 * 5 6
|
j 3 8 * 6 4 3 8 * 9 3  ■:
1 I
C a l  x 1 * 0 6 1 *06 6 * 2 4 I 9 * 6 3
1
2 3 * 6 2 j 3 9 * 7 3 9 * 9
; ! 
i !
O p e r  x 1 *06 2 * 0 6 6 * 7 9 |10*74. 2 4 - 8 7 1 3 9 * 7
!l
3 9 * 9
•
t i 
| |100/10(
1 y
0 * 0 0 2 * 3 0 5 . 0 6 ! 1 1 * 3 4
|
1 9 * 6
i
j 3 0 * 3 8
i
3 0 - 7
1
I
i C a l  x 0 * 4 8 0 * 4 8 3 * 4 8 1 0 * 1 1 1 8 * 9 | 3 0 * 8 6 3 1 * 1 i
I i
I
O p e r  x 0 * 4 8 2 * 7 8
'
5 * 5 4 1 1 * 8 2 2 0 * 0 8 ! 3 0 * 8 6
!
3 1 * 1
I ■
'
1 0 0 / 3 3 ’'• y 0 * 0 0 0 * 7 2 1 * 9 2 3 * 6 8 6 * 3 6
1
; 9 * 1 2
j
■
9 * 3 2
'
s
Cal x 0 - 4 3. 0 - 4 3 3 * 1 0 4 * 9 8 7 * 2 3 ; 9 * 5 5 1 0 * 6 3
O p e r  x
■, '
0 * 4 3
■
.
0 * 6 1 1
i
3 * 1 0 4 * 9 8 7 * 2 3
•
L 9 * 5 5 1 0 * 6 3
1 2 0 / 1 2 C
■
y 0 . 0 0 6 * 9  1I
8 * 4 5 1 3 * 6 1 9 * 8 2 2 9 * 6 3 0 * 8
Cal * 1 * 1 1 *1 5 * 7 2 1 2 * 4 1 9 * 6 3 0 * 7 3 0 * 8 2
Oper x 1 * 1 8 * 0 9 * 5 5 1 4 * 7 2 0 * 9 2 3 0 * 7i1
3 0 * 8 2
1 2 0 / 3 0 y 0 * 0 0 1 * 9 8 4 * 8 6 2 8 * 1 1
*
1 1 * 7 9
;
1 9 * 1 3 1 9 * 3 6
Cal x 0 * 4 9 0 * 4 9 5 *3 5 2 8 * 6 1 2 * 2 8 1 9 * 6 2 1 9 * 9 3
.
i.-- i
Oper x
. .J
0 * 4 9 0 * 5 3 5 * 6 5 9 - 3 4 1 3 * 1 7 1 9 * 6 2 1 9 * 9 3
1
CONCENTRATION PROFILES:(Column III)
S P E E D
o s c /
’ min
: Qc/Qd 
L / h r
1
B | 1
t
i
! 2
7 . — ...
i
! 3
!
1
4 5 T— .
120
|
5 0 / 5 0 y • 0*00
r 1 1i
j 2 * 4 1 3 - 21
I
6 * 7 1 1 4 . 3
i
i
j 3 2 . 4 3 3 * 6 1
C a l  X 0 * 3 0 i 0 * 3
j
2 * 1 4 6 • 20 1 2 * 1 4 3 2 . 7 3 3 . 5
O p e r  'X 0 * 30 j 2 * 7
i
3 * 5 7 * 0 1 1 4 - 6 3 2 . 7 3 3 . 5
7 0 / 7 0 y 0*00
i
i
j 2-6 8 * 9 1 5 * 1 22*6 3 1 * 1 3 2 * 0
C a l  x 0 - 5 0 j 0 * 5 6 * 3 7 1 0 * 8 3 1 8 * 7 3 1 * 6 3 1 * 9
O p e r  x 0 * 5 0 I 3 *1
!
1
9 * 4 1 5 * 6 2 3 . 1 3 1 . 6 3 1 . 9
9 0 / 9 0
.y 0*00
11
| 2 * 9 i 6 * 5 4
j
1 1 * 4 2 1 9 * 1 6 2 7 * 2 2 8 * 6
C a l  x 0 * 0 6 { 0 * 0 6 ! 4 * 2 8
|
8 * 6 5 1 5 * 1 9 2 7 * 2 6 2 8 . 8
1
1 O p e r  x 0 * 0 6 j 2 * 9 61
6 * 6 0 1 1 * 4 8 1 9 * 2 2 2 7 * 2 6 2 8 * 8
i
j 9 0 / 4 5 y 0*00
|
; 2 * 8 0 | 5 * 9 6 1 0 * 5 3 1 7 * 2 4 2 5 * 3 2 2 5 * 6 8
i
i
C a l  x 0 * 1 8 j 0 * 1 8 j 6 * 1 4 1 0 * 7 1 1 7 * 4 2 2 5 * 5 2 5 * 9 4
ii
i
O p e r  x 0* 1 8 j 1*22
1
1 7 * 0 9
i
1 1 * 4 8 1 8 * 3 5 2 5 * 5 2 5 * 9 4
100/100 y 0*00
!
1
1 2 * 4 9
j
5 * 5 8 1 0 * 9 8 1 8 * 8 7 2 8 . 1 2 8 - 6 2
- ^
C a l  x 0*11 | 0*11 3 * 2 4■ 7 * 7 9 1 3 * 9 2 2 8 * 2 1 2 8 * 7  j
O p e r  x 0*11 j 2 * 6 0 5 * 6 8
|
1 1 * 0 9 1 8 * 9 8 2 8 * 2 1 2 8 * 7  j* i i
LOO/33 V3 y 0«00
J| 1 * 3 2 i .86 ; 4.44 7 * 5 2 1 0 * 5 6
i
1 0 * 9
C a l  x 0 * 2 5 0 * 2 5 2*11 4 * 6 9 7*77 1 0 * 8 1 11*0
O p e r  x 0 . 2 5 0 . 5 0 3 . 4 2 5 . 3 2 8 . 3 4 1 1 0 . 8 1 11.0
L 2 0 / 1 2 0 y 0*00 8 * 8 4
- j
1 0 * 0 5  j 1 3 * 7 1 1 8 * 9 6 2 9 * 2
1
2 9 * 4
C a l  x 1*20 1*2 5 * 9 6 1 2 * 3 1 8 * 4 9 3 0 * 4 3 0 * 5
O p e r  x 1*20 1 0 * 0 4 1 1 * 2 5 1 4 . 9 1 2 0 * 1 6 3 0 * 4 3 0 * 8 0
2 0 / 3 0 y 0 . 0 0 2 * 2 8 5 * 0 8 8 * 2 6 1 4 * 5 7 2 3 * 7 2 3 * 9 2
.
C a l  x 0 * 1 4
1
0 * 1 4 5 * 2 2 8 * 4 0 1 4 * 7 1 2 3 * 8 4 2 4 * 1
O p e r  x 0 * 1 4  j 1 * 2 4 5* 74 9 * 5 1  . 1 5 * 3 4 2 3 * 8 4 2 4 * 1
i
N o t e :  C a l *  x  -  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  e x p e r i m e n t a l  y  a n d  m a t e r i a l  b a l a n c e  o n  t h e  C o l u m n .  
O p e r t  x  -  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  e x p e r i m e n t a l  y , V ^ ,  V ^ ,  E ^ E ^ ,  a s  s h o w n  i n
e q u a t i o n s  7 * 4  -  7 * 2 5
TABLE 16
True Mass Transfer Coefficients and Height of Transfer Units as defined 
in equations 3*71, 3*73, and 3*50 Chapter 3 based on Equations 3*74 - 
3*76 due to Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1963).
Column III ( CC1, - HAC - H O  ) System C s W
■ d c
N
SPEED
osc/
min
.
Qc
(-Qd)
L/hr
NTUct
j
HTU
ct 
; (ft)
i Ka „ct
-1 (Sec l)
x 1 0*
!
j NTU
1 dt
!
i
] ■ •
| HTUdt 
| (ft)
Ka
dt-l (Sec )
q
x 1 0 3
90 50 0 * 1 0 1 39*5
•
0*690 | 1*482
Ii
| 2*70
j i
0*932
70 0 * 1 0 40*2 0*906 | 1.65 2.40 1*503 ii
90 0*1165 34*3 1*240 i 1*428| 2 * 8 1*675
1 0 0 0*105 38*1 1*251 | 1*58 2*53 2*05
1 2 0 0-1236 35*6 1*750 I 1*54 2*60 2*40 !
1 0 0 50 0*1173 j 34*0 0*702 | 1*99 2 * 0 1 1*292
70 0*114 33*6f 1*04 j 2*40 1*67 2*18
90 0*129 31*1 1*51 j 3*18 1*26 3*72
1 0 0 0*1445 ,27*7 1 * 8 8 3*39: 1*18 4*40
1 2 0 0*186 21*5 2*90 4*08 0*98 6*35
1 2 0 50 0*139 28*62 0*9075■ 2*96 1*35 1*925
70 0*124 32*2 1-13 3*45 1*16 3*12
90 0*197 20*31 2*305 3*28 1 * 2 2 3*85
1 0 0 0*187 21*4 2*435 3*58 1 * 1 2 4*65
1 2 0 0*0534 74*8* 0*83 0*84 4*91 1-27
150 50 0*140 28*5 0*945 4*16 0*96 2*73
■ *
70
'
0*169 23*64
. ..
1*54 4*94 0*81 4*49
* FLOODING
TABLE 17
Measured Mass Transfer Coefficients and Height of Transfer Units as
defined in equations 3*48 - 3*50 Chapter 3 based on Equations 3*74 -
3*76 due Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1963).
Column III ( CC14 - HAC - 1^0 ) System. C £ W
N
SPEED
osc/min
Qc
(=Qj)
L/hr
NTUcm HTUcm
(ft)
Kacm
-1 
(Sec )
4
x 1 0
NTU,dm
HTU
dm
(ft)
Ka,dm
(Sec 1) 
x 1 0 3
90 50 0 * 1 0 40*2 0*65 1*45 2*75 0*945
70 0*09 44*7 0*815 1*65 2*43 1*50
90 0*113 35*3 1 • 33
•
1*48 2*70 1*734
1 0 0 0*089 45*0 1*155 1*47 2*72 1*91
1 2 0 0*119 33*6
.
1*860 1*61 2*48 2*50
1 0 0 50 0*1192 35*1 0*74 1*63 2*45 1*06
70 0*118 34*0 1*07 1*95 2*06 1*79
90 0*1241 32*2 1*095 1*72 2*33 2 * 0 1
1 0 0 0 * 1 2 2 32*8 1*19 2*03 1-97■ 2*45
1 2 0 0*1491 26*80 2*33 2*59 1*92 2 * 8 8
■ ■
1 2 0 50 0.118 33-72 0.76
.
1*74 2*25 1*135
.
70 0 * 1 0 2 39*20
'
0*928 1*53 2*62 1*96
90 0*159 25*2
.
1 * 8 6 2*49 1*61 2*92
1 0 0 0*094 42*4 1*73 1*46 2*75 3*29
1 2 0 0*052 76*6 0*815 0*64 6 * 2 1*075
150 50 0*113 35*4 0*748 3*28 1 * 6 8 1*55
70 0*144 27*3 1*945 3*84 1*063 2.43
0 50 0*009 445 0*058 0 * 1 0 39-34 0*066
0 70 0*0086 567*3 0*064
'
.
'
0-13
'
30*8 0.085
!
L.
•
■- i
TABLE 18
Comparison of Calculated (HTU)c by Equation 10*22 below with experimental 
(HTU)c for the system CCl^ - HAC - H2°* Column £ ^ )
N
osc/min
Qc
(=Qd)
L/hr
i....
HTUc.Lxpt
(ft)
(HTU)c
calc, from 
Eqn. 9-23 (ft)
....- ■■ 1
A (HTU)c
DEVIATION
%
90 50 40*2 45-4 12*5
I
70 44-7 51* 8 15-7
90 35*3 40-6 1 1 - 8
1 0 0 45*0 52-3 15*9
1 2 0 33.6 39-7 18-4
1 0 0 50 35*1 43-2 2 2 - 8
70 34*0 40-1 17-6
90 39-9 48-7 2 0 - 1
1 0 0 32* 8 37*6 15-3
1 2 0 26*8 32-6 2 2 * 6
1 2 0 50 33-72 38-7 14-8
70 34*2 39-8 12-4
90 25-2 29-6 17-2
1 0 0 42*4 47 \3 1 1 - 8
1 2 0* 76-6* 84-1 1 1 - 0
150 50 31*4 35-5 11-3
- ■
70 27*4 35-7 2 2 - 6
(HTU) = A 0*539 0*319 A Vc D
,0-683 0-483 An 1-04 
h  T  APc D0*865 v 0-434 
c
0.434 p 2.34 U 3*27 0*636 "  
p d d c
(HTU) _ . (HTU) -
A(HTU) = LjO LXill i c nxp L• •v mn7c X iuU/o
(HTU) „c Estim.
* FLOODING
'TABLE 19
Mean Extraction in Column III. ( CCl^ - HAC - H^O ) System C £ W
d c
N Qc
Y 1
Xt
t
; ys“yi
(y5 - y i ) 1 0 0 • MEAN
SPEED (*=Qd) (gm/litre) (gm/litre) (gm/litre) (gm/litre) xt
EXTRACTION
osc/min L/hr
%
%
90 50 3.1 30.2 31*22 27*1 86.7
70 2*32 22*32 23*4 21*08 89*6
90 2*50 34*51 35*43 32*93 92*7 90*4
1 0 0 2*98 28*1 28*7 25*72 89*5
1 2 0 1.90 28*46 29*5 27*60 93*5
1 0 0 50 2 * 6 8 28*76 29*87 27*19 90*5
70 2* 52 29*24 30*32 27*80 91*6
90 2.26 28*4 29*55 27*29 94*0 92*7
1 0 0 2* 30 30*38 31*1 28*80 j94.6
1 2 0 6*9 29*6 30*12 23*22 77
1 2 0 50 2*4 32*4 33*5 31*1 93*82
70 2 - 6 31*1 31*9 29*3 97*8
90 2-9 27*2 28.8 27*9 97*0 96-7
1 0 0 2.49 28*1 28*7 26*21 97*57 .
1 2 0 8*84 29*2 30*5 2 1 * 6 6 j71*3*
150 50 2*1 28*3 27*1 26*2 !
1
97*2 97*8
70 1 * 6 30*5 29*4 28*9 1
1
j
i
98*4
-
EXTRACTION % = Qc (y^ ” yi^  x 1 0 0
Qd (*T )
* FLOODING
TABLE 20
Experimental End-Effects in Column III. ( CCl^ - HAC -1^0 ) System
( X calculated from measurement y and throughput )
N
(SPEED)
osc/min
!
(=Qd)
xb
gm/L
X 1
gm/L
X5
gm/L
xt
gm/L
x -x, 
1 > 
gm/L
X “X_
t 5 
gm/L
Ixt_xb
gm/L
B
%
T
%
B+T
%
• 90 50 0.62 3.7 31*0 31*5 3*1 0*50 30-6 10*5 1*63 12*1.3
70 0.31 3*63 22.3 23*4 3*53 1 * 1 0 23*09 15*2 4*75 19*95
90 0 *80 3*1 35*11 35*43 2*5 0*32 34*83 7*19 0*92 8 * 1 1
1 0 0 0 * 1 1 3-09 28*21 28*7 2*98 0*49 28*59 1 0 * 1 1*71 11*81
1 2 0 0.90 2 * 8 29*36 29*5 .1*9 0*14 28*7 6 * 6 0*487 7*09
1 0 0 50 1.09 2*77 29*86 29*89 2 * 6 8 0*04 28*8 9*3 0*14 9 *44
70 l-Ol 3 *51 30*25 30*25 2*5 0*07 29*31 8*54 0*239 8*78
90 1-14 3*4 29*54 29*64 2*26 0 * 1 0 28*5 7*93 0*35 8*28
1 0 0 0.48 2 . 8 30*86 31*1 2*32 0*24 30*62 7*58 0*784 8*36
1 2 0 1 . 2 0 1 0 * 1 30.01 30*12 8-9 0 * 1 1 28*92 2 1 * 8 0*38 22*18
1 2 0 50 0*30 2.7 32*7 33*5 2*4 0*80 33*2 7 * 2 2 2*41 9*63
70 0*50 3*1 31*6 32*0 2 * 6 0*40 31*5 8*25 1*27 9*52
90 0*06 3*12 27*4 28*8 3*04 1*40 28*74 9*8 4*87 14*62
1 0 0 0 * 1 1 2*58 28*18 28*7 2*47 0*52 28*59 8 *64 1 *8 10 *44
-
1 2 0 ! *2 8*94 29*3 30*5 7*74 1 * 2 29*3 26*4 3 *10 29*71
M o o /-
\
-  ViJ = -- %
(xt - V.
(xt 
1 0 0 c - VT ■ %
(xt -  V "
'Column III. Sectional Values of Mass Transfer coefficients and Height of
Transfer Units for the dispersed phase ( CCl^ ) and the Continuous phase
( water ) in CC1. - HAC - H„0 system. C a W 4 2 d c
N
iPEED
isc/min
Qc
(=Qd)
L/hr
Sections
Along
Column
(HTU)Ct
(ft)
Eqns 3*50 
& 3*73
(Ka)ct
(Sec""1) 
x 1 0 5 
Eqn.7*29
(HTU)dt .
(ft)
Eqn 3*50 
& 3*71
(Ka)dt
(Sec""1) 
Eqn 7*30 
1 0 “
HTU _ ct
overall
Table 16 
(ft)
HTU
dt
overall
Table 16 
(ft)
90 50 1 23*1709 0.105 1. 74 0.4947
2 6.6584 1-449 0.4719 1.39
3 5.1525 2.32 0.3002 4*651
4 4* 505 3*03 6*1911 13*22
39*488 2 * 702 39*5 2*70
70 1 22* 32 0*857 1*4906 0*249
2 7*6234 1*968 0*3979 2*36
3 6*380 2*34 0*2789 4*17
4 3*8273 3*90 0*2313 8*17
40*019 24*077 40*0 2*40
90 1 16*1945 1*313 1*5878 0*51
2 8*0974 2*56 0*5514 2*76
3 5*6028 3*72 0-3742 5*10
4 4*598 4*83 0-2918 8 12
34*327 2*8042 34*3 2 * 8
1 0 0 1 20*7275 0*975 1*3301 .1*056
2 7*5305 2*71 0*4313 3*36 •
3 5*4397 3*97 0*3363 6*44
4 4*2417 4*82 0*2336 9*695
38*1084 2*5303 38*1 2*53
1 2 0 1 16*4063 2*235 2*1493 1*188
2 7*7494 4*11 0*4959 '■4-76
3 6*7652 4*72 0*3602 6*65
4 4*5492 6 * 44 0*2382 11*44
35*6101 2*6016 35*6 2*60
30 50 1 19*1827 0*478 1*3521 0*57
2 6*6561 1*409 . 0*2922 2*53
3 4-1453 2-39 0*2624 5*279
4 3*987 2*761 0*0964 1 0 * 6
34*071 2 * 0 34*0 2 * 0 1
i
NPEED
sc/rain
Qc
(=Qd)
L/hr
Sections
Along
Column
(HTU)ct
(ft)
Eqn 3*50 
& 3*73
i
(Ka)ct
(Sec ) 
Eqn 7*29
x 105
(Hnj)dt
(ft)
Eqn 3*50 
| & 3*71
(Ka>dt 
1 -i
(Sec ) 
Eqn 7*30
10“
HTUct 
overall 
Table 16
ft
HTUdt
overall 
Table 16
ft
00 70 1 16*1119 1*294 1*3433 2*568
2 7*5017 2*39 0*2358 4*60
3 5*3389 3*14 0*0652 6*76
4 4*5635 3*59 0*022 7*92
33*60 1* 665 33*6 1*67
00 90 1 19*7544 1*78 1*0485 5*233
2 5*3233 3*38 0*1707 7.90
3 3*5367 4*43 0.0755 10*56
4 2*5227 5*57 0*0255 13-66
31*101 1*2602 31*1 1*26
tt 100 1 16*5866 2*306 1«0097 6*009
2 5*4062 4*28 0*150 9*30
3 3*1722 5*59 0*0633 12*92
4 2*40186 6*60 0*0238 15*67
27*7016 1*178 27*7 1-* • h- 00
ii 120 1 11.0996 4*896 0-6821 10-465
2 5*1008 6*82 0*1653 13.73
3 3*0127 8*05 0*1193 16-82
4 2*2325 9*30 0*0284 22.42
21*5016 0* 9808 21*5 0.98
20 50 1 17*509 1*11 1*0778 2*602
2 4*5172 2*075 0*1235 4*169
3 3*773 2*619 j 0*0910 5.49
4 2*742 3*269 0.052 7 . 0 0
28*602 1.3503 28.62 1.35
it 70 1 1.335 1*335 0.9821 4*736
2 2.409 2*409 0*0929 6*67
3 3.195 3*195 0*0635 8*23
4 4*03 4*03 0*0264 11*56
32.209 1*1599 32.2 1.16
90 1 11.4708 3*71 0*9168 5*438
2 4.6822 5*16 0*1699 8.20
3 2*9902 6*48 0*0905 11*16
4 2-0824 7*75 0*0451 14*56
20.3106 1.2203 20.31 1-22
1
TABLE 21 (Continue)
N
?EED
m^in
Qc
(=Qd)
L/hr
Sections
Along
Column
(HTU)ct
(ft)
eqn. 3*50 
& 3*73
(Ka)
ct
(Sec”1) 
eqn. 7*29
x 1 0 5
(HTU)
dt
(ft)
eqn. 5-30 
& 3*71
(Ka)
dt
(Sec”1) 
Eqn.7*30 
1 0^
HTU
ct
overall 
Table 16
(ft)
HTU
dt
overall 
Table 16
(ft)
,20 1 0 0 1 13*492 4*17 0*613 0*755
-
2 5*8272 . 5*66 0*2773 0*103
3 2*4228 6 * 8 6 0*1419 0*1327
4 1*508 7*62 0*0934 0*1532
21.400 1*1196 21*4 1 * 1 2
1 2 0 1 23*689 0*749 2.981 1*075
2 6.2564 1*064 0*796 2*516
3 11*405 2*85 0*558 3*785
4 9*918 3*52 0*463 5*569
74*766 4*9098 74*8 4*91
TABLE 22
Droplet Diameter Calculated from Correlations with Experimental 
Data Obtained by Thomas and Weng (1970) in Column II. (CCl^ “ HAC 
H2O) system. CC14 - Dispersed phase, ^ 0  - Continuous Phase.
N
Speed
Qc
(=Qd)
d32 Expt.
from
(Photograph)
dSV
Levich 
Eqn. 8.3
dsv
from
Eqn. 10.8
dsv 
from 
Eqn. 8.5
OSC/min L/hr. ft. ft. ft. ft.
150 30 0.0029 0.0023 0.00242 0.00286
45 0.0025 0.0026 n 11
50 0.0026 0.0023 11 11
60 0 . 0 0 2 0.0019 11 it
180 30 0.0027 0.0023 0.00236 0.00252
45 0.0023 0.0028 11 n
50 0.0024 0.0024 11 it
60 0 . 0 0 2 2 0 . 0 0 2 it 11
2 0 0 30 0.0026 0.0024 0 . 0 0 2 2 8 0.00235
45 0 . 0 0 2 2 0.0029 11 11
50 0.0024 0.0026 11 11
60 0 . 0 0 2 1 0.0025 11 it
230 30 0.0025 0.0031 0.00218 0.00213
45 0 . 0 0 2 0.0027 11 11
50 0.0023 0.0024 it 11
60 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 11 11
260 30 0.0024 0.00255 0 . 0 0 2 1 0.00196
45 0.0019 0.0032 11 it
50 0 . 0 0 2 2 0.00287 ti
d = 0.1526 sv
„ -0.31 _ -0.1 
R F e r
9 -0.19 
e
___1 0 . 8
d = 0.7 R “ sv e
0*31 „ -0.19 f
fr
P.
y*
-0.248 (ref. Thomas & Weng 
(1970) --- 8.5
2 / 5 fvl 3 / 5 2/2 
ds v - L [i£J d6/5 (ref. Levich (1962)) ....8.3
TABLE 23
Droplet Area Calculated from Correlation with Experimental Data
obtained by Thomas and Weng (1970) in Column II. (CCl^ - HAC - 
sSystem. C^ W£ CCl^ - Dispersed Phase, 1^0 - Continuous Phase.
N
Speed
OSC/min
(=Qd)
L/hr.
$
Hold-Up
a32 
Expt.
ft2
a32
Levich
Eqn.2 8.3
ft
a32
from
Eqn.10.8
ft2
a32
from
Eqn.8 .5^ 
ft2
150 30 0.01977 44.665 49.6 47.1 39.86
45 0.029 70.509 67.0 72.0 61.0
45 0.039 104.42 90.1 97.3 82.0
50 0.0488 133.15 127.0 1 2 1 1 0 2
60 0.0432 109.3 136.0 107.0 1 1 0 . 0
180 30 0.0297 71.59 77.4 75.4 70.7
45 0.053 138.0 113.6 135.0 126.0
50 0.041 1 0 2 . 0 1 0 2 . 0 104.0 97.5
60 0.0474 129.78 142.1 1 2 0 . 2 112.7
2 0 0 30 0.03505 81.0 87.7 92.0 89.5
45 0.0598 163.0 124.0 157.6 153.0
50 0.04973 124.0 114.5 130.5 126.7
- 60 0.0581 167.32 167.3 153.0 148.0
230 30 0.03315 79.65 79.63 91.0 93.2
30 0.0444 116.51 116.5 1 2 2 . 0 125.0
45 0.0557 167.18 107.6 153.2 156.6
45 0.0799 239.0 154.1 2 2 0 . 0 225.1
50 0.1593 416.0 354.2 438.0 448.3
60 0.0841 252.24 229.2 231.0 236.1
d = 0 . sv
d = 0 . sv
1526 R
7 R " °e
"°*31F " ° * 19 W “ ° * 19 ...10.8 
2 R e
.31 -0 • 19 fp'l” ° * 2lt8
F — (ref. Thomas & Weng .
Sy) (1970) ---  8.5
-  ->-2 / s f £sv (Kp,
| 3/5 2/2 
6/5
u
(ref. Levich) .... 8.3
a 32  = 6 4 dj dsv • • .. 8.5B
.TABLE .24
Comparison of Droplet Diameter Calculated from Correlations due to
Hauven and Beek (1971) with Experimental Data in Column III.
(CCl^ - HAC - H^O) System. CCl^ - Dispersed Phase, - Continuous 
Phase
N
Speed
*d
Hold-Up
d32Expt.
from
(Photograph)
d32 H.B 
from 
Eqn. 9.27
OSC/min L/hr. L/hr. ft. ft.
90 90 90 0.107 0.004959 0.02964
tt 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.148 0.00476 i i
n 1 2 0 1 2 0 0.234 0.00495 i i
i i 1 2 0 60 0.0322 0.00486 i i
i t 135 45 0.0235 0.00456 i t
1 2 0 30 0.0231 0.00458 i i
1 0 0 90 90 0 . 1 2 0 0.00461 0.0361
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.154 0.00441 i i
1 2 0 1 2 0 0.264 0.00458 i i
1 2 0 60 0.0402 0.0042 i i
135 45 0.0238 0.0046 «i
1 2 0 30 0.0230 0.0046 i i
1 2 0 90 90 0.174 0.00439 0.0361
1 0 0 1 0 0 0.248 0.004312 i i
1 2 0 1 2 0 0.391 0.00443 i i
1 2 0 60 0.115 0.004921 i t
135 45 0.108 0.0044 i i
1 2 0 30 0.104 0.0045 i i
d^32^H.B
3 2 
. D N p
3/5
Y (ref. Hauven 
(1971))
& Beek 
.... 1 0 . 1 1Y
3/5 6/5 4/5 
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TABLE 26
Summary of the flooding conditions in Column III (CC/ 
system. CC/^ - dispersed phase, 1 ^ 0 - continuous phas
N
Speed
(OSC/min)
Flowrate
(Litre/hr)
Flowrate
(Litre/hr)
90 70 156
1 0 0 70 124
1 1 0 70 1 2 2
1 2 0 70 1 0 2
130 70 97
140 70 84
150 70 77
160 70 58
150 50.5 105
79 82.3
89.4 61.5
1 0 0 54.2
1 2 1 42.1
2 0 0 49 93.1
65 78.3
92 56.0
105 47.0
1 2 2 38.0
TABLE 27
Power Measurement in OBC (Column III) Single Phase only (water).
N Qc (Liter/hr) Aver­
age 
Power 
ft.lb/ 
sec.
Speed 50 70 90 1 0 0 1 2 0 150
OSC/min Power (ft lb/sec.)
90 0.181 0.181 0.180 0.181 0.180 0.181 0.181
1 0 0 0.248 0.249 0.248 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249
1 2 0 0.430 0.431 0.430 0.430 0.430 0.430 0.430
150 0.8651 0.8649 0.8650 0.8650 0.8650 0.8650 0.865
170 1.219 1 . 2 2 0 1 . 2 2 0 1 . 2 2 0 1 . 2 2 0 1 . 2 2 0 1 . 2 2 0
TABLE 28
Power Measurement in OBC (Column III) Empty Column.
N
OSC/min.
P
ft.lb/sec.
N 3
xlO“ 5
90 0.155 7.2
1 0 0 0.214 1 0 . 0
1 2 0 0.370 16.8
150 0.726 33.1
170 1.049 49.13
TABLE 29
Power measurement in OBC (Column III). Two-phase (CCl^ , - 1^ '
Counter - Current Flow. Q = Q, = Qc a
N
Speed
OSC/min
ii
P*II Q (L/hr) Average
Power
(ft.lb/ 
sec)
50 70 90 100 120 150
Power (ft.lb./sec. )
90 0.183 0.184 0.184 0.184 0.184 0.184 0.184
100 0.251 0.251 0.252 0.252 0.252 . 0.252 0.252
120 0.435 0.436 0.435 0.436 0.436 0.436 0.436
150 0.849 0.850 0.849 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.850
170 1.239 1.239 1.240 1.240 1.240 1.240 1.240
TABLE 30
Power measured in OBC (Column III) with Continuous phase 
(water) flow only. The dimensionless numbers are based 
on physical dimensions of the impellers (baffles) and 
properties of water.
2 2 
D pN _ ■ DNA = Re = — —  ; b = Fr =
d V p . „ d 5n 3p
F = Np = -gSf.
D N p
S
c = We = — ; E =
Y ’ g
P,
N
OSC/min.
P
ft.lb./sec.
io
•<3 i—iX
B
xlO
C . 
xlO
E
ft.lb./sec.
F
90 0.181 3.4882 0.35 1.05 0.105 1.72
100 0.249 3.8835 0.43 1.14 1.141 1.76
120 0.43 4.6552 0.62 1.36 0.243. 1.77
150 0.865 5.810 0.97 1.54 0.477 1.76
170 1.22 6.60 1.20 1.74 0.687 1.75
TABLE 31
Power measured in OBC (Column III) with Continous phase 
(water) and Dispersed phase (CCl^) flowing. The dimensionless 
numbers are based on the physical dimensions of the impellers 
(baffles) and fluid properties.
A = Re=£!pN; b , F = m ! ;
V S
c = We = 5 ^ ;  E = dV p
F = N. S
X  g
p.
tA t3 t D N p
N
OSC/min.
P
ft.lb./sec. xlO-"
B
xlO x?0"
E
ft.lb./sec.
F
90 0.184 3.48 0.35 1.05 0.105 1.74
100 0.252 3.88 0.43 1.14 0.141 1.78
120 0.436 4.65 0.62 1.36 0.243 1.78
150 0.850 5.80 0.97 1.54 0.477 1.78
170 1.240 6.60 1.20 1.74 0.687 1.80
TABLE 32
Power measured during continuous phase flow (water) only minus 
dry load power in Contactor III
A' = B- -Hp = 4 v
8 D i p
N
OSC/min.
APi 
ft.lb./sec.
A1 B*
90 0.026 0.105 0.248*
100 0.035 0.141 0.248
120 0.06 0.243 0.249
150 0.119 0.477 0.250
170 0.171 0.687 0.248
APi = (P (water only) - P(dry Column Power))
TABLE 33
Power measured in flowing two phase system (Continuous 
(water) and Dispersed (CCl^) phases minus dry load power 
in Column III.
A 1 ; B' = Np
S D N P
N
OSC/min.
P
ft.lb./sec.
AT B*
90 0.029 0.105 0.274
100 0.038 0.141 0.271
120 0.0665 0.243 0.273
150 0.124 0.477 0.273
170 0.191 0.687 0.274
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Fig. 1 Equilibrium distribution of CC14 - Acetic acid - H20  
system at 20°C for Contactor III.
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Fig. 3 Concentration profile along the Contactor III.
Cd HAC_>WC, R =  1 xCalc from equation ( 3.41) 
knowing y and mass balance.
KEY(Flowrate: 120 L/hr) © 90 osc/m in
□ 100 osc/m in  
A120 osc/m in
0.3
0 .1 5 -
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Hold-up of the dispersed phase as a function of the 
liquid flowrate at constant oscillating baffle speed 
for Contactor I. Wc -**AC> C^, R = 1
Fig. 4
KEY ©90 vlOO 0150 osc/m in
0.15“
130
i
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Fig. 4b Hold-up of the dispersed phase as a function of the 
oscillating baffle speed at constant liquid flowrate 
for Contactor I. Wc i IAC>Cd, R =  1
KEY ©16 v 20 n25 030 040 v50 L/hr
0.1-
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Hold-up of the dispersed phase as a function of theFig. 5
oscillating baffle speed at constant liquid flowrate 
for Contactor H. Wc HA9>Cfl, R =  1
KEY ©20 030 v40 n50 t -60 L/hr
o.i-
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BFig, 5 Hold-up of the dispersed phase as a function of the liquid
flowrate at constant oscillating baffle speed for Contactor n. 
Wc -U^S+Cd, R =  1
KEY ©100 0120 v l5 0  0 1 80 v210 osc/m in
0.4
0.2-
130
N (osc/min)
Fig. 6a Hold-up of the dispersed phase as a function 
of the oscillating baffle speed at constant 
liquid flowrate for Contactor m  R =  1.
KEY @50 a  70 090 O100 L/hr
0.2-
1309040
Q (L/hr)
BFig. 6 Hold-up of the dispersed phase as a function 
of the liquid flowrate at constant oscillating 
baffle speed for Contactor HI R = 1 .
KEY ©90 A100 osc/m in
40 (HTU)dm (ft) 80
A
Fig. 7 Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of the measured
height of transfer units for the dispersed phase at constant flowrate 
for Contactor I. Wc -HACV Cd , R = 1
KEY (Flowrate) ©16 t 20 030 ©40 a 50 L/hr
0.3-,
Fig. 7 Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of the measured 
number of transfer units for the dispersed phase at constant 
flowrate for Contactor I. Wc .HAC> Cd , R =  1
KEY (Flowrate) ©16 ▼ 20 030 ^40 A50 L/hr
0.3-i
4 (Ka)dmx l0 4 (sec-1)
cFig. 7 Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of the measured 
mass transfer coefficient for the dispersed phase at constant 
flowrate for Contactor I. Wc l*A-C-»>Cfl, R = 1
KEY (Flowrate) ©16 ▼ 20 0  30 ® 40 a 50 L/hr
0
600 30
Fig. 8a Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function \ 
of the measured height of transfer units for the 
continuous phase at constant flowrate for 
Contactor IE. Cd HA9^WC , R =  1
KEY •  50 ^70 n90 olOO (Flowrate) L/hr
0.4-
0.2-
0 °*15 (NTU)cm 0.3
Fig.8B Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of 
the measured number of transfer units for the 
continuous phase at constant flowrate for 
Contactor HI. Cd i ^ W c  , R =  1
KEY ©50 >70 Q90 olOO (Flowrate)
0.2-
1
(Ka)cmxl0  (sec )
Fig. 8C Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of 
the measured mass transfer coefficients for the 
continuous phase at constant flowrate for Contactor 
HI. Cd .HA-9»WC, R = 1
T T T P V  c n —  17 n  n  n n  ^ i n n   ^  x  „  N t  / u
0Fig. 9
30
(HTU)cm (ft)
"1
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Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of the 
measured height of transfer units for the continuous 
phase for Contactor HI. Cd _M£>WC , R =  1
KEY ®90 ▼lOO P l’20. osc/m in
0 .4
0.2-
0.15 0.30
Fig. 9® Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of 
the measured number of transfer units for the 
continuous phase for Contactor HI. .H^ <?>WC? R = 1
KEY ®90 ^100 ^120 osc/m in
0.2-
(Ka)cmxl0 (sec 1)0
Fig. 9 Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of 
the measured mass transfer coefficient for the 
continuous phase for Contactor HI at constant 
oscillating baffle speed.
t m i r  -  A n   <  n n  r . 1  o n
0.15
Fig. 10A Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of the 
measured height of transfer units for the dispersed 
phase at constant flowrate for Contactor HI.
Cd HAc>Wc , R =  1
KEY ©50 *70 □ 90 olOO (Flowrate) L/hr
0.15-
0 2 4
Fig. 10B Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of the 
measured number of transfer units for the dispersed  
phase at constant flowrate for Contactor HI.
Cd H^-C-»WC, R =  1
KEY ©50 *70 «=> 90 o 100 (Flowrate) L/hr
0.3-,
0.15-
• (Ka)dmx 10 (sec" )
Fig. 10° Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of the
measured mass transfer coefficients for the dispersed  
phase at constant flowrate for Contactor HI. 
Cd _Mc> Wc , R =  1
KEY ©50 *70 ° 90 o  100 (Flowrate) L/hr
-------------- — I----:----------- 1
0 2 (HTU)dm (ft) 4
AFig, 11 Droplet hold-up as a function of the measured 
transfer units for the dispersed phase for 
Contactor m . Cd ™ £ + W c , R =  1
KEY •  90 t IOO o 120 osc/m in
0.4
30
Fig. 11B Hold-up for the dispersed phase as a function of
the measured number of transfer units for Contactor 
HI. Cd M f W c , R =  1
KEY ©90 ▼ 100 o l2 0  osc/m in0.4-,
0.2-
(Ka)dmxl°3(sec1)^0
Fig. l l c Hold-up for the dispersed pahse as a function of the 
measured mass transfer coefficient for the dispersed  
phase for Contactor IH. Cd -HAC> Wc , R = 1
^ 1 on
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90 16040
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Fig. 12a The effect of oscillating baffle speed on the continuous 
phase mean residence time for Contactor in.
Single phase (water) system s.
KEY ^90 O100 A120 L/hr
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o
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Fig. 12 The effect of oscillating baffle speed on the dispersed 
phase mean residence time for Contactor I. 2-phase 
(CC14-H20) system.
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Fig. 13 Eddy diffusivity in the continuous phase 
as a function of the oscillating baffle 
speed, single phase (water) only, for 
Contactor M.
Ec from dye studies and Pe (Vide table 12 )
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Fig. 14 Eddy diffusivity in the continuous phase as a function 
of the superficial velocity of the continuous phase 
single phase (water) only. Contactor HI.
Ec from dye studies and Pe (Vide table 12 )
KEY ©90 ^100 v 120 osc/m in
70
Fig. 15
150
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210
Eddy diffusivity in the continuous phase as a function of 
the oscillating baffle speed for Contactor I. Single phase 
(water) system.
Ec from dye studies and Pe (Vide table 8 )
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Fig. 16
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Eddy diffusivity in the continuous phase as a function 
of the superficial velocity of the continuous phase 
(water) only. Contactor I.
Ec from dye studies and Pe (Vide table 8 )
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Fig. 17 The agreement of the Peclet number values is  
a confirmation of the correctness of the 
numerical coefficients obtained experimentally 
for OBC in the Westerterp and Landsmen (1962) 
Equation
Single phase (water) system.
Pe dye from dye studies and Van de Laan (1958)
Equation x 2 =  —  (Pe - 1 + e P e ) ____ 3.35
Pe
Pe caj c from Equation 10.6
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Fig. 18 The agreement of the Eddy diffusivity values 
is  a confirmation of the correctness of the 
numerical coefficients obtained experimentally 
for OBC in the Wester terp Equation 
Single phase (water) system.
E = Uc L
ac dye $ p e
Eac cal(J =  2 .14x 10~5 D2n + 0.1443DV____10.5
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Fig. 19 Measured height of transfer units for the continuous phase as 
a function of the liquid flowrate for Contactor I at constant 
oscillating baffle speed. Wc -HAC» C^, R =  1
KEY ©90 TlOO □ 120 0  1 50 osc/m in
0 30 Q (L/hr) 70
Fig. 19 Measured number of transfer units for the continuous phase 
as a function of the liquid flowrate for Contactor I.
Wc -Mt+Cd, R =  1
KEY ©90 ▼ 100 □ 120 0150 osc/m in
N
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Fig. 20 Measured height of transfer units for the dispersed phase as a 
function of the liquid flowrate at constant oscillating baffle 
speed for Contactor I. Wc R =  1
KEY ©90 ▼ 100 □ 120 0150 osc/m in
0.2-1
O.lH
Fig. 20b Measured number of transfer units for the dispersed phase as a 
function of the liquid flowrate at constant oscillating baffle speed 
for Contactor I. Wc ■IIAP.>Cd, R — 1
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Measured height of transfer units for the dispersed  
phase as a function of the oscillating baffle speed 
at constant liquid flowrate for Contactor I.
W, HAC► C d , R = 1
KEY ©16 a 20 0 30 0  40 a 50 a 60 L/hr
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Fig. 21 Measured number of transfer units for the dispersed  
phase as a function of the oscillating baffle speed 
at constant liquid flowrate for Contactor I.
^ C d ^ It 1Wc -MP
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Fig. 22a Measured height of transfer units for the continuous 
phase as a function of liquid flowrate at constant 
oscillating baffle speed for Contactor m .
Cd -M£*WC, R =  1
KEY •  90 v 100 ■ 120 o l50  osc/m in
13010070
Q (L/hr)
Fig. 22JB Measured number of transfer units for the continuous 
phase as a function of liquid flowrate at constant 
oscillating baffle speed for Contactor HI. 
cd J1AC.WC, R = 1
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Fig. 23a Measured height of transfer units for the dispersed 
phase as a function of liquid flowrate for Contactor
in. cd HA^ WC, R =  1
KEY ©90 vlOO □ 120 o l5 0  osc/m in
4'
2 -
40
Fig. 23s
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Measured number of transfer units for the dispersed 
phase as a function of liquid flowrate for Contactor
in. cd iL ^ W c, R = 1
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Fig. 24 True height of transfer units for the continuous 
phase as a function of liquid flowrate at constant 
oscillating baffle speed for Contactor HI.
Cd i ^ W c , R =  1
KEY(Baffle speed) a 90 vlOO *120 o l50
osc/m in
60 90 Q (L/hr) 120
Fig. 24b True number of transfer units for the continuous 
phase as a function of liquid flowrate at constant 
oscillating baffle speed for Contactor HI. 
C d -^ ^ W c  , R =  1
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True height of transfer units for the dispersed phase 
as a function of liquid flowrate for Contactor m  at 
constant oscillating baffle speed. HAC>W C, R =1
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True number of transfer units for the dispersed phase 
as a function of the liquid flowrate at constant 
oscillating baffle speed for Contactor HI.
Cd R = 1
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Fig. 26J True height of transfer units for the continuous 
phase as a function of oscillating baffle speed. 
Cd J iac^Wc , R =  1 -
KEY 50 v 70 a 90 □ 120 L/hr
4-,
2 -
Fig. 26b
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True number of transfer units for the dispersed  
phase as a function of oscillating baffle speed for 
Contactor III. Cd .HA(?>WC, R = 1
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Fig. 27a True height of transfer units for the dispersed phase as a function 
of the oscillating baffle speed at constant liquid flowrate for 
Contactor I. Wc C^, R =  1 .
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True number of transfer units for the dispersed phase as a functi 
of the oscillating baffle speed at constant liquid flowrate for 
Contactor I. Wc -M ^ C d , R =  1
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Fig. 28 Comparison of HTUcm (expt) (equ. 3.51 ) with
HTUcm (calc) (equ. 10.22 ) is developed for OBC for
for dimensional analysis Column HI.
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Fig. 29 Measured mass transfer coefficients for the
continuous phase as a function of the oscillating 
baffle speed at constant liquid flowrate for 
Contactor I.
Wc-^A^Cd, R = 1
KEY(L/hr) ©16 t 20 D30 040 A50
10
0
Q (L/hr)
Fig. 29B Measured mass transfer coefficients for the 
continuous phase as a function of the liquid 
flowrate at constant oscillating baffle speed 
for Contactor I.
R =  1
KEY(osc/min) ©90 vlOO ©120 0150
80 140 /  . . ; 200N (osc/mm)
Fig. 30 Measured mass transfer coefficients for the
dispersed phase as a function of the oscillating 
baffle speed at constant flowrate for Contactor I.
wc -2^Cd, R = 1
KEY(L/hr) ®16 t 20 0 30 040 A50
Q (L/hr)
Fig. 30B Measured mass transfer coefficients for the 
dispersed phase as a function of the liquid 
flowrate at constant oscillating baffle speed 
for Contactor I.
W c-M ^ C d , R =  1
KEY(osc/min) ©90 t 100 □ 120 0150
80 120
N (osc/min)
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Fig. 31 Measured mass transfer coefficient for the 
continuous phase as a function of the 
oscillating baffle speed at constant flowrate 
for Contactor in. Ca HAC^We> R =  1
KEY(Flowrate) •  50 ^70 °90 ol00
a 120 L/hr
40
Fig. 31b
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Measured mass transfer coefficient for the 
continuous phase as a function of the liquid 
flowrate at constant oscillating baffle speed 
for Contactor HI. C  ^ HA£»WC, R = 1
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Measured mass transfer coefficient for the 
dispersed phase as a function of the oscillating 
baffle speed at constant liquid flowrate for 
Contactor HI. Cd H^ »W C, R =  1
KEY( Flowrate) ©50 ^70 n90 olOO
a 120 L/hr
_  - , | • ! r™
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Measured mass transfer coefficients for the 
dispersed phase as a function of the liquid 
flowrate at constant oscillating baffle speed 
for Contactor HI. Cd -£ ^ W C, R = 1
KEY(Baffle speed) ©90 ▼lOO ^120 o 150
osc/m in
70
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Fig. 33b
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True mass transfer coefficients for the continuous 
phase as a function of the oscillating baffle speed 
at constant flowrate for Contactor I,
W p _HAC
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True mass transfer coefficients for the continuous phase 
as a function of the liquid flowrate at constant oscillating 
baffle speed for Contactor I.
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Mean extraction in the active Column length, Contactor HI. _
Cd -J^£>WC 
(Vide table 19 )
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Flooding curve of the experimental OBC 
(Contactor in) at constant oscillating 
baffle speed.
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Fig. 36 Flooding plot of the experimental OBC 
(Contactor HI) at constant continuous 
phase flowrate, Qc = 70 L/hr.
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AFig. 37 Contactor IE. Overall interfacial area as a function 
of the oscillating baffle speed. C(j -HAC->WC, R =  1
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BFig. 37 Contactor El. Overall interfacial area, as a function of 
the relating flowrate of phases. C^ HAC ^Wc , R =  1
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Fig. 38 Overall interfacial area as a function of the flow 
ratio for Contactor III. Cd c
   Present study
 Thomas and Weng (1970) study
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Fig. 39" Overall mass transfer coefficient for the
70
continuous phase as a function of the oscillating 
baffle speed for Contactor m . J^£>WC, R=1
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Fig. 39b Mass transfer coefficient for the continuous 
phase as a function of the oscillating baffle 
speed for Contactor III. C  ^ -M£*WC, R =  1
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Fig. 40A Overall mass transfer coefficient of the continuous 
phase as a function of the relative flowrate of the
phases for Contactor in. Cd HAC wc , R = 1
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Fig. 40b Mass transfer coefficient of the continuous phase 
as a function of the relative flowrate of the phases
for Contactor HI. Cd HAC W c, R= 1
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Fig. 41A Overall mass transfer coefficient for 
the dispersed phase as a function of 
the oscillating baffle speed for Contactor m . 
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Mass transfer coefficient for the 
dispersed phase as a function of 
the oscillating baffle speed for 
Contactor III.
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Mass transfer coefficient for the dispersed 
phase as a function of the relative flowrate 
of phases for Contactor in.
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Fig. 43 Contactor HE. Power consumption as a function 
of oscillating baffle speed.
a Total power (2 phase-CC14 •— H20)
dispersed — Continuous
o Single phase (water) power
® Dry power (power measured in empty column)
a Pj. - P ^ y  Two phase - (CC14 — H20)
v Pt “ Pdry Single phase (water)
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Fig. 45a Measured number of transfer units (continuous 
phase) as a function of useful power (P).
Cd R =  1 .
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Fig. 45b Measured height of transfer units (continuous 
phase) as a function of useful power (P).
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Power consumption in empty column as a function of 
N3 for Contactor HI.
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